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Preface
Frommind-body dualism to affective states
Whether mind and body are two independent entities is one of the oldest philosophical ques-
tions which emerged from Plato’s notion on dualism in his work Phaedo (Carone, 2 5 ). This
problem even exists from a linguistic point of view: the Latin word “animus”–which refers to
the “rational soul of man”– shares the same origin with the word “anima”–which denotes the
principle of animal life or anything that breathes (Lewis & Short, 1879 , p. II.C.1.). Many philoso-
phers consider that the contribution of Descartes (1637 ) to the mind-body dualism debate has
played a decisive role in the evolution of modern Western culture (Müller & Krause, 1976 ) par-
ticularly during our industrial revolutions (Board, 2 2 ; Duncan, 2 6 ; Le Neindre et al., 2 17 ).
Nowadays, Cartesianism still influences our society from medicine to ecology (Gold, 1985 ; Leder,
1992 ; Preston, 2 1  ).
The famous statement of Descartes “I think therefore I am” (“Cogito ergo sum”) implies that the
intelligent (human) mind is superior to any other living organisms (“automata”) because they do
not think. This interpretation represents the roots of anthropocentrism, defined as the overem-
phasis on the centrality of human values and concerns at the expense of non-human ones (Pre-
ston, 2 1  ). As a result, it took a long time to foster the idea that the human brain works in
a similar way as other mammalian brains. While Darwin (1859 ) significantly helped to decon-
struct evolutionary anthropocentrism (i.e. humans are the most elaborate product of evolution),
studies on comparative anatomy and psychology helped to deconstruct the belief that the hu-
man brain is evolutionary exceptional (Herculano-Houzel, 2 11 , 2 19 ; Mota et al., 2 19 ) or that
some brain functions are “unique to human”. Relevant examples are that non-human animals
also experience mental states (Griffin, 1976 ; Staddon, 1989 ) with different levels of conscious-
ness (Le Neindre et al., 2 17 ; Wechsler, 2 19 ); that a laminated cortex is not necessary for having
elaborated cognitive skills (i.e. in birds Güntürkün, 2 12 ); or that hemispheric specializations
are present in all vertebrate taxa (Rogers et al., 2 13 , a central topic in this thesis). Nowadays, it
is believed that convergent evolution (i.e. without a common ancestor) may explain the continu-
ity of brain functions between many vertebrate taxa (Emery & Clayton, 2 4 ; Güntürkün, 2 12 ;
Rattenborg et al., 2 9 ).
Another consequence of the Cartesian dualism is that psychology and physiology were stud-
ied separately for a long time. Therefore, neurobiologists did not consider the study of “feelings”
or affective states –another central topic of this thesis– as a scientific field for decades (Dama-
sio, 1995 ; Lazarus, 1993 ), despite early descriptions of human emotions (Darwin, 1873 ; James,
ix
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1884 ; Wundt, 1897 ). Times changed when Freud argued for the existence of an unconscious
mind which influences our rationality and our psychopathology (Freud, 19 4 ; Grey, 1993 ). Later,
Damasio (1994 ) even claimed the opposite of Descartes: “I am therefore I think”, acknowledging
the role of affective states as necessary to understand brain function (Dalgleish, 2 4 ; LeDoux,
2  ; Panksepp, 1998 ). Nowadays, the study of affective states in non-human animals is con-
sidered a promising means for understanding how behaviour is computed by the brain, and as
such has implications for animal welfare (Gygax, 2 17 ). This thesis will show that studying the
links between hemispheric specializations and affective states in pigs contribute to perceiving
these farm animals as individuals with complex brains. As a consequence, this may generate
more empathy and understanding for those animals and could increase the public demand to
improve their welfare.
x
“Dem Menschen, der zur Ethik der Ehrfurcht vor
dem Leben gelangt ist, ist jedes Leben als solches
heilig. Er hat Scheu davor, ein Insekt zu töten, eine
Blume abzureißen. Den Wurm, der auf der Straße





1.1 A brief history of animal welfare research and
why animal brains matter
1.1.1 The emergence of the animal welfare concept
As a direct consequence of our industrial revolutions, the rise of animal production has been
prioritized over the acknowledgment of animal sentience during the last two centuries (Porcher,
2 14 ). Indeed, the pioneers of industrialisation of animal husbandry (e.g., Sanson, 19 7 ) as-
serted farm animals were machines because it could justify their exploitation for the large-scale
production of meat, milk or eggs (Broom, 2 11 ). Earlier, some thinkers criticised this Cartesian
point of view. We can cite Bentham (1781 ) and Rousseau (1754 ) for redirecting the question
from animal reasoning to animal suffering or Thompson (1851 ): a pioneer in describing human-
animal interactions who argued for different forms of intelligence. In 1952, Schweitzer was hon-
oured with the Peace Nobel Prize for defending his idea of “Reverence for life” (“Ehrfurcht vor dem
Leben”), which consists in respecting any kind of life (plants, animals, humans; for an illustration
see the quotation beginning this chapter). This contributed to a decisive turning point in ethics
and animal rights (Sambraus & Steiger, 1997 ). Since 1997, the European Union acknowledges
animals as sentient beings (Boissy & Erhard, 2 14 ; Broom, 2 1 b ), defined as individuals with
some ability to “evaluate the actions of others in relation to itself and third parties, to remember
some of its own actions and their consequences, to assess risk, to have some feelings and to have
some degree of awareness” (DeGrazia, 1996 ). Today, animal welfare has become a distinct ob-
jective set by the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) of the United States. It is considered
1
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a necessary contribution to sustainable agricultural and economic development and to food se-
curity and human nutrition (Buller et al., 2 18 ). However, it has been a long road to achieving
the acknowledgement of animal welfare as a field of science (Fraser, 2 8 ).
1.1.2 How animal welfare became a research topic
A critical event in the acknowledgment of problems associated with industrial farming was
the publication of Animal Machines (Harrison, 1964 ). Harrison revealed the living conditions of
intensive animal husbandry to the public and this recognition directly influenced the British
government to create the Brambell Committee (Duncan, 2 6 ). Notably, this committee high-
lighted the necessity to allow freedom of movements in intensively farmed animals (i.e. the abil-
ity to turn around, groom themselves, get up, lie down and stretch their limbs; Brambell Com-
mittee Report, 1965 ). From this emerged the concept of the “five freedoms” defined as follows:
(1) freedom from thirst, hunger and malnutrition; (2) freedom from discomfort and exposure;
(3) freedom from pain, injury and disease; (4) freedom from fear and distress; (5) freedom to
express normal behaviour (Webster, 1994 ). As outlined by Duncan (2 2  ), the Brambell Com-
mittee was farsighted in urging scientists to describe “feelings” of animals. Indeed, this com-
mittee defined welfare as following: “a wide term that embraces both the physical and mental
well-being of the animal. Any attempt to evaluate welfare, therefore, must take into account
the scientific evidence available concerning the feelings of animals […]”(Brambell Committee
Report, 1965 ). One year later, the Society for Veterinary Ethology (renamed International Soci-
ety for Applied Ethology after 1991) was funded in England and opened the doors for research in
ethology aiming at improving animal welfare (Broom, 2 16 ). However, it was not before the early
199 ’s that methods to measure behavioural and physiological changes as indicators of welfare
became properly established (Mason & Mendl, 1993 ; Sandoe & Simonsen, 1992 ). The fact that the
concept of animal welfare dynamically evolved owing to the diversity in opinions (Fraser, 2 8 )
might explain this timeframe to find a consensus. For instance, some pioneering authors con-
sidered that the primary objective was to understand the animal’s point of view and its natural
“behavioural needs” (Stolba & Wood-Gush, 1984 ). Others focused on the “biological functioning”
and argued that poor animal welfare has similar consequences as poor fitness, which is mostly
due to a failure of an individual to cope with its environment (Broom, 1986 , 1991 ). Finally, other
authors dared to place “animal feelings” (i.e. the subjective experience of their internal states)
as a key aspect of reducing suffering in animal husbandry (Dawkins, 198  ; Duncan & Dawkins,
1983 ). In order to avoid anthropomorphism (Burghardt, 2 18 ; de Waal, 1999 ), the term “affec-
tive states” was later considered the most accurate for describing subjective experiences of an-
imals. Duncan (1993 ) argued that animal welfare only depends on what the animal feels and
on its mental health which appears closer to a definition of (human) psychological well-being.
Cannon (1929 ) was officially the first to introduce the concept of affective states while referring
to emotions and other feelings experienced as either pleasant or unpleasant rather than hedo-
nically neutral (Fraser, 2 8 ). For the sake of standardizing definitions of emotion, mood or
feeling, Russell (2 3 ) proposed to use the term of “core affect” to refer to “a neurophysiological
state that is consciously accessible as a simple, non-reflective feeling that is an integral blend of
hedonic (pleasure–displeasure; also called valence, ranging along a negative-positive axis) and
2 A brief history of animal welfare research and why animal brains matter
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arousal (sleepy–activated) values”. This “core affect”, also described as a “raw feeling”, varies as
a single point on this two-dimensional space of valence and arousal at a given moment (Russell,
2 3 ) and has been integrated into animal behavioural research (Mendl et al., 2 1  ). As a result,
the term “affective states” comprises of moods –the free-floating affect on the long term of an
individual– and emotions –short-lived affective reactions directed towards a stimulus (Paul et
al., 2 5 ). More recently, some applied ethologists claimed that animal well-being should not
only focus on the absence of negative affects but also (and even predominantly) on the presence
of positive ones (Boissy et al., 2 7 ; Burgdorf & Panksepp, 2 6 ; Yeates & Main, 2 8 ). In par-
ticular, animal welfare could be about offering conditions or situations that elicit “liking” states
in farm animals (Gygax, 2 17 ). As a result, affective states are nowadays central in the modern
concepts of animal welfare which focuses on the quality of life in farm animals (McMillan, 2  ;
Webb et al., 2 18 ; Yeates, 2 16 ).
1.1.3 A definition of animal welfare centred on the individual
and its affective states
Despite the various interpretations of animal welfare that emerged across time and currents
of thought (Fraser, 2 8 ), a general consensus has emerged which consists in acknowledging
farm animals as individuals with their own needs (Broom, 2 1 a ; Winckler, 2 19 ). Personal-
ity research can represent a good framework for doing so (Finkemeier et al., 2 18 ) because it
is an established field for studying individual differences in the animal kingdom (Roche et al.,
2 16 ). However, it is only recently that some authors called to attribute personality to farm
animals (Boissy & Erhard, 2 14 ; Finkemeier et al., 2 18 ; Puppe et al., 2 12 ; Richter & Hintze,
2 19 ). Finkemeier et al. (2 18 ) reviewed the research on individual differences in farm animals
and highlighted the discrepancy between the effort of farm animal researchers to use similar
methodological approaches as those performed in behavioural ecological studies and the use of
alternative terms (e.g. coping or temperament) rather than the personality concept itself. This
practice can be considered as counterproductive because it might reinforce the vision that farm
animals are an “extra” category of animals that do not deserve a personality. As a result, ac-
knowledging and investigating personality in farm animals may enhance our readiness to im-
prove their living conditions which could be beneficial for their welfare. Throughout this thesis,
when talking about individual differences, I will focus on personality because it is the most used
concept for studying individual differences in behaviour and physiology (Roche et al., 2 16 ).
Thus, I decided to use a definition of welfare which places the individual as central element
and which has the merit of integrating the presence of affective states: “Welfare is the state of
physical and mental health resulting from the process of behavioural and physiological adap-
tation when coping with environmental challenges, and the associated subjective experiences
and emotional evaluation, all in the light of individual and/or cognitive needs and abilities”
(Puppe et al., 2 12 ).
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1.1.4 Affective states are produced by the brain
Studying affective states blows a fresh breeze not only into animal welfare research but also
in the whole field of ethology. Indeed, it re-orientates focus back to proximate mechanisms (i.e.
physiology and development) of behavioural control (Gygax, 2 17 ) which have been overlooked
in favour of ultimate mechanisms (i.e. consequences on fitness at the group or species level of a
behaviour) with the emergence of behavioural ecology in the 197 ’s (Alcock, 2 3 ). The field of
affective neuroscience (i.e. the science of affective states) aims to explain the evolution of mam-
malian brains by demonstrating the existence of common neural substrates of wanting, liking
or decision-making (Panksepp, 1998 , 2  ). Those systems are ruled by the “law of affect”, sug-
gesting the existence of a motivation system promoting approaching pleasant/rewarding stim-
uli and avoiding unpleasant/punishing stimuli (Cabanac, 2 2 ; DeCatanzaro, 1999 ; Panksepp,
1998 ). In particular, in mammals, seven basic emotional systems (four positive: seeking, lust,
care, play; three negative: rage, fear, panic) have been identified and matched with key brain
areas and key neuromodulators (reviewed in Panksepp, 2 11 ). Short-termed affective states (i.e.
emotions) are major in the process of behavioural control because they serve in the process of
decision-making (“wanting”) and have feedback effects after an outcome has been evaluated
(“(dis-)liking”) in respect to an expected goal (Gygax, 2 17 ). Mechanisms occurring during and
at the origin of emotional reactions are a central topic in this thesis, therefore I will focus only
on emotions.
Measurements of changes in affect are assumed to indicate whether farm animals experi-
ence a situation as pleasant or unpleasant. Accordingly, we could design optimal environments
and develop best practices of care for improving their welfare (Duncan, 2 2  ). However, be-
cause affective states take place in the brain, studying them non-invasively is very demanding.
Few methods have been recently developed to measure cerebral activity in freely-moving farm
animals such as functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) which evaluates haemodynamic
changes in specific brain areas. This method already permitted to distinguish emotions of dif-
ferent valences in goats (Gygax et al., 2 13 ). However, further research is needed to validate
this technique because results seem to be heterogeneous (Gygax & Vögeli, 2 16 ; Raoult & Gy-
gax, 2 18 ; Vögeli et al., 2 14 ). Similarly, the use of electroencephalography (EEG) which allows
recording global neural activity shows the advantage of a high temporal resolution for studying
short-termed reactions (in horses: D’Ingeo et al., 2 19 ; Rochais et al., 2 18 ; in pigs: Rault et al.,
2 19 ). Nevertheless, applied researchers did not wait for the emergence of those cutting-edge
methods to investigate affect in farm animals. Indeed, one can indirectly assess affective states
because they are often accompanied by peripheral physiological changes and result most of the
time in one behavioural output (Gygax, 2 17 ). Developing measurable indicators through be-
havioural, physiological and cognitive changes (i.e. using a componential view, see section 1.2.2 
from page 8 ) that characterize an emotional reaction is therefore a field in progress since two
decades in farm animal research (Paul et al., 2 5 ).
To conclude this first section, personality and emotions are highly topical issues in animal
welfare research and investigating their mechanisms are expected to be relevant to improve the
welfare of farm animals.
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1.2 Studyingpersonalityandemotions to improve animal welfare
1.2.1 Personality, multidimensionality, proximatemechanisms and
animal welfare
Personality is defined as a correlated set of behavioural and physiological traits that are con-
sistent through time and situations within individuals (Gosling & John, 1999 ). Despite this objec-
tive definition and pioneering work on individuality and group selection (Hull, 198  ; Maynard
Smith, 1964 ; Maynard Smith & Price, 1973 ), it took several decades to acknowledge that person-
ality in non-human animals exists and can be based on a similar construct as human personality
(Gosling, 2 1 ; Gosling & John, 1999 ; Whitham & Washburn, 2 17 ). In human research, the “Big
Five” are acknowledged as the five main dimensions of personality: openness, agreeableness,
extraversion, neuroticism and conscientiousness (John & Srivastava, 1999 ). Inspired from this
“Big Five” model, a comparable model with five dimensions (i.e. exploration, aggressiveness,
sociability, boldness and activity) has been proposed to study non-human animal personality
(Réale et al., 2 7 ). Indeed, the dimension of openness is similar to the dimension of exploration,
agreeableness to aggressiveness, extraversion to sociability while neuroticism might include
boldness and activity (Finkemeier et al., 2 18 ; Gosling & John, 1999 ; Réale et al., 2 7 ). Con-
cerning conscientiousness which has been argued to be unique to great apes (Gosling & John,
1999 ), first investigations show the potential existence of this trait in other species which could
be divided in several components including impulse control, order, or industriousness (Delgado
& Sulloway, 2 17 ). Another well-established concept closely linked to the concept of personal-
ity, is coping and has also proven its relevance to understand individual differences in behaviour
and physiology (Cannon, 1929 ; Koolhaas et al., 1999 ). Coping is defined as the behavioural and
physiological efforts to master a stressful situation (Koolhaas et al., 1999 ). The view that coping
might be another personality dimension (Finkemeier et al., 2 18 ; Koolhaas & van Reenen, 2 16 ;
Zidar et al., 2 17 ) will be adopted throughout this thesis. Coping styles can be determined by
classifying individuals along a continuum where “proactive” (also called “high reactive”) sub-
jects show strong responses to stressful stimuli while “reactive” (also called “low reactive”) sub-
jects respond more passively (Koolhaas et al., 1999 ; Roche et al., 2 16 ). Those extreme types of
behavioural reactions have been shown to be associated with distinct physiological reactions:
for example, a proactive individual will show a higher sympathetic activation of the autonomic
system while a reactive individual shows an increased activation of the hypothalamic pituitary
adrenal (HPA) axis (Carere et al., 2 1  ). Thus, in general personality (including coping) should
be studied in a multidimensional framework (Finkemeier et al., 2 18 ; Koolhaas & van Reenen,
2 16 ; Zidar et al., 2 17 ).
Researchers in behavioural ecology invested a lot of effort in studying ultimate mechanisms
that can explain the maintenance of individual variability at the population level. This resulted
in a variety of frameworks to study how different personality-types coexist at the population
level (McElreath & Strimling, 2 6 ; Sih et al., 2 15 ; Wright et al., 2 19 ). However, animal wel-
fare researchers might be more attracted to understanding the proximate mechanisms of in-
dividual differences, especially in cerebral processing. Indeed, one of the new challenges for
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animal welfare research is knowing how to manage individuals with different perceptions of
their environment rather than simply knowing how different sub-groups coexist (Boissy & Er-
hard, 2 14 ; Bushby et al., 2 18 ; Finkemeier et al., 2 18 ; Puppe et al., 2 12 ; Richter & Hintze,
2 19 ). Similarly to the field of human psychology, understanding personality or individual dif-
ferences in emotional reactivity (i.e. “affective styles”) at the neurophysiological level may be
necessary to promote well-being (Davidson, 2 4 ; Montag & Panksepp, 2 17 ). For example, the
factor neuroticism predicts some affective disorders (e.g. depression) in humans (Lahey, 2 9 )
and further research might help to develop individualized care to treat those disorders (Mon-
tag & Panksepp, 2 17 ). The first studies on individual differences in neurophysiology to explain
personality emerged with Gray’s reinforcement sensitivity theory (RST: Gray, 1973 ). This frame-
work is based on the motivational system from which various personality traits are supposed to
emerge (Gray, 1973 ). Indeed, individual differences in behaviour reflect the physiological varia-
tions in the sensitivity to stimuli associated with positive or negative reinforcement: for exam-
ple, impulsive individuals are more sensitive to reward and may more often approach positively-
perceived situations even with the presence of punishments (Depue & Collins, 1999 ). A revised
version of the RST theory appeared later (Gray & McNaughton, 2  ) and proposed the exis-
tence of three independent systems regulating motivation: the behavioural activation system
(BAS: governing approach behaviour to rewarding stimuli), the flight-fight-freeze system (FFFS:
governing avoidance behaviour to aversive stimuli), and the behavioural inhibition system (BIS:
resolving approach-avoidance conflict situations when BAS and FFFS are activated, such as in
situations of novelty). Interestingly, there is support for the existence of distinct neural struc-
tures regulating those systems (e.g. the amygdala, anterior and posterior cingulate, prefrontal
ventral and prefrontal dorsal stream) that can become responsible for certain mental disorders
(e.g. general anxiety or obsessive compulsive disorders; for a review, see Corr, 2 9 ). Some
authors consider that the RST theory opened the doors to the research field of personality neu-
roscience which nowadays consists in investigating the neural substrates of the “Big Five” (for
a review, see Allen & DeYoung, 2 16 ). Although the RST is based on rodent models (Berkman
et al., 2 9 ; Gray, 197  ), this framework has not yet been used to explicitly study the neural sub-
strates of non-human animal personality. Instead, first indications demonstrate that genetically
identical mice can show individual differences in behaviour that are underpinned by individual
differences in brain plasticity (Freund et al., 2 15 ; Freund et al., 2 13 ). In general this research
field is at its early stage in non-human animals (Kempermann, 2 19 ), and therefore there re-
mains a need to better understand the neurobiological basis of personality.
Personality research can show broad applications with practical and economic interests that
are indirectly related to animal welfare (reviewed in Finkemeier et al., 2 18 ). Since differences in
personality inherently include individual differences in physiology, it is not surprising to note
that individual differences in personality can reflect individual differences in immunity, per-
formance or metabolic rate (Biro & Stamps, 2 8 ; Carere et al., 2 1  ; Finkemeier et al., 2 18 ;
Holtmann et al., 2 17 ). Those insights could be used to improve group management practices
or breeding policies. For instance, due to the moderate heritability of some personality traits
(e.g. docility) in farm animals and because those traits can improve their performance (e.g. milk
production in dairy cattle or training in horses), the selection of docile personality types is al-
ready integrated in breeding objectives in some countries (e.g. in cattle and horses: Gibbons,
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2 9 ; König von Borstel et al., 2 11 ). Another example could be the landmark studies on coping
styles in pigs. Coping has long been acknowledged as very relevant for animal welfare (espe-
cially through the “biological functioning” view: Broom, 1986 ) because farm animals have to
constantly cope with many challenging situations (e.g. regrouping, housing, certain handling
practices: Finkemeier et al., 2 18 ). In pigs, coping style is usually investigated using the Back-
test, where a piglet is turned on its back and its attempts to free itself (the struggle intensity) from
this aversive situation is measured in terms of latency, frequency and duration (Finkemeier et
al., 2 18 ; Hessing et al., 1993 ). Many studies showed that interactions between coping and gen-
eral health and/or environment have implications in pig husbandry and management (e.g. Bol-
huis et al., 2 6 ; Ruis et al., 2 1 ; Ruis et al., 2 2 ). For instance, Bolhuis et al. (2 6 ) showed
that providing straw reduced gastric lesions in low reactive pigs but not in high reactive pigs.
Moreover, enriched environments led to higher feed intake but only high reactive pigs gained
weight. This study demonstrates that individual preferences in enrichment can be partly ad-
dressed by knowing the coping styles of pigs and that this may represent immediate benefits for
the farmers. Based on those examples, personality research might be considered as appropri-
ate to be implemented with precision livestock farming (Berckmans, 2 17 ), since it shows high
potential to allow individualized (medical) care and optimal monitoring of farm animals. How-
ever, as stated in the previous section, animal welfare is more a matter of what the animal feels,
in particular of what the animal likes or wants (Gygax, 2 17 ). In her review, Franks (2 19 ) states
that understanding individual differences in motivation could enable distinguishing between
wants that should be accommodated to improve welfare and wants that should be changed to
improve animal welfare. As suggested in the previous paragraph, those individual differences
in motivation may have a neurophysiological basis that could be worthy of exploration in farm
animals.
Methods to investigate personality in farm animals have been recently reviewed by Finke-
meier et al. (2 18 ) and it seems that multidimensional frameworks are recommended. On one
hand, Koolhaas and van Reenen (2 16 ) proposed a three-dimensional model based on individual
differences in coping (proactive vs. reactive response), emotionality (highly vs. lowly aroused
response) and “sociality”. The latter, also called “sociability” is the motivation to remain close
to conspecifics (Koolhaas & van Reenen, 2 16 ) and can be measured through reactions during a
separation test (Réale et al., 2 7 ). However, emotionality seems to have neither a standardized
definition (also called emotional reactivity: Boissy et al., 2 5 ; Savage & Eysenck, 1964 ), nor
standardized methods to be assessed (reactions to novelty: Archer, 1973 ; to threatening stim-
uli: Leliveld et al., 2 17 ; or to a challenge: Koolhaas & van Reenen, 2 16 ). On the other hand,
the framework of Réale et al. (2 7 ) might be more comprehensive than the one of Koolhaas
and van Reenen (2 16 ) which may explain why it is recommended for research in farm animals
(Finkemeier et al., 2 18 ; O’Malley et al., 2 19 ). For example, in this framework, emotionality
can be used as a synonym for fearfulness (Donald et al., 2 11 ; Gosling, 2 1 ; Koolhaas & van
Reenen, 2 16 ) a personality trait that might correspond to boldness (Réale et al., 2 7 ). Accord-
ing to Carter et al. (2 13 ) boldness refers to the response to a risky-situation when faced alone
and it seems that reactions towards novel object, human or environment are the most common
tests used in farm animals to assess their boldness (Finkemeier et al., 2 18 ). However, the in-
teractions with a novel object or environment can additionally reflect individual differences in
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exploration (Réale et al., 2 7 ). Finally, it is also possible to assess individual differences in gen-
eral activity and aggressiveness (i.e. an individual’s agonistic reaction towards conspecifics) in
various farm animals (for a review, see Finkemeier et al., 2 18 ). Moreover, integrating the study
of coping into the five-traits model might contribute to obtain a comprehensive overview of farm
animal personality (Finkemeier et al., 2 18 ). We followed this recommendation in Study 2.
To conclude this section, studying personality in farm animals is promising for a better un-
derstanding of their individual needs. In order to do so, it is important to use multidimensional
models and to develop new approaches to understand the neural substrates of personality. This
is what our Study 2 aimed at.
1.2.2 Emotions, the componential view, appraisal and animal welfare
As previously demonstrated, the study of affective states is necessary to understand what
animals like and want and therefore can help improving their welfare. Moreover, core affect
seems to be a central issue in the study of emotional reactions (Mendl & Paul, 2 2  ). Indeed,
any emotional episode typically begins with an abrupt change in core affect in response to a
certain event (Russell & Barrett, 1999 ). Animal emotions are defined as intense and short-lived
affective responses to an event and are mostly accompanied by neurophysiological, behavioural,
cognitive and subjective changes (Désiré et al., 2 2 ). The first part of the definition outlines the
short-term aspect of emotions: they differ from moods which hold for the longer term. As al-
ready explained in section 1.1.4 (page 4 ), emotions take place in the brain but it is possible to
comprehensively characterize them with the use of a componential view (Paul et al., 2 5 ). This
is implied with the final part of the definition which outlines a combination of objective indica-
tors reflecting behavioural, physiological and cognitive outputs during an emotional reaction.
Perhaps the most controversial part in the definition of emotion is the existence of subjective
changes which pre-supposes the ability for the subject to be aware of its emotions (Panksepp,
2 5 ). This presupposition cannot be tested yet because non-human animals cannot verbalize
how they feel but this should not hinder research on their emotions, since even humans can ex-
perience emotions without being aware of them (Dawkins, 2 15 ; Le Neindre et al., 2 17 ). Indeed,
humans, just like non-human animals, can show “unconscious, intuitive” reactions towards an
event (Arnold, 196 a ). This reflects complex interactions between emotions and appraisal, de-
fined as the way an individual interprets and evaluates a situation or stimulus. Appraisal the-
ories have been very influential in the field of human psychology for understanding the mech-
anisms of emotions (starting with Arnold, 196 a , 196 b ). An individual appraises a situation
by using a series of stimulus checks of this situation such as its novelty, valence, pertinence
to individual’s expectations, and the individual’s capacity to cope with the situation (Lazarus,
1993 ; Schachter & Singer, 1962 ; Scherer et al., 2 1 ). This implies that the same situation can
be appraised differently between individuals, thus the appraisal framework may be a basis for
studying emotional subjectivity (see next section). As an outcome of these stimulus checks, the
human subject is able to label an emotional episode only at the end of this process (Scherer &
Moors, 2 19 ). However, because this verbalization step (self-report) can bias the results in hu-
mans (Tsuchiya et al., 2 15 ), it is necessary to include objective indicators (i.e. behavioural out-
puts, physiological responses and motor expressions) of emotional reactions as well (Scherer
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& Moors, 2 19 ). In other words, the componential view seems to be also valuable for the study
of human emotions (Larsen et al., 2 8 ). Arnold is seen as a pioneer for having laid the basis
of modern considerations on “automatic” (i.e. not necessarily conscious) appraisals (Gendron
& Barrett, 2 9 ; Kappas, 2 6 ) which could refer to the neurophysiological mechanisms regu-
lated by the peripheral nervous system (PNS). Indeed, emotional reactions are characterized by
changes in activity of both sub-systems of the PNS: the somatic and autonomic nervous systems
(respectively SNS and ANS; Briefer, 2 12 ; Larsen et al., 2 8 ). On one hand, the SNS activity can
be reflected by changes in motor expressions (i.e. facial, vocal and gestural changes). For exam-
ple, most of the facial musculature is innervated by the facial nerves whose afferent fibres are
situated subcortically in the brainstem (PNS; Larsen et al., 2 8 ). As a result, some studies on
the SNS activity could match several facial expressions with some discrete emotions (e.g. dis-
gust, sadness: Larsen et al., 2 8 ). On the other hand, the ANS activity is more difficult to grasp
because it results from the complex interactions between the sympathetic (“fight-flight” func-
tion) and parasympathetic (also called vagal; “rest-digest” function) systems (Scherer & Moors,
2 19 ). This complexity is heightened by the possibility that the experience of emotions causes
peripheral changes (because the brain sends efferent signals to the periphery) while peripheral
changes may contribute to the experience of emotions (because the brain receives afferent sig-
nals from the periphery; Larsen et al., 2 8 ). Interestingly, this issue reflects the debate on
whether appraisal causes or is a consequence of emotions. The ANS can be assessed by mea-
suring activity of dually (i.e. from both: sympathetic and vagal systems) innervated organs such
as the heart (Larsen et al., 2 8 ). However, it is difficult to identify emotion-specific autonomic
patterns: the review of Kreibig (2 1  ) showed differences in ANS activity that were related to the
arousal of specific emotions but not to their valence. Indeed, putative sympathetic responses
were associated with high-arousal emotions and parasympathetic responses were associated
with low-arousal emotions (Kreibig, 2 1  ; Porges, 1995 ; Scherer & Moors, 2 19 ). In other words,
Kreibig (2 1  ) could not confirm the existence of different profiles of physiological response that
would allow a distinction between different basic emotions. An explanation might be that the
study of (continuous) activity of the ANS cannot be fitted into a framework of discrete (categor-
ical) emotions (Scherer & Moors, 2 19 ). All this demonstrates that further research is needed
to better understand how emotions and appraisal interact and correlate with physiological reac-
tions (Scherer & Moors, 2 19 ).
The componential view of emotions, combined with the framework of appraisal theories in
non-human animals, produced valuable insights into their emotions (Désiré et al., 2 4 ; Paul et
al., 2 5 ; Veissier et al., 2 9 ; reviewed in Boissy, 2 19 ). Nowadays, it seems that the framework
with valence and arousal as the two main axes (Mendl et al., 2 1  , see section 1.1.2 from page 2 )
is established in research on farm animal emotions. While emotional arousal is well described,
emotional valence remains the most difficult –although the most relevant for animal welfare– di-
mension to assess in animals (Mendl & Paul, 2 2  ; Paul et al., 2 5 ). Therefore the focus of this
paragraph will be on briefly summarizing which methods are used to assess emotional valence
in farm animals. I sorted those methods by component: behavioural, cognitive and physiolog-
ical. First, the most traditional way to observe whether a stimulus is perceived as positive or
negative is to measure the approach and withdrawal behaviours (Cabanac, 1992 ; DeCatanzaro,
1999 ). However, this method has limitations since one can observe some exceptions such as
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aggression which is an approach motivation supposed to be associated with a negative affect
(Carver & Harmon-Jones, 2 9 ). Another example is that fear from a predator leads mostly to
withdrawal motivation, however this can be transformed into an approach motivation toward
sources of safety (Kelley et al., 2 16 ). Those exceptions highlight the importance of understand-
ing the motivation (or “wanting”) that underlies behaviour (Gygax, 2 17 ; Mendl & Paul, 2 2  ).
Second, various methods in the last decade have been developed to measure the cognitive out-
puts of emotional reactions such as the cognitive bias (Harding et al., 2 4 ; Mendl et al., 2 9 )
or the attentional bias (Crump et al., 2 18 ; Lee et al., 2 16 ) tests where the response toward an
ambiguous event is measured. Third, as stated previously, being able to measure neurophysio-
logical reactions (from the brain or the PNS) is also promising to better comprehend emotional
valence. On one hand, methods for measuring the central nervous system (CNS) activity (such
as fNIRS and EEG) are recent and have been already mentioned in section 1.1.4 (page 4 ). Even if
those methods are promising because emotions occur in the brain, it seems that they cannot be
yet replaced by the componential view of emotions. Instead, they could be a good complement
to the other components which highlights the importance of using devices in freely-moving an-
imals. In particular, combining CNS with PNS indicators might become more and more neces-
sary in the future to understand better the interactions between the brain and the peripheral
organs (Hagemann et al., 2 3 ). On the other hand, some methods to measure the PNS activ-
ity have been developed in farm animals. The ANS activity is well-reflected by the cardiovas-
cular activity and can be measured in farm animals (von Borell et al., 2 7 ). Findings confirm
the idea that in particular heart rate variability (HRV, which reflects vagal activity) is helpful to
assess emotional valence (Krause et al., 2 17 ; Reefmann et al., 2 9b ). The SNS activity is mir-
rored by facial expressions which are motor expressions of emotional reactions (Larsen et al.,
2 8 ; Scherer & Moors, 2 19 ) and can also reflect emotional valence in non-human animals (De-
scovich et al., 2 17 ; Waller & Micheletta, 2 13 ). Interestingly, vocalisations can be also classified
in the category of motor expressions happening during an emotional episode (Scherer & Moors,
2 19 ) and have the specificity of reflecting a combined activity of the SNS and the ANS (Briefer,
2 12 ; Manteuffel et al., 2 4 ). Indeed, the voice parameters are under the influence of both the
SNS which regulates the tension of the vocal tract muscles and the ANS which is involved in the
regulation of respiration (Briefer, 2 12 ). Briefer (2 12 ) reviewed and summarized the potential
bioacoustical parameters that are promising for assessing emotional valence. As a result, first
studies which tested various hypotheses about the link between bioacoustics and emotional va-
lence are appearing (Briefer et al., 2 19a ; Briefer et al., 2 19b ; Friel et al., 2 19 ; Leliveld et al.,
2 16 ). In conclusion, some indicators of emotional valence seem to be already used (approach-
avoidance behaviours, HRV measurements) whereas others are currently being established (fa-
cial expressions, bioacoustical features) or are needed (brain activity measurements) to be im-
plemented in order to complete the componential view of emotions.
While fear was the most studied emotion for a long time (Forkman et al., 2 7 ), it seems that
the call of Boissy et al. (2 7 ) has been heard since an increasing number of studies on positive
emotional valence have been published. This should contribute to a better understanding of
how positive emotions are regulated since it could be possible to distinguish what animals want
from what they like (Gygax, 2 17 ; Yeates & Main, 2 8 ). Furthermore, Camerlink (2 19 ) recently
highlighted that non-intense emotional reactions remain a largely unexplored field in farm an-
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imals. Indeed, stimuli of extreme valence may not be very representative of the everyday life
of farm animals. Thus, research on emotions in farm animals, and especially on appraisal and
emotional valence is far from complete. Therefore, componential approaches integrating both
categories of neurophysiological parameters (CNS and PNS activities) should be considered and
this is what we aimed in Study 3.
1.2.3 Personality and emotions: same underlying neural mechanisms?
As highlighted in the previous section, appraisal could form the roots of subjectivity (i.e. indi-
vidual differences for experiencing emotions). Indeed, the appraisal of an event depends on the
individual’s expectation regarding the event and on its capacity to cope with this event (Lazarus,
1993 ; Schachter & Singer, 1962 ; Scherer et al., 2 1 ). It is interesting to note that the concept
of coping is included, suggesting that individuals with different coping styles will show differ-
ent emotional reactions when facing the same stressful situation (Lazarus, 1993 ). The stress-
response system and its impact on personality has been intensively studied (reviewed in Hen-
gartner, 2 17 ). In particular, individual differences in neuroendocrinological systems involved
during stress (HPA axis and the ANS) have been shown to explain the different coping strategies
and their correlations with some personality traits such as aggressiveness or boldness (reviewed
in Hengartner, 2 17 ). Interestingly, recent evidence show that baseline vagal activity might pre-
dict individual stress resilience or coping style (Carnevali et al., 2 18 ; Krause et al., 2 17 ). The
anterior cingulate cortex has been proposed as a candidate structure responsible for individual
differences in vagal tone (Carnevali et al., 2 18 ). However, not every emotion elicits stress and
coping has been shown to partly reflect the personality concept (see section 1.2.1 from page 5 ).
In line with this, Hengartner (2 17 ) states that not only the stress-response system but also the
attachment system underlies the expression of personality and that both these systems overlap
through common neural mechanisms (e.g. during oxytocin-mediated reactions to acute stress).
Other authors emphasize individual differences in the regulation of monoamine neurotransmit-
ters to explain differences in personality (Massen et al., n.d.  ). Dopamine levels can alter tem-
perament (Cancela et al., 2 1 ; Roberts et al., 2 16 ), especially for traits related to exploration
and novelty-seeking (DeYoung, 2 13 ). Furthermore, individual differences in the metabolism
of the serotoninergic system may account for differences in aggression (Buckholtz & Meyer-
Lindenberg, 2 8 ; Chester et al., 2 15 ). Genetic studies on the polymorphism of monoamine
receptors or transporters (Fidler et al., 2 7 ; McCormack et al., 2 9 ) and experimental manipu-
lations of the monoamine systems (Abbey-lee et al., 2 18 ; Silva et al., 2 2  ) support the idea that
individual differences in those systems underlie differences in several personality traits. Based
on those findings, it is logical to expect that personality interacts with both emotional reactions
and appraisal. For example individuals experiencing more positive emotions might show more
approach behaviours in general, resulting in bolder individuals (more insights in Franks et al.,
2 14 ). Figure 1.1 (page 13 ) aims at illustrating the possible relationships between personality
and behavioural control that is regulated by affective states (for more details on the feedback
loops, see Gygax, 2 17 ).
Some existing theoretical frameworks aim at explaining the affective basis of personality. On
one hand, although the “Big Five” represent five dimensions that characterize an individual,
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those dimensions are not purely independent and can correlate between each other (Erdle &
Rushton, 2 1  ; Musek, 2 7 ). To explain the biological basis at the origin of the “Big Five”, the
hypothesis of a general factor of personality (GFP, also called the “Big One”) emerged (Just, 2 11 ;
Musek, 2 7 ). Interestingly, this “Big One” has been shown to correlate with affect, personal
well-being and self-esteem (Musek, 2 7 ). Even if the existence of the GFP remains controver-
sial (Hengartner et al., 2 17 ; Muncer, 2 11 ; Weiss et al., 2 11 ), it is interesting to note that there
is growing evidence which shows associations between the “Big Five” and general positive and
negative affect (reviewed in Reisenzein & Weber, 2 9 ). For example, neuroticism is mostly a
disposition to experience negative emotions, while extraversion is mostly a disposition to expe-
rience positive emotions (Reisenzein & Weber, 2 9 ). On the other hand, as mentioned in sec-
tion 1.2.1 (from page 5 ), the reinforcement sensitivity theory (RST) might be also an interesting
framework to study the affective basis of personality. Indeed, the RST draws attention “not to
the observed behaviours but to the internal, central states that underlie them” (Corr, 2 9 ). Ad-
ditionally, this theory distinguishes affect from motivation which might have the advantage of
helping to disentangling core affect from “wanting” in the process of behavioural control. More
concretely, the RST could explain why DeYoung et al. (2 1  ) found associations between the vol-
ume of different brain structures and the Big Five using structural MRI. For example, extraver-
sion was associated with the volume of the medial orbifrontal cortex which is involved in reward
sensitivity while neuroticism was associated with structures involved in punishment sensitivity
(DeYoung et al., 2 1  ). Another advantage is that this theory is not mutually exclusive with the
existence of a GFP, since Erdle and Rushton (2 1  ) suggested that the motivational systems (BIS
and BAS, see the RST in section 1.2.1 ) might be the neurological basis of the GFP. Interestingly,
Kennis et al. (2 13 ) reviewed fMRI studies on personality and showed that higher BAS scales are
associated to activity of the ventral and dorsal striatum and ventral prefrontal cortex in response
to positive stimuli while higher FFFS and BIS scales are associated to activity in the amygdala
in response to negative stimuli. Therefore, the RST might represent a good framework to study
the interactions between personality and emotions, as shown in Figure 1.1 . Beyond the concept
of personality, the development of techniques to measure brain activity during emotional pro-
cessing has permitted the emergence of the concept of “affective styles” (Davidson, 2 4 ). Af-
fective styles refers to consistent individual differences in emotional reactivity and regulation
(Davidson, 1998 ). The prefrontal cortex and the amygdala are acknowledged as major structures
involved in affective styles and as relevant to study for well-being (Davidson, 2 4 ; Davidson &
Irwin, 1999 ). More strikingly, pioneers in this field showed that affective styles can be predicted
by an individual’s cerebral asymmetries during baseline activity (Davidson & Fox, 1989 ). Re-
cently, indications show that the “Big Five” are also underlain by cerebral asymmetries (Allen &
DeYoung, 2 16 ; DeYoung et al., 2 1  ). Based on this and on the complex interactions between
core affect, motivation and behaviour (Gygax, 2 17 ), one could expect that affective styles are
closely linked to personality (see Figure 1.1 ). More interestingly, the observation of asymme-
tries in behaviour can give insights into whether those cerebral asymmetries reflect differences
between individuals or between emotions (Rogers et al., 2 13 ). Therefore, the study of cerebral
asymmetries is expected to be promising for understanding the common neural mechanisms
underlying emotions and personality.
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Figure 1.1: Overview of the supposed links between the core concepts of this thesis and of how they interact
with behaviour: core affect, “wanting”, personality and affective styles.
Several recent reviews focus more precisely on feedback loops (see arrows 1, 2 and 3) between core affect,
motivation and the resulting behavioural output (Burghardt, 2 19 ; Gygax, 2 17 ; Mendl Paul, 2 2  ). The
componential view of emotions consists in combining direct observations of behaviour with indirect mea-
surements of cerebral processes (e.g. involved in (3) core affect or (2) motivation) reflected by cognitive or
neurophysiological changes (for more details, see section 1.2.2 from page 8 ). Differences between individ-
uals can be described in behaviour and in affect (for instance via the observations of stable traits through
time, see big right pointing arrows) which can be studied in the context of personality and affective styles, re-
spectively (see text for more details). Given the interactions between core affect, motivation and behaviour,
one could as well expect that affective styles and personality are linked (4). The reinforcement sensitivity
theory (RST) provides predictions on the affective and motivational basis of personality while a general fac-
tor of personality (or “Big One”) might explain the affective basis of personality (see text for more details).
Both concepts are used here as examples to illustrate the link between personality and core affect and/or
“wanting” (5).
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1.3 Laterality as an approach to study animal welfare
As the study of laterality can help gain insights into the neural basis of emotion and person-
ality, it is considered as a promising approach to improve animal welfare (Leliveld et al., 2 13 ;
Rogers, 2 1  ). The term laterality refers to the phenomenon of asymmetries of the brain and
behaviour (Rogers et al., 2 13 ). The existence of hemispheric asymmetries (i.e. cerebral later-
alization) indicates that the two brain hemispheres differ in structure and in function. Since
each hemisphere connects and controls the contralateral part of the body (Rogers et al., 2 13 ),
those asymmetries are reflected by lateralized everyday behaviours which can be observed non-
invasively through motor and sensory side biases –i.e. behavioural lateralization. This non-
invasiveness is undoubtedly the reason why the interest for studying behavioural lateralization
in vertebrates grew in the last decades. The fact that behavioural lateralization is an indicator
of cerebral lateralization and thus of the central nervous system (CNS) will be a key element in
this thesis.
1.3.1 The discovery of hemispheric specializations
The lateralized brain has long being thought (and to some extent, is still thought: Chance &
Crow, 2 7 ) to be unique to human because of its close relationships with “higher order” cogni-
tive functions such as tool use or language (Gatto et al., 2 19 ). Broca (1861a ) is widely regarded
as the first to discover that lesions of the left (L) hemisphere caused aphasia, the loss of language
abilities (but see Manning & Thomas-Antérion, 2 11 ). This discovery was the birth of the concept
of the L hemisphere controlling language function (Hervé et al., 2 13 ) which has been validated
with studies using brain-imaging techniques with high spatial resolution, such as functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI; Knecht et al., 2  ; Mazoyer et al., 2 14 ; Tzourio-Mazoyer et
al., 2 15 ). The term “hemispheric specialization” is used when one hemisphere is specialized in
a certain function (in the latter example: L hemispheric specialization for language) and when it
is manifested in the majority of the population within a species (Cai et al., 2 13 ). For non-human
animals, it took more than one century for the first pioneering works on cerebral lateralization in
rats and chicks to be published (Collins, 1975 ; Rogers & Anson, 1979 ), despite early descriptions
of asymmetrical convolutions in non-human mammals (Leuret & Gratiolet, 1839 ). Meanwhile,
many studies showed shared patterns of hemispheric specializations across many taxa, such as
a L hemispheric specialization for processing vocalisations (Ocklenburg et al., 2 13 ; dogs even
process human language in their L hemisphere: Andics et al., 2 16 ) or a right (R) hemispheric
specialization for spatial abilities (Rogers et al., 2 13 ). All these efforts contributed to the fact
that today hemispheric specializations are widely acknowledged in non-human animals, even
including invertebrates (Anfora et al., 2 11 ; Rogers et al., 2 13 ). Nowadays, laterality is rather
considered as a general principle of organization in the animal brain and this phenomenon is
supposed to have brought many evolutionary advantages (Rogers & Vallortigara, 2 15 ; Vallor-
tigara, 2 19 ). Indeed, laterality is hypothesized to improve brain efficiency: for example, the
brain can perform more than one task at the same time (Güntürkün & Ocklenburg, 2 17 ; Rogers
et al., 2 4 ) or can save energy during cognitive tasks (Frasnelli & Vallortigara, 2 18 ). A variety
of shared hemispheric asymmetries exists across vertebrates, however in this thesis I will only
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focus on those with regard to emotional processing (i.e. emotional lateralization).
1.3.2 Hypotheses about emotional lateralization and affective styles
There are four main hypotheses on emotional lateralization which all emerged from human
research: the R hemisphere hypothesis, the emotional valence hypothesis (also called the affec-
tive hypothesis), the approach-withdrawal hypothesis (also called the motivational hypothesis)
and the BIS/BAS hypothesis which focuses on individual differences in emotional lateralization
and derives from the latter. The affective and motivational hypotheses are very similar in their
predictions; therefore they are often converged into one hypothesis which may explain why the
literature concerning the number of hypotheses on emotional lateralization (two, three or four;
see Ocklenburg et al., 2 18 ) remains inconsistent. In this section, I will first present the predic-
tions of the R hemisphere hypothesis; second I will explain the similarities and differences of
both the affective and motivational hypotheses; and third I will explain why the BIS/BAS hypoth-
esis has been used to explain individual differences in emotional lateralization.
On one hand, the first investigation of emotional lateralization was done by Highlings-
Jackson (1874 ) on emotional speech, one decade after Broca’s discovery. He found that patients
with a L hemispheric impairment –and therefore suffering from Broca’s aphasia– were still able
to swear fluently and to blurt out emotional exclamations, such as “Sacré nom de Dieu!” (Broca,
1861b ; Harris, 2 19 ; Lindell, 2 18 ). Those findings gave birth to the R hemisphere hypothesis
stating a R hemispheric specialization for processing emotions (Lindell, 2 18 ). However, this hy-
pothesis seems to be specific to research on asymmetries of facial expressions in humans (for
reviews, see Gainotti, 2 18 ; Lindell, 2 18 ). Indeed, there are many findings demonstrating a R
hemispheric specialization for the recognition of facial expressions as well as for the production
of unintended facial expressions of emotions in humans (for a review, see Gainotti, 2 18 ), and
even in non-human primates (for a review, see Lindell, 2 13 ): the L hemiface (controlled by the
R branch of the facial nerve) produces more intense expressions than the R hemiface (Lindell,
2 18 ). Furthermore, recent findings suggest that the R hemispheric hypothesis might be only
true for specific processes such as unconscious processing in “lower pathways” (i.e. subcortical
areas, such as the amygdala: Gainotti, 2 12 ; Killgore & Yurgelun-Todd, 2 7 ; Prete et al., 2 15 ;
Sander et al., 2 5 ; Schepman et al., 2 16 ; Wildgruber et al., 2 6 ). As explained in section 1.2.2 
(from page 8 ), facial expressions can mirror the brainstem activity through the facial nerves.
Thus, it might be not surprising that most of the studies on unintended facial expressions were
in line with the R hemispheric hypothesis (Gainotti, 2 12 , 2 18 ; Prete et al., 2 15 ). All this con-
tributed to the idea that the R hemispheric hypothesis is not necessarily mutually exclusive with
alternative hypotheses (such as the emotional valence hypothesis) as it is classically considered
(Killgore & Yurgelun-Todd, 2 7 ; Prete et al., 2 15 ).
On the other hand, the idea that opposite emotions (e.g. positive/negative or ap-
proach/withdrawal) are respectively processed by distinct hemispheres is relatively recent. This
was first supported by observations of either behavioural asymmetries (Ahern & Schwartz, 1979 ;
Schwartz et al., 1979 ) or of cerebral asymmetries during the experience of emotions (David-
son et al., 1979 ; Harman & Ray, 1977 ). The publication of Schwartz et al. (1979 ) seems to be
the first reference to the emotional valence hypothesis stating that the L hemisphere processes
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positive emotions while the R hemisphere processes negative emotions. In the same publica-
tion, these authors also formulated what is nowadays called the approach-withdrawal hypothe-
sis: the L hemisphere mediates approach behaviours while the R hemisphere mediates avoid-
ance behaviours. From this followed many studies that amalgamated approach motivation with
positively experienced emotions or avoidance motivation with negatively experienced emotions
(Harmon-Jones & Gable, 2 18 ). Indeed, since most of the predictions of the emotional valence
and the approach-withdrawal hypotheses can overlap, both hypotheses are often confounded
(Davidson, 2 1 ; Demaree et al., 2 5 ; Ocklenburg et al., 2 18 ). In a meta-analysis on human
emotional lateralization, support was found for the latter hypotheses rather than for the R hemi-
spheric hypothesis (Wager et al., 2 3 ). However, it is possible to also distinguish the emotional
valence hypothesis from the approach-withdrawal hypothesis (see Figure 1.2 , page 17 ). For ex-
ample, anger is a negative emotion involving approach motivation (Carver & Harmon-Jones,
2 9 ; Harmon-Jones, 2 4 ). Research on anger in humans supports the approach-withdrawal
hypothesis (Harmon-Jones, 2 4 ; Harmon-Jones & Allen, 1998 ) since this particular emotion
has been shown to be associated with a greater activity of the L hemisphere. Nevertheless, in
a comparative review across vertebrates on emotional lateralization, support was found for the
emotional valence hypothesis rather than for the approach-withdrawal hypothesis: more stud-
ies showed a R hemispheric specialization for aggression (Leliveld et al., 2 13 , see Table 1.2 ,
page 24 ). In section 1.3.5 (from page 24 ), I will show that using the emotional valence hypothesis
for studying emotional reactions and appraisal is well suited. According to Harmon-Jones and
Gable (2 18 ), the core distinction between the emotional valence and the approach-withdrawal
hypotheses relies on different emotional processes. As already stated by Killgore and Yurgelun-
Todd (2 7 ), several hypotheses might be true only at different cerebral levels and therefore
could reflect “different facets of a complex distributed emotional processing system”. For in-
stance, the emotional valence hypothesis may rather describe affect and the valence with which
a particular stimulus/situation is experienced (the appraisal of a negative or positive core af-
fect), while the approach-withdrawal hypothesis may rather describe the motivation (“wanting”)
or the decision made to approach or avoid a stimulus/situation (Harmon-Jones & Gable, 2 18 ),
independently of the valence of this stimulus/situation (Harmon-Jones et al., 2 13 ). Figure 1.2 
has been done in an effort to illustrate this idea; the R hemisphere hypothesis is not represented
because the review of Leliveld et al. (2 13 ) and the meta-analysis of Wager et al. (2 3 ) did not
support it.
It is worth noting that the technique of EEG opened the possibility of widening the research
on emotional lateralization (Larsen et al., 2 8 ), especially for measuring individual differences
in hemispheric activity (Levy, 1983 ). Early work on this topic showed that a greater R hemi-
spheric activity during resting (baseline activity) is associated with depression (Henriques &
Davidson, 1991 ; Schaffer et al., 1983 ) or with a more intense response during stressful situa-
tions (in human infants: Davidson & Fox, 1989 ; in macaques: Kalin et al., 1998 ). This led David-
son (1984 ) to argue for the existence of stable affective styles in humans that are associated with
“stable differences in baseline measures of activation asymmetry in both hemispheres” (David-
son, 1992a , 1992b ; Wheeler et al., 1993 , see Figure 1.2 ). Those differences could result in indi-
vidual differences in personality (Davidson, 2 4 , see Figure 1.2 ). In particular, affective styles
have been combined with the revised reinforcement sensitivity theory (already explained in sec-
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Figure 1.2: Predictions of the different hypotheses on emotional lateralization (in blue) combined with
Figure 1.1 , page 13 
Solid lines represent the links between the core concepts of this thesis (in oval shapes), presented in Figure 1.1 .
Big right pointing arrows illustrate that stable traits in behaviour or affect result in the emergence of per-
sonality or affective styles (explained in Figure 1.1 ). Blue dotted lines link the predictions of each hypothesis
(in rectangular shapes) to each proposed core concepts of this thesis. On one hand, the emotional valence
hypothesis states that positive emotions are processed by the left (L) hemisphere while negative emotions
are processed by the right (R) hemisphere. The emotional valence hypothesis seems to be well-suited to study
core affect (see arrows 1 and2) and especially how emotions are experienced (discussed in section 1.3.5 , from
page 24 ). On the other hand, the approach-withdrawal hypothesis states that approachmotivations are pro-
cessed by the L hemisphere while withdrawalmotivations are processed by the R hemisphere. The approach-
withdrawal hypothesis seems to be relevant for studying individual differences in motivation (see arrows 3
and4), and therefore for studyingpersonality (discussed in section1.3.4 , frompage2  ). TheBIS/BAShypoth-
esis derives from the approach-withdrawal hypothesis and seems to explain individual differences in human
affective styles rather than alternative hypotheses (see text formore details). The behavioural activation sys-
tem (BAS) has been situated in the L hemisphere. However, findings showing a R hemispheric specialization
for the behavioural inhibition system (BIS) or the flight-fight-freeze system (FFFS) remain inconsistent and
are indicated by the questions marks (see text for more details)..
tion 1.2.1 , from page 5 ; Gray & McNaughton, 2  ). As a reminder, this theory states that there
are three systems regulating motivation: the behavioural activation system (BAS: approach of
rewards), the flight-fight-freeze system (FFFS: avoidance of punishments), and the behavioural
inhibition system (BIS: resolving approach-avoidance conflicts). As the reinforcement sensitiv-
ity theory has been revised (which implied that the original BIS is more similar to the revised
FFFS), it is important to note that the use of BIS or FFFS in the literature is inconsistent between
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the original and the revised definitions (Gable et al., 2 18 ). Findings show that individual dif-
ferences in hemispheric activation better predict individual differences in (original) BIS/BAS
traits than in negative/positive affective traits (Berkman & Lieberman, 2 1  ; Gable et al., 2 18 ;
Sutton & Davidson, 1997 ). From this emerged the BIS/BAS hypothesis that makes similar pre-
dictions as the approach-withdrawal hypothesis: BAS/approach motivation is processed by the
L hemisphere while original BIS or revised FFFS/avoidance motivation is processed by the R
hemisphere (Gable et al., 2 18 ; Ocklenburg et al., 2 18 ; Sutton & Davidson, 1997 , see Figure
1.2 ). Later, other authors found only a correlation between a greater L hemisphere activity and
BAS scores/approach motivation (Coan & Allen, 2 3 ; De Pascalis et al., 2 13 ; Gable et al., 2 18 ;
Harmon-Jones & Allen, 1997 , see Figure 1.2 ). The novelty of this model is to focus on stable indi-
vidual emotional traits instead of emotions (Demaree et al., 2 5 ), therefore this model can be
considered as promising for studying the neural substrates of personality (DeYoung et al., 2 1  ;
Harmon-Jones & Allen, 1997 ). However, because this last hypothesis is very recent, one should
be cautious with those findings. For instance, studies in accordance with this model have been
recently questioned regarding the use of EEG (Reznik & Allen, 2 18 ). Moreover, there is only little
evidence associating avoidance motivation with greater R hemisphere activity (see the question
marks in Figure 1.2 ; reviewed in Harmon-Jones & Gable, 2 18 ). In a recent review, Gable et al.
(2 18 ) states that regulatory control (revised BIS) over both motivational systems (BAS and FFFS)
seems to be correlated to greater activity of the R hemisphere (see the question marks in Figure
1.2 ) and should be more investigated with the help of fMRI. Finally, it is important to note that the
model of BIS/BAS has until now only been tested in humans with the help of demanding brain
imaging or neurophysiology techniques that are so far not commonly used in animals (but see:
Kalin et al., 1998 ). Since we investigated behavioural lateralization, the BIS/BAS model was not
considered in our experimental studies. Instead, I will demonstrate in section 1.3.4 (from page
2  ) that the approach-withdrawal hypothesis might be also adapted for the study of personality
in animals.
1.3.3 Investigating behavioural lateralization
As demonstrated with the example of emotional lateralization, a direct measurement of cere-
bral asymmetries during specific tasks can be performed with the help of specific brain imaging
or neurophysiology techniques. For instance, the technique of EEG can be used in free-moving
humans (Ocklenburg et al., 2 18 ; Reznik & Allen, 2 18 ). In contrast, the development of similar
non-invasive techniques in free-moving non-human animals is in its infancy (fNIRS and EEG;
D’Ingeo et al., 2 19 ; Gygax et al., 2 13 ; Rochais et al., 2 18 ) and demanding, therefore those
studies remain scarce. As stated before, investigating behavioural lateralization has the main
advantage of providing an indication of lateralized cerebral activity in a non-invasive way and
in natural conditions. Even in humans, observations of behavioural lateralization have shown to
be very informative and complementary to direct measurements of brain asymmetries (e.g. dur-
ing kissing or embracing: Güntürkün, 2 3 ; Ocklenburg et al., 2 18 ; Packheiser et al., 2 19 ). In
practice, one can measure how individuals differ in strength (weakly vs. strongly consistent) and
in direction (L or R) of laterality when performing a specific task. Like personality, behavioural
lateralization is multidimensional: within an individual one can observe several types (motor or
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sensory) of side biases varying in their degree (strength or direction) of lateralization when per-
forming different types (e.g. cognitive, emotional) of tasks (Güntürkün, 2 3 ; Tran et al., 2 14 ).
As stressed by Rogers (2 17a ), “any lateralization measure is not necessarily a fixed aspect of an
individual or a species”. For instance, the standardized accurate determination of handedness
includes several tasks in humans (Healey et al., 1986 ; Oldfield, 1971 ; Steenhuis & Bryden, 1989 )
and occasionally in non-human primates (Anderson et al., 1996 ; Prieur et al., 2 16 ; Wesley et al.,
2 2 ). The observation of multidimensional behavioural lateralization at the individual level
demonstrates that similar proximate mechanisms regulate both personality and laterality. In-
deed, maintaining individual differences in behaviour and physiology is advantageous and it
seems that the mechanisms regulating personality (Sih et al., 2 15 ) have the same origins as
those regulating individual differences in laterality. Thus, a variety of trade-offs in behavioural
lateralization patterns exists and results in differences between and within individuals accord-
ing to external factors (Frasnelli & Vallortigara, 2 18 ; Rogers & Vallortigara, 2 15 ). For exam-
ple, strong behavioural lateralization patterns have been shown to be associated with complex
tasks (Fagot & Vauclair, 1991 ) or with complex organs (Keerthipriya et al., 2 15 , see the task
complexity hypothesis that we used in the first study). Furthermore, different types of environ-
mental factors have been shown to influence behavioural lateralization such as light exposition
(Rogers, 199  ; Zappia & Rogers, 1983 ), magnetic field (Malkemper et al., 2 16 ), ocean acidifica-
tion (Domenici et al., 2 11 ; Lopes et al., 2 16 ; Nilsson et al., 2 12 ) or predation pressure (Ferrari
et al., 2 17 ). Hence, despite the existence of hemispheric specializations across species, one can
still observe individual variations in behavioural lateralization on how an individual responds
for example to unexpected stimuli, solves a cognitive task, monitors and escapes a predator,
uses a tool or interacts with conspecifics. Thus, multidimensionality of laterality at the individ-
ual level should be taken into account –through testing with several tasks or several combina-
tions of motor and/or sensory functions– to comprehend this complex phenomenon.
As previously mentioned, having a lateralized brain is advantageous (Rogers & Vallortigara,
2 15 ) and many studies have reported how strong behavioural biases (reflecting strong cerebral
lateralization) can be advantageous for individuals in a wide range of contexts across species (for
a review, see Rogers, 2 17b ). However, there are potential costs for individuals being strongly
lateralized such as making their behaviour more predictable by other animals (Chivers et al.,
2 16 ; Niven & Frasnelli, 2 18 ). This may lead to exploitation of this predictable behaviour by
conspecifics (i.e. during aggressive encounters) or by predators (i.e. when predicting escape
bias of a prey; Niven & Frasnelli, 2 18 ; Vallortigara & Rogers, 2 5 ). Hence, apart from the
advantages for individuals of being lateralized, laterality presents another intriguing aspect: it
is often observable at the population level when a majority of individuals shows a bias in the
same direction (Frasnelli & Vallortigara, 2 18 ). To illustrate this, the famous example of human
handedness (i.e. around 9 % of the human population is R handed; Corballis, 2 9 ; Papadatou-
Pastou et al., 2 19 ) is often cited. Moreover, Ströckens et al. (2 13 ) recently showed that limb
lateralization at the population level is a common phenomenon in vertebrates. The alignment
of individual directional biases leading to behavioural lateralization at the population level of-
fers advantages such as group coordination (Vallortigara & Rogers, 2 5 ). Depending on the
ecological context, individual-level or population-level behavioural lateralization may emerge
(Frasnelli & Vallortigara, 2 18 ). To account for this, models based on frequency-dependent se-
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lection have been proposed to explain the evolution of lateralization in prey-predator (Ghirlanda
& Vallortigara, 2 4 ), in cooperation/competition (Ghirlanda et al., 2 9 ; Pollet et al., 2 13 ) or in
fighting/mating interactions (Schnell et al., 2 19 ). Again, these findings illustrate that the mech-
anisms regulating population of different behavioural lateralization styles are similar to those
regulating populations of different personality types (Wolf & McNamara, 2 12 ). Thus, knowing
at which level (individual or population) a specific behaviour is lateralized allows for better un-
derstanding of how this behaviour evolved.
The most common method to investigate behavioural lateralization is to observe motor later-
alization such as limb preferences during various motor tasks (Forrester, 2 17 ; Ströckens et al.,
2 13 ; Versace & Vallortigara, 2 15 ). This approach is attractive for the study of animal personal-
ity because stable motor biases for simple tasks are supposed to reflect consistent behavioural
styles (Rogers, 2 9 ) as will be further explained in next section (1.3.4 ). Alternatively, sensory
lateralization is observable through eye, ear, nostril or antenna biases (Niven & Frasnelli, 2 18 ;
Rogers, 2 17b ; Siniscalchi, 2 17 ). In particular, manipulating the use of sensory modalities has
proven its worth for gaining knowledge on the precise role of each hemisphere during cerebral
(e.g. cognitive or emotional) processes (Leliveld, 2 19 ; Rogers, 2 17b ; Rogers & Vallortigara,
2 19 ; Siniscalchi, 2 17 ; Vallortigara, 2  ). In section 1.3.5 (from page 24 ), I will explain why
using sensory (visual, auditory, olfactory) lateralization is a promising avenue for the study of
emotional processing, and especially of emotional valence (Leliveld et al., 2 13 ; Morgante et al.,
2 1  ; Rogers, 2 1  ).
1.3.4 Motor laterality and personality in non-human animals
As mentioned before, the observation of individual motor biases for simple tasks is consid-
ered ideal for linking laterality with personality. Consequently, studying motor laterality at the
individual level might represent a fruitful approach for better understanding the mechanisms
that underlie animal personality. In the previous sections, I outlined the importance of account-
ing for the multidimensionality of personality (see section 1.2.1 from page 5 ) and of behavioural
lateralization (see previous section 1.3.3 ). Concerning the multidimensionality of personality,
I have already introduced the five-dimensional model of Réale et al. (2 7 , see section 1.2.1 ).
Accounting for the multidimensionality of motor laterality might consist in combining several
types of motor biases. For example, by observing motor functions involving paired organs (such
as limb preferences for stepping: Tomkins et al., 2 1 b ; or for reaching food: Cameron & Rogers,
1999 ) as well as unpaired organs (such as tail postures: Laska, 1998 ; or neck position: Anderson
et al., 2 1  , during resting). Motor biases for simple tasks are assumed to be “non-obligate, not
determined by the functional differences between the hemispheres” (Rogers, 2 9 ). In other
words, they are suited for indirectly revealing individual differences in hemispheric baseline ac-
tivities. This reminds us of the definition of affective styles (i.e. stable differences in baseline
measures of activation asymmetry in both hemispheres) although affective styles can only be
revealed by direct measurements of hemispheric activity. Similarly, the concept of “individ-
ual hemispheric dominance” can be defined as the more frequent use of one hemisphere over
the other and is supposed to be easily observable through consistent behavioural lateralization
patterns (Kinsbourne, 1997 ; Wright & Hardie, 2 15 ). Indeed, recent studies in humans using
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fMRI (Grabowska et al., 2 12 ), EEG (Packheiser et al., 2 2  ) or transcranial magnetic stimulation
(TMS; van den Berg et al., 2 11 ) validated the idea that the contralateral hemisphere to the domi-
nant hand is generally involved in the motor control of the body, independently of the side (i.e. L
handers show a stronger activation of the R hemisphere during manual motor tasks while R han-
ders show a stronger activation of the L hemisphere during manual motor tasks). This concept of
individual hemispheric dominance might represent an alternative to measurements of cerebral
baseline asymmetries used in affective styles research, especially in freely-moving non-human
animals. We used this approach in Studies 1 and 2 (see Figure 1.4 , page 33 ). Individuals with
opposite hemispheric dominance (i.e. with opposite stable motor lateralization patterns) are
hypothesized to differ in their personality, emotional reactivity, or coping style (Rogers, 2 9 ).
When measuring individual hemispheric dominance through motor biases, it is important to
investigate “simple” motor functions (Rogers, 2 9 ) that are as emotionally neutral as possible.
Indeed, on one hand, according to the task complexity hypothesis (see previous section), the
more complex the task is, the more likely it is to observe a bias at the population level due to a
hemispheric specialization related to postural, perceptual and/or cognitive processes (Fagot &
Vauclair, 1991 ). Similarly, on the other hand, according to the hypotheses on emotional lateral-
ization (presented in 1.3.2 , from page 15 ), one could expect that the more emotionally laden the
task is, the more likely it is to observe behavioural lateralization at the population level reflecting
emotional lateralization.
Many studies in vertebrates have already investigated the link between motor lateralization
and some personality traits. Table 1.1 (page 22 ) provides an overview of those studies. Com-
monly, individuals are distinguished in their lateralized motor patterns according to their bi-
ases in direction (R or L biased: see Table 1.1 ) or in strength (weakly or strongly biased). In order
to standardize the overview in Table 1.1 , the findings of each study were classified according to
the definition of each five personality dimension given by Réale et al. (2 7 ). The reason why
coping is not included in this table is explained in the next paragraph. It must be noted that
most of the studies cited in this section used only one parameter for motor lateralization (hand
or paw preferences for one task) and did not systematically use a multi-trait assessment for per-
sonality (but see recent studies: Barnard et al., 2 17 ; Found & St. Clair, 2 17 ; McDowell et al.,
2 16 ). As a consequence, in most of those studies, a consistent motor bias (for only one motor
function, such as hand preference for reaching food) was assumed to mirror a contralateral in-
dividual hemispheric dominance. It seems that most findings show that R biased individuals
(assumed to have a L hemispheric dominance) are bolder and more explorative than L biased in-
dividuals (assumed to have a R hemispheric dominance; Table 1.1 ), which seems to support both
the approach-withdrawal or the emotional valence hypotheses (Davidson, 1992b ; Demaree et al.,
2 5 ). Evidence also shows that R biased individuals are more active, less aggressive, or more so-
ciable (Table 1.1 ) than L biased individuals but more studies are needed to determine a clear pat-
tern. For example, if aggressiveness increases with a L bias –R hemispheric dominance– across
taxa, the pattern would support the emotional valence hypothesis. In general, even if both the
emotional valence and the approach-withdrawal hypotheses are supported by the Table 1.1 , one
can consider the motivational model (approach-withdrawal hypothesis) as more appropriate to
study personality. For instance, boldness or exploration traits reflect a general motivation to ap-
proach a risky stimulus or to explore a novel stimulus rather than the core affect of the individual.
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In turn, the affective model (emotional valence hypothesis) might appear more appropriate for
studies investigating long lasting affective states (moods; e.g. with the cognitive bias) and their
interactions with laterality: L biased individuals seem to be more pessimistic than R biased indi-
viduals (Gordon & Rogers, 2 15 ; Marr et al., 2 18 ; Wells et al., 2 17 ). It is interesting to note that
both these hypotheses might help disentangling the interactions between mood and personality,
which is not the topic here.
Furthermore, a substantial number of studies also suggest links between various personality
traits and strength of laterality (Table 1.1 ). Notably, the associations suggested between boldness
and strength of laterality seem to be inconsistent: bolder individuals can show either a stronger
bias (Branson & Rogers, 2 6 ; McDowell et al., 2 16 ; Reddon & Hurd, 2 9b ) or a weaker bias
(Barnard et al., 2 17 ; Found & St. Clair, 2 17 ). Therefore, it is also important to investigate the
link between strength of laterality and personality in order to gain insight into a possible pattern.
Table 1.1: Overview of the animal studies linking motor laterality using the five personality traits
model of Réale et al. (2 7 ).
Trait L bias R bias Weak bias Strong bias No association
Boldness fish1 carnivores2 carnivores9 carnivores11,12 fish14,15,16
primates3,4,5,6 ungulates 10 fish1,13 primates17
ungulates7,8
Exploration primates4,5,6,18,19 * primates17
ungulates10
Activity fish21 carnivores22 primates20 fish14
primates17 primates18
rodents23
Aggressiveness birds26 carnivores27 carnivores9,12 primates19 fish28
carnivores24,25 fish21
Sociability primates18,29,30,31 carnivores9 ungulates32 carnivores12,22
fish14
Each study is classified according to which trait was investigated and whether it was associated with a left (L), right (R),
weak or strong bias or whether no associations were found. 1Brown and Bibost (2 14 ); 2Batt et al. (2 9 ); 3Hopkins
and Bard (1993 ); 4Hopkins and Bennett (1994 ); 5Braccini and Caine (2 9 ); 6Cameron and Rogers (1999 ); 7Larose et
al. (2 6 ); 8Phillips et al. (2 15 ); 9Barnard et al. (2 17 ); 10Found and St. Clair (2 17 ); 11Branson and Rogers (2 6 ) ;
12McDowell et al. (2 16 ); 13Reddon and Hurd (2 9a ); 14Irving and Brown (2 13 ); 15Byrnes et al. (2 16a ); 16Dadda et al.
(2 7 ); 17Watson and Ward (1996 ); 18Gordon and Rogers (2 1  ); 19Fernández-Lázaro et al. (2 19 ); 20Tomassetti et al.
(2 19 ); 21Chivers et al. (2 17 ); 22Barnard et al. (2 18 ); 23Glick and Ross (1981 ); 24Schneider et al. (2 13 ); 25Siniscalchi
et al. (2 19 ); 26Anderson et al. (2 1  ); 27Wells et al. (2 19 ); 28Reddon and Hurd (2 8 ); 29 Westergaard et al. (2 3 );
30Westergaard et al. (2 4 ); 31Vaughan et al. (2 19 ); 32Barnard et al. (2 15 )
* link between exploration and hand preferences in non-human primates has been reviewed by Rogers (2 18 )
As mentioned before, the study of coping belongs to personality research and is also relevant
for animal welfare science. First, the R hemisphere is supposed to be involved in the physiologi-
cal stress response involving the HPA axis (Rogers, 2 1  ; for recent review, see Ocklenburg et al.,
2 16 ). This might explain findings showing that L motor biases are associated with a higher HPA
axis reactivity in mice (Neveu & Moya, 1997 ) or with a higher risk of impaired activity of the HPA
axis in macaques (Westergaard et al., 2 3 ). Second, Rogers (2 1  ) stated that directional biases
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should give insight into coping styles. She suggests that the L hemisphere controls proactive be-
haviours while the R hemisphere controls reactive behaviours (Rogers, 2 9 , 2 1  ). This hypoth-
esis (sometimes called the proactive-reactive hypothesis: Barnard et al., 2 18 ) supposes that R
biased individuals have a more proactive coping style while L biased individuals have a more re-
active coping style. As a consequence, Rogers (2 1  ) suggested that behavioural lateralization
should help identifying individuals with a higher vulnerability to stress which is important for
animal welfare. However, coping is absent from Table 1.1 , because it is difficult to standardize
its definition across research fields and species. Indeed, it seems that in some studies a reactive
coping style is used as a synonym of stress vulnerability although a coping style is supposed to
reflect a strategy to deal with a stressful challenge rather than the success of the outcome of its
response to that challenge (Colditz & Hine, 2 16 ). For example, Barnard et al. (2 18 ) found that
dogs with a L bias showed higher expression of “stress-related behaviours” (such as more sit-
ting or showing more lower posture) and concluded that dogs with a R hemispheric dominance
may show a more reactive coping style and might be more vulnerable to stress, as predicted by
Rogers (2 1  ). However, some other “stress-related behaviours” that were associated with a L
bias including frequent changes of state and an increased number of vocalisations might have
been as well interpreted as a more proactive coping style. In contrast, cows using their L eye
during social interactions (assumed to have a R hemispheric dominance) have been found to
show more overt responses to restraint test (Phillips et al., 2 15 ). Those findings have been in-
terpreted as following: cows with a R hemispheric dominance show a more fearful temperament
and therefore are more vulnerable to stress than cows with a L hemispheric dominance (Phillips
et al., 2 15 ). Again, this result could have been interpreted as a more proactive response for
cows with a R hemispheric dominance which would contradict the proactive-reactive hypothe-
sis. This inconsistent use of the concept of coping in the laterality’s literature might be due to
the possible misconception that proactive behaviours should be associated with calm and ex-
plorative behaviours combined with a positive cognitive bias while reactive behaviours should
be associated with fearful and aggressive behaviours combined with a negative cognitive bias
(Barnard et al., 2 18 ; Rogers, 2 1  ). Instead, proactive and reactive emotions seem to be involved
in decision-making in a more complex way, as discussed by Gygax (2 17 ). Additionally, strength
of laterality may also reflect coping (Branson & Rogers, 2 6 ; Byrnes et al., 2 16b ; Fernández-
Lázaro et al., 2 19 ; Morgante et al., 2 7 ; Sullivan et al., 2 12 ). In general, probably owing to
the multi-faceted characteristic of coping which includes stress physiology and behaviour, find-
ings about its link with laterality still remain inconsistent (Batt et al., 2 9 ; Pereira et al., 2 18 ;
Vaughan et al., 2 19 ; Westergaard et al., 2  ; Westergaard et al., 2 1 ; Westergaard et al., 2 3 ;
Westergaard et al., 2 4 ).
To conclude this section, integrating the study of individual motor lateralization patterns into
personality research is promising to substantially improve the understanding of the neurophys-
iological basis of personality. To obtain a comprehensive overview of those associations it is,
however, necessary to account for the multidimensionality of both behavioural lateralization
and personality. For this reason, we used this approach in the first and second studies. Further-
more, as the approach-withdrawal hypothesis seems the most adapted framework to study the
associations between laterality and personality, we tested this hypothesis in Study 2.
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1.3.5 Sensory laterality and emotions in non-human animals
Studying sensory laterality might be well suited to investigate the mechanisms of emotional
processing. However, one cannot neglect the fact that motor lateralization patterns have been
considered as valuable additional information on motor expressions of emotional reactions. For
example, the use of the L forelimb reflects a stressful situation in horses (Siniscalchi et al., 2 14 ),
the direction of tail wagging predicts approach and withdrawal behaviours in dogs (Quaranta et
al., 2 7 ; Siniscalchi et al., 2 13 ), lateralized ear postures can indicate frustration in sheep (Reef-
mann et al., 2 9a ), and hemimouth asymmetries reflect the type of vocalizations in infant mon-
keys (Wallez & Vauclair, 2 12 ). Despite this, Leliveld et al. (2 13 ) demonstrated in their review
that most studies on emotional lateralization investigated sensory modalities. A possible expla-
nation could be that the observation of sensory lateralization patterns gives insight not only into
how the subject reacts to a stimulus/situation but also how it perceives this stimulus/situation.
This distinction between perception and reaction to a stimulus could give insight into the mech-
anisms of proximate behavioural control. In this section, I will focus on visual laterality because
it is the most studied modality in the context of emotional lateralization compared with other
sensory modalities (Leliveld et al., 2 13 ; Rogers, 2 17b ). Table 1.2 (page 24 ) summarizes the
review of Leliveld et al. (2 13 ) and illustrates why the authors found support for the emotional
valence hypothesis rather than for alternative hypotheses. For instance, studies on eye pref-
erences showed that food rewards are mostly viewed with the R eye (processed by the L hemi-
sphere) while the L eye (processed by the R hemisphere) is mostly used during negative stimuli
eliciting fear or aggression (e.g. Braccini et al., 2 12 ; De Boyer Des Roches et al., 2 8 ; Koboroff
et al., 2 8 ; Siniscalchi et al., 2 1  ).
Table 1.2: Number of vertebrate species for which left (L) or right (R) hemispheric dominance has
been showed according to the type of stimulus according to the review of Leliveld et al. (2 13 ).
Stimuli L hemisphere R hemisphere
Fear 7 4
Aggression 4 18
Negative (subtotal) 11 58
Sex 4 5
Food 21 6
Socio-positive interactions 3 5
Positive (subtotal) 28 16
Fish taxa were excluded since the authors argued that this taxa seems to differ from other vertebrates in its lateralization
patterns, probably due to different methodology used or different regulation mechanisms.
As outlined in section 1.2.2 (from page 8 ), using a componential approach is necessary to
understand emotional reactions (Paul et al., 2 5 ) and combining indicators of CNS and PNS ac-
tivities might offer new perspectives for research on emotions (Hagemann et al., 2 3 ; Larsen
et al., 2 8 ). The study of hemispheric asymmetries combined with other well-established indi-
cators of emotions (e.g. approach/avoidance behaviours, heart rate variability measurements)
might represent a first step in this direction. In line with the idea that observing sensory lat-
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eralization patterns gives insight into how a subject perceives a stimulus, most of the studies
on visual laterality showed that eye preferences preceded behavioural outputs according to the
valence of the stimulus (i.e. approach of positive stimuli were preceded by R eye use and with-
drawal of negative stimuli were preceded by L eye use: Austin & Rogers, 2 7 , 2 14 ; De Boyer
Des Roches et al., 2 8 ; Kappel et al., 2 17 ; Koboroff et al., 2 8 ; Larose et al., 2 6 ; Robins et
al., 2 18 ; Robins & Phillips, 2 1  ; Siniscalchi et al., 2 1  ; Versace et al., 2 7 ). However since
those same studies did not combine eye preferences (reflecting CNS activity) with physiological
outputs (reflecting PNS activity) during emotional reactions (apart from few examples in dogs:
Siniscalchi et al., 2 13 ; and in horses: Smith et al., 2 16 ), more research is needed to obtain a
more accurate overview on how laterality interacts with emotions and appraisal.
Before using sensory biases (e.g. eye preferences) as indicators of CNS activity, it is impor-
tant to know how sensory (e.g. visual) pathways are innervated in the species of interest. Visual
laterality presents some advantages in species with laterally placed eyes and large monocular
visual fields such as birds, rodents or ungulates (Hughes, 1977 ; Rogers, 2 17b ). In particular, the
decussation of optic nerves into the contralateral hemisphere in those species is relatively high
and well described (Herron et al., 1978 ; Rogers, 2 17b ; Vallortigara, 2  ) and it can be assumed
that, in these species, most of the visual inputs of an eye are processed by the contralateral hemi-
sphere (Rogers, 2 17b ). Therefore, the observation of eye preferences is a direct observation
of which hemisphere controls the response toward a stimulus (Rogers, 2 17b ). Moreover, with
the prerequisite of a strong decussation degree, it appears that monocular viewing (achieved
through occluding an eye) is an even more reliable method since one can test and compare the
effect of the R vs. L hemispheres for a same stimulus (Rogers, 2 17b ). However, researchers
rarely used this paradigm in the context of emotional lateralization (Rogers, 2 17b ).
As highlighted in section 1.2.2 (from page 8 ), the mechanisms of emotional valence are still
not well understood, nevertheless the framework proposed by the emotional valence hypothesis
shows interesting potential. Using such an approach assumes that the emotional reactions of a
subject towards stimuli of different valence are influenced by the eye with which they are seen.
As such, it would be appropriate to be able to focus on the valence, independently of the arousal.
A possible solution would be to use the paradigm of emotional conditioning (as described in fish:
Bisazza et al., 2  ; Reddon & Hurd, 2 9a ). This paradigm consists in presenting similar arti-
ficial objects that have been preliminarily associated with stimuli of different valences. To my
knowledge, only one study in mammals (horses) used a similar method to emotional condition-
ing: De Boyer Des Roches et al. (2 8 ) used objects that were supposed to be associated with
negative (white shirt similar to veterinarian shirt, observed with the L eye), novel (orange plas-
tic cone, observed with both eyes) or positive (familiar food bucket but without food, observed
with both eyes) situations. In this study, it was therefore more logical to interpret that the differ-
ent reactions observed were due to the differences in valence rather than in arousal. In contrast,
most of the studies on emotional lateralization test naturally arousing stimuli (e.g. Braccini et al.,
2 12 ; Siniscalchi et al., 2 1  ), making difficult to distinguish emotional valence from arousal or
other cognitive functions involved during the reaction towards a stimulus. Indeed, seeing either
a food reward or a predator can lead to intense reactions of either positive anticipation or fear, re-
spectively. Another argument for using emotional conditioning (i.e. artificial objects as stimuli)
is that it allows for the observation of the subject’s response independently of social interactions.
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Indeed, due to the complexity of social interactions, both hemispheres are often simultaneously
involved. For example, affiliative or agonistic interactions require the preliminary recognition
of conspecifics (familiar or not) which is a R hemispheric specialization (Rosa-Salva et al., 2 12 ).
More strikingly, sexual behaviours that include courtship behaviours can require additional mo-
tor functions and therefore also involve both hemispheres (e.g. in birds reviewed by Rogers &
Kaplan, 2 19 ). This might explain why findings on sex and socio-positive interactions did not
show a clear pattern of regulation by the L hemisphere (see Table 1.2 , Leliveld et al., 2 13 ).
To conclude this section, the potential for studying the lateralization of emotional valence
has not yet been fully exploited. Indeed, using sensory lateralization combined with behavioural
and physiological components would represent a valuable addition to research on emotions, not
only for understanding emotional reactions but also appraisal. Moreover, there is a need for
more studies testing monocular viewing (rather than measuring eye preferences) and/or using
a paradigm of emotional conditioning. For this reason we used those combined approaches in
Study 3.
1.3.6 Using behavioural lateralization for improving farm animal welfare
Even if research on laterality in the context of animal welfare is still in its infancy (for re-
views, see Leliveld, 2 19 ; Leliveld et al., 2 13 ; Morgante et al., 2 1  ; Rogers, 2 1  , 2 11 ), adapt-
ing farm practices to the lateralization of farm animal should be the ultimate step for improving
animal welfare (Leliveld, 2 19 ). Before reaching this step, it is important to have preliminar-
ily investigated which contexts or practices can influence the lateralization of farm animals. A
first approach could be the study of behavioural lateralization at the group level in order to iden-
tify stressful situations. Indeed, previous research in husbandry relevant contexts has already
shown that certain stressful housing conditions or husbandry practices influence behavioural
lateralization. For instance, transport has been shown to induce a L forelimb use in horses (Sinis-
calchi et al., 2 14 ) and in sheep (Robins et al., 2 19 ) which supports the idea of a R hemispheric
specialization for stressful reactions. However, there are many other potential stressful situa-
tions that could be identified through the observation of behavioural lateralization, but findings
remain scarce and inconsistent. For example, reducing space availability in donkeys decreased
strength of laterality (Zucca et al., 2 11a ) while intensive farming in cattle may increase strength
of laterality (Phillips et al., 2 3 ). Beyond using laterality as an indicator of stress, a second ap-
proach could be to induce laterality by changing those husbandry conditions or practices which
could help reduce stress or even improve productivity. For the latter, striking findings in cattle
showed that lateralized presentation of food on the L visual field improved milk productivity,
supporting the idea of a R hemispheric specialization for gonadal function (Rizhova & Kokorina,
2 5 ). Another example is that light exposure in chicks before hatching period induces strong
visual lateralization which resulted in more stable social hierarchies in the group (reviewed in
Rogers & Kaplan, 2 19 ). Increasing light exposure before hatching in commercial conditions
might therefore help laying hens to cope with social stress (Rogers & Kaplan, 2 19 ). However,
this hypothesis remains to be tested since it contradicts Riedstra and Groothuis (2 4 ) who rec-
ommended to avoid light exposure before hatching in order to reduce feather pecking. A third
approach could be to use behavioural lateralization as a predictor for the outcomes of social
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(intra- and heterospecific) interactions. Indeed, understanding the dynamics of social groups is
also a central issue in the management of farm animals (Foris et al., 2 19 ). For instance, strong
lateralization is associated with shorter fights in pigs (Camerlink et al., 2 18a ), with stable hi-
erarchies in chicks (Rogers & Workman, 1989 ; Wichman et al., 2 9 ) or with more dominant
behaviour in cattle (Prelle et al., 2 4 ). Those preliminary findings are promising for the man-
agement of intensively farmed animals for which damaging behaviours such as tail biting in
pigs or feather pecking in hens remain major issues. Finally, studies on the lateralization of in-
teractions between farm animals and humans could be used to determine from which side to
approach and handle the animal, as suggested by findings in cattle (Goma et al., 2 18 ; Phillips
et al., 2 15 ; Robins et al., 2 18 ) or in horses (Farmer et al., 2 1  ; Larose et al., 2 6 ; Schuetz et al.,
2 17 ). Thus, more research using these three different types of approach might provide direct
benefits for animal welfare in general.
In the previous sections, I explained how the study of emotional lateralization can help the
understanding of personality and emotions; one could logically expect that this research should
concretely help in improving animal welfare as well. First, individual lateralized motor biases
have been already linked to individual stress reactivity or to specific personality traits (as men-
tioned in section 1.3.4 from page 2  ) which might be useful in group management of captive
animals: individuals who are more sensitive to stress (e.g. in primates: Gordon & Rogers, 2 15 ;
Westergaard et al., 2 3 ) or less sociable and more aggressive (e.g. in cats: McDowell et al., 2 16 )
could be quickly identified and receive individualized care (Rogers, 2 1  ). However, concerning
farm animals it seems that the investigations of the link between motor laterality and personal-
ity have been so far restricted to the contexts of stress or health. For example, the link between
the strength of laterality and stress reactivity has been already studied in sheep: strongly lateral-
ized ewes were more stressed during a separation test (Barnard et al., 2 15 ) and showed higher
catabolic rate during pregnancy than weakly lateralized ewes (Morgante et al., 2 1  ). Since cop-
ing can interact with general health (section 1.2.1 from page 5 ) and since motor laterality can
reflect coping (section 1.3.4 from page 2  ), it is not surprising to see that links also exist be-
tween motor laterality and immunity (Morgante et al., 2 7 ; Quaranta et al., 2 6 ; Quaranta
et al., 2 8 ) or disease likelihood (Zucca et al., 2 11b ). In farm animals, there are some stud-
ies that have already linked behavioural lateralization with health issues such as lameness or
mastitis (reviewed by Leliveld, 2 19 ). Thus, the addition of individual behavioural lateralization
patterns might be helpful not only for individualized health care but also for better group man-
agement (discussed in section 1.2.1 from page 5 ). Second, as highlighted in this thesis, more
knowledge on affective states in farm animals should improve understanding of their mental
experiences, which is necessary for improving their welfare. One can again outline that investi-
gating sensory laterality can help give insight into how certain stimuli or situations are perceived
(see previous section). For example, in the context of visual laterality, some findings in farm ani-
mals show differential involvement of brain hemispheres when seeing novel stimuli (e.g. Kappel
et al., 2 17 ; Larose et al., 2 6 ; Phillips et al., 2 15 ), threatening stimuli (e.g. Austin & Rogers,
2 12 ; De Boyer Des Roches et al., 2 8 ) or food rewards (e.g. Gygax et al., 2 13 ; Rogers & Anson,
1979 ). However, its potential for improving welfare in farm animals has not been yet fully ex-
ploited (Leliveld, 2 19 ; Rogers & Kaplan, 2 19 ). As previously explained, using the emotional
valence hypothesis might provide access to the core affect and to the appraisal of animals. For
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example, one needs more studies similar to Reefmann et al. (2 9a ) who were able to show with
the observation of lateralized ear postures that sheep are not necessarily in a positive state when
novel (putative) attractive food is presented instead of regular food. Those kind of studies have
the potential to enlighten subtle natural behaviours that are not yet well understood, especially
“micro-behaviours” (e.g. ear movements: Reefmann et al., 2 9a ) that represent a promising
topic for animal welfare research (Camerlink, 2 19 ).
To conclude this section, studying laterality seems to be a very helpful approach due to its
non-invasiveness and the ease with which it could potentially help improve animal welfare. Al-
though this field is recent, there are already some studies in farm animals showing links between
behavioural lateralization and stress physiology, housing conditions, husbandry and handling
practices with possible recommendations to improve animal welfare. However, it seems that
farm animals could benefit from more research on behavioural lateralization and on its interac-
tions with personality and affective states. For this, Leliveld (2 19 ) pointed out that, in partic-
ular, more theory-driven studies on laterality are required. Thus, this thesis aimed at showing
the potential of using hypotheses on emotional lateralization (presented in section 1.3.2 from
page 15 ) in order to help understanding of personality and emotional processing (discussed in
sections 1.3.4 and 1.3.5 ) in pigs. This might be promising for both laterality research and animal
welfare.
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1.4 The pig as amodel species
The domestic pig (Sus scrofa) is an ideal candidate to test hypotheses on emotional lateraliza-
tion in the context of animal welfare. Indeed, this species is relevant for animal welfare research
since it is the most intensively farmed and most consumed mammal in Europe (FAO Stats, 2 17 ).
Previously (section 1.2 from page 5 ), I explained why a better understanding of personality and
affective states is a necessary step to improve animal welfare and both topics have already been
well studied in pigs (Murphy et al., 2 14 ; O’Malley et al., 2 19 ). Indeed, there are an increasing
number of studies that investigate pigs’ affective states with established methods and that show
the advantage of using the componential view of emotions (presented in section 1.2.2 from page
8 ). Those studies combine the measurements of behavioural reactions with cognitive (Düpjan et
al., 2 17 ), autonomic (Imfeld-Mueller et al., 2 11 ; Krause et al., 2 17 ; Zebunke et al., 2 11 ), bioa-
coustic (Friel et al., 2 19 ; Leliveld et al., 2 16 ) or facial (Camerlink et al., 2 18b ) reactions. Thus,
pigs represent a good model to investigate the mechanisms of emotional valence. Additionally,
personality of pigs has been also well explored, especially coping determined with the Backtest
(Hessing et al., 1993 ; Jensen et al., 1995 ; Zebunke et al., 2 17 ; Zebunke et al., 2 15 ), but also var-
ious personality traits determined with the use of the Open-Field, Novel Object, Human Approach or
Open Door Tests (reviewed in O’Malley et al., 2 19 ).
Since the focus of this thesis is to explore the potential of studying behavioural lateralization
to help improve animal welfare, it seems that pigs represent an ideal model. In this species, there
are indications of cerebral (van der Beek et al., 2 4 ), behavioural (Camerlink et al., 2 18a ; Gill
& Thomson, 1956 ; Illmann et al., 2 2 ; Newberry & Wood-Gush, 1984 ) or physiological (Telkän-
ranta et al., 2 16 ) asymmetries. However, no theory-driven studies have been yet conducted on
behavioural lateralization in this species although it should be helpful for pig welfare. As omniv-
orous ungulates, pigs have well-developed motor skills, especially with their snout since they
use it for rooting (D’Eath & Turner, 2 9 ), for washing food (Sommer et al., 2 16 ), and poten-
tially for using tools (Root-Bernstein et al., 2 19 ). Thus, one might expect them to show individ-
ual lateralized motor patterns for their snout at least, since this function seems similar to the
hand of primates (see section 1.3.3 from page 18 ). Concerning their visual system, they show a
wide monocular field with a strong decussation of their optic fibres (Herron et al., 1978 ; Hughes,
1977 ) suggesting that most visual inputs of an eye are processed by the contralateral hemisphere.
This has been validated by brain imaging studies on the visual cortex of pigs (Fang et al., 2 6 ;
Gizewski et al., 2 7 ). Thus, this species seems to fulfil the prerequisite to use motor and visual
lateralization to gain insight into pig’s personality and emotions.
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1.5 Hypotheses and aims of the thesis
1.5.1 General aim of the thesis
This thesis aims at exploring how studying laterality in pigs might help improve animal wel-
fare through providing insight into their personality and their emotions (see Figure 1.3 on page
31 which summarizes the aims of this thesis). The previous sections showed that this approach
has the potential to non-invasively expand our understanding of the neural roots of emotions
and of some personality traits. Indeed, since research on both personality and emotions is
needed to improve farm animal welfare (explained in section 1.2 from page 5 ), the domestic
pig seems to be an ideal model for investigating motor and visual laterality (explained in pre-
vious section) in order to test hypotheses on emotional lateralization (explained in section 1.3 
from page 14 ). Thus, this work represents the first theory-driven studies on behavioural lateral-
ization in pigs with potential implications for welfare. This thesis is organized according to two
main questions that were explored with three studies (see Figure 1.3 ):
• Is individual hemispheric dominance measurable through individual lateralized motor
patterns and does it reflect personality in pigs?
– Can the observation of individual motor biases be indicative of hemispheric domi-
nance? (Study 1)
– Are individual differences in motor biases of pigs associated with their personality?
(Study 2)
• Can the direct investigation of emotional lateralization in pigs improve understanding of
the mechanisms of emotional valence?
– Does the manipulation of visual information processing (through monocular viewing)
in pigs influence their reaction towards stimuli of different valences? (Study 3)
1.5.2 Experimental approach
To answer these questions we used different methodological approaches for each study
which are also summarized in Figure 1.3 . In the first study, we investigated laterality of several
motor functions, since this allows accounting for the multidimensionality of laterality (explained
in 1.3.3 from page 18 ). This aimed at providing the first comprehensive overview in pigs on how
several motor functions (involving their snout, foot and tail) differ in their lateralization patterns.
Pigs are trainable animals (reviewed by Gieling et al., 2 11 ) which makes this species suitable
to investigate lateralization for different motor tasks such as using their snout for reaching food.
In this study, we could explore how stable individual motor lateralization patterns are, which re-
quired multiple measurements per individual over several days. As generally recommended in
the literature (Branson & Rogers, 2 6 ; Leliveld, 2 19 ; Tomkins et al., 2 1 a ), we calculated the
laterality indices and the binomial z-scores (see the methods section of Study 1 from page 38 )
of each individual for each motor function in order to describe how the motor lateralization pat-
terns differed between motor functions and individuals. After this step, we combined laterality
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Figure 1.3: Summarized aims and hypotheses of the thesis showing the methodological approaches used
according to each study
indices of several motor functions in order to classify individuals with consistent motor biases
across motor functions, using a cluster analysis. Those individuals in particular were supposed
to have a clear individual hemispheric dominance that has been used in the second study.
In the second study, we compared the pigs with L vs. R consistent motor biases (with sup-
posed opposite individual hemispheric dominances, determined by the cluster analysis in the
first study) along several personality dimensions (according to the five dimensional model of
Réale et al., 2 7 ), as recommended by several authors (Finkemeier et al., 2 18 ; O’Malley et al.,
2 19 ). It is important to clarify that we tested the pigs only once, since the first exposure to a
test can be considered as an appropriate indication of personality in pigs (Forkman et al., 2 7 ;
O’Malley et al., 2 19 ). To achieve this, we used several established personality tests in pigs that
give insight into several personality traits: the Backtest, the Human Approach Test, the Open Door
Test, the Open-Field Test and the Novel Object Test. As recommended by O’Malley et al. (2 19 ), we
assigned each parameter of each personality test to a specific personality trait (e.g. the latencies
to touch the novel human, to touch the novel object and to leave a familiar environment gave in-
sight into boldness; for a comprehensive description, see the methods section of Study 2, from
page 55 ). We also measured their basal cortisol and testosterone concentrations since it might
also be associated with some personality traits, such as boldness or aggressiveness.
In the third study, we studied emotional reactions by using a monocular viewing paradigm
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while measuring behavioural reactions and responses of the autonomic nervous system
(through heart rate variability measurements). Aside from accounting for the componential
view of emotions (Paul et al., 2 5 ), we combined indicators of emotions from the CNS and the
PNS, as recommended by Hagemann et al. (2 3 ). Indeed, as highlighted in section 1.3.5 from
page 24 , monocular viewing (achieved through eye patching) can be considered as a direct ma-
nipulation of the CNS in pigs during emotional processing, and is the most insightful method to
directly control which hemisphere gets inputs (Rogers, 2 17b ). As pigs are easy to handle, the
method of eye patching seems ideal to test visual laterality in this species (Rogers, 2 17b ). This
could represent a valuable addition to research on emotional valence in farm animals since only
a few studies have used the paradigm of monocular presentation in the context of emotional
processing. Moreover, we used a paradigm of emotional conditioning (i.e. the pigs associated
an artificial object with a negative or positive stimulus) which would guarantee a predominant
focus on emotional valence (explained in section 1.3.5 ).
1.5.3 Study-specific hypotheses
Figure 1.4 (page 33 ) illustrates the details of each hypothesis tested in the studies of this the-
sis. The first study aimed at finding indications of pigs’ individual hemispheric dominance. We
first aimed at combining several motor lateralization patterns. After this step, we hypothesized
that there would be individuals with consistent and stable lateralization patterns across motor
functions, revealing the existence of individual hemispheric dominance in pigs (see Figure 1.4 ).
The second study aimed at linking pig’s personality with the individual hemispheric dom-
inance determined in the first study and to find out whether the results are in line with the
approach-withdrawal hypothesis. As illustrated in Figure 1.4 , we hypothesized that pigs with a
L individual hemispheric dominance (expressed through R consistent biases across motor func-
tions) are bolder and more explorative than pigs with a R individual hemispheric dominance
(expressed through L consistent biases across motor functions). This study aimed at answering
the question of whether using motor laterality might be helpful for research on pig personality
(see Figure 1.3 , page 31 ).
The third study aimed at directly testing the emotional valence hypothesis in pigs (see Fig-
ure 1.4 ). In contrast to the other studies, the lateralized processing of emotions at the popula-
tion level was directly investigated. We expected that the emotional reaction towards a valenced
stimulus would be modified along the emotional valence axis according to which eye sees it. In
particular, we hypothesized that reducing inputs into the L hemisphere (achieved through cov-
ering the R eye) would reduce the positive appraisal of a positive stimulus while reducing inputs
into the R hemisphere (achieved through covering the L eye) would reduce the negative appraisal
of a negative stimulus. Thus, this study should give insight into how using visual laterality may
complement the componential view of emotions and may improve the understanding of their
mechanisms in pigs (see Figure 1.3 ).
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Figure 1.4: Representation of the investigated hypotheses on emotional lateralization according to each
study (in green) combined with Figure 1.2 , page 17 
Solid lines represent the links between the core concepts of this thesis (in oval shapes), presented in Figure
1.1 , page 13 . Big right pointing arrows illustrate that stable traits in e.g. behaviour or affect result in the
emergence of personality or affective styles (explained in Figure 1.1 ). Blue dotted lines link the predictions
of each hypothesis (in rectangular shapes) to each proposed core concepts of this thesis (explained in Figure
1.2 ). Green dotted lines show which links the studies aimed at testing. Green double directed lines reflect
that associations were tested while green one-directed lines reflect that causal links were tested. In Study
1, we assessed motor biases in pigs (with the example of tail curling in this illustration) and assumed that
consistent individual biases (see the big right pointing arrow) would reflect individual hemispheric domi-
nance (i.e. the preferred use of the left (L) or the right (R) hemisphere in general). This concept of individual
hemispheric dominance might represent an alternative to measurements of cerebral baseline asymmetries
used in affective styles research (explained in section 1.3.4 , from page 2  ). In Study 2, we aimed at studying
the associations between personality and individual side biases. Using the approach-withdrawal hypothesis,
we expected that L motor biases would be associated with withdrawal behaviours (1) while R motor biases
would be associated with approach behaviours (2). In Study 3, we investigated how the manipulation of
visual inputs coming into the L or the R hemisphere influenced emotional reactions. Using the emotional
valence hypothesis, we expected that covering the R eye would reduce positive appraisal (3) while covering
the L eye would reduce negative appraisal (4).
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“The creatures outside looked from pig to man, and
from man to pig, and from pig to man again; but al-
ready it was impossible to say which was which.”
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Abstract
Motor lateralization is hypothesized to depend on the complexity of the motor function, but it
might at the same time reflect hemispheric dominance within an individual across motor func-
tions. We investigated possible motor lateralization patterns in four motor functions of different
complexity (snout use in a manipulative task, foot use in two-stepping tasks and tail curling) in
the domestic pig, a tetrapod species relevant as farm animal but also as a model in human neu-
roscience. A significant majority of our sample showed individual biases for manipulation with
their snout and for curling their tail. Interestingly, the tail curling was lateralized towards the
right at the population level and showed stronger lateralization patterns than the snout. Using a
cluster analysis with combined tail and snout laterality, we identified groups of individuals with
different lateralization patterns across motor functions that potentially reflect the individuals’
hemispheric dominance. To conclude, our results suggest that pigs show lateralization patterns
that depend on the motor function and on the individual. Such individual lateralization patterns
might have broader implications for animal personality and welfare. Our study lays the method-
ological groundwork for future research on laterality in pigs.
Keywords
task complexity; motor lateralization; foot; snout; tail curling
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2.1.1 Introduction
Cerebral asymmetries are widespread in animals and are supposed to have an evolutionary
advantage to improve brain efficiency by enabling the brain to perform more than one task si-
multaneously (Rogers et al., 2 4 ). These asymmetries are observable through behavioural lat-
eralization, e.g., motor lateralization, which is expressed behaviourally through side biases. The
best-studied example of motor lateralization is handedness in humans, with the majority of the
human population being strongly lateralized at the individual level (individuals have a strong
preference to use one hand over the other; Oldfield, 1971 ), and a population-wide bias towards
the right (the majority is right handed; Annett, 1985 ; Corballis, 2 9 ). A number of studies show
that motor lateralization is common in non-human vertebrates (Frasnelli, 2 13 ; Rogers et al.,
2 13 ; Ströckens et al., 2 13 ) and even in invertebrates (Frasnelli, 2 13 ), but findings are often
disparate (Ströckens et al., 2 13 ; Versace & Vallortigara, 2 15 ).
The sometimes contradicting findings may be partially explained by the fact that different
studies focus on different motor functions. According to the “task complexity hypothesis”, more
complex tasks elicit stronger lateral biases on the individual level and are more likely to elicit
population-level biases (Fagot & Vauclair, 1991 ). For example, in many primate species biman-
ual coordinated tasks, in contrast to simple (unimanual) tasks, elicit stronger hand preferences
(reviewed by Hopkins, 2 13 ) and sometimes a population bias (Molesti et al., 2 16 ). However,
many species do not use their limbs for tasks of different complexity, such as walking and grab-
bing, which limits the testing of limb use in a variety of tasks. For this reason, some authors
adapted the “task complexity hypothesis” into the “organ complexity hypothesis” (Keerthipriya
et al., 2 15 ), which suggests that the strength of lateralization varies between different organs.
Specifically, unpaired organs are suggested to be more complex than paired organs. For exam-
ple, in food-reaching tasks, elephants are more strongly lateralized in the use of their trunk than
their forefeet (Keerthipriya et al., 2 15 ) and spider monkeys are more strongly lateralized in the
use of their tail than their hands (Laska, 1998 ). From these conclusions, one can deduce that lat-
erality varies across task and/or organ complexity. In this article, we will refer to these combined
effects as “motor function complexity”. To get an overview of motor lateralization in a certain
species, studies should ideally include different motor functions.
While the strength of lateralization can be influenced by the complexity of the task, we might
also find consistent lateralization patterns within an individual, and variation between individ-
uals. Indeed, “each individual has a tendency to use either its left or right hemisphere predom-
inantly” (Rogers, 2 9 ), which is assumed to be observable through individually consistent lat-
eral preferences (Wright & Hardie, 2 15 ). In this article, we used the term “individual hemi-
spheric dominance” to describe this phenomenon. Many studies have found interactions be-
tween individual motor lateralization patterns and other individually distinct behavioural pat-
terns, such as anxiety (Branson & Rogers, 2 6 ; Hicks & Pellegrini, 1978 ; Wright & Hardie, 2 12 )
or approach/avoidance behaviours (Hardie & Wright, 2 14 ; Hopkins & Bennett, 1994 ; Watson &
Ward, 1996 ), as a consequence of this individual hemispheric dominance. Thus, studying mo-
tor lateralization patterns on the individual level represents a promising approach in the study
of personality, i.e., consistent individual behavioural differences over time and/or across situa-
tions (Réale et al., 2 7 ). Since personality plays an important role in an individual’s response
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to environmental challenges and therefore its welfare, the study of (motor) laterality could con-
tribute to animal welfare research (Leliveld et al., 2 13 ; Rogers, 2 1  , 2 11 ).
As the domestic pig (Sus scrofa) is one of the most intensively farmed species in the world
and is progressively used as a model in human neuroscience (Kornum & Knudsen, 2 11 ; Lind
et al., 2 7 ; Sauleau et al., 2 9 ), it is important to know more about lateralization in this species.
Apart from some indications on cerebral asymmetries (van der Beek et al., 2 4 ), and some re-
ports on side preferences during nursing in lactating sows (Gill & Thomson, 1956 ; Illmann et
al., 2 2 ; Newberry & Wood-Gush, 1984 ), lateralization was never systematically studied in this
species before.
Our study aim was to provide a first comprehensive overview of motor lateralization in the
domestic pig. Thereby, we explored motor lateralization in three different organs: snout, foot
and tail. We tested the snout use in a manipulative task, foot use was tested in two stepping
tasks, and we observed the direction during the spontaneous curling of the tail.
Pigs search for food, using their snout to explore, collect, carry, manipulate and even wash
food items (Gundlach, 1968 ; Sommer et al., 2 16 ; Stolba & Wood-Gush, 1989 ). Therefore, the pig
snout seems to fulfil similar functions as the hands of primates or the trunks of elephants, mak-
ing it suitable for studying motor lateralization. As even-toed ungulates (Artiodactyla), their foot
use represents another important motor function. A third interesting and easily observable mo-
tor function of the pig is the curling of the tail. Tail curling behaviour was found to occur more
often during interactions with a familiar person (Kleinbeck & McGlone, 1993 ), while other au-
thors (Reimert et al., 2 13 ) recently found that this behaviour occurs in more neutral emotional
contexts, in comparison to tail wagging (more in positive contexts) or tail hanging (more in neg-
ative contexts).
The “motor function complexity hypothesis” suggests that the snout, being the most complex
function (an unpaired organ performing a manipulative task), would show the strongest lateral-
ization patterns, while the feet (as paired organs performing a simple stepping task) would show
the weakest lateralization patterns. In addition, we expected to find individual lateralization pat-
terns across motor functions (as an indication of an individual’s hemispheric dominance), when
all motor lateralization patterns were combined.
2.1.2 Materials andmethods
Ethical note
The experimental procedure was approved by the ethics committee of the federal state of
Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Germany (LALLF M-V/TSD/77221.3-2- 4 /14-1).
Animals and housing
The study was conducted at the Experimental Facility for Pigs of the Leibniz Institute for Farm
Animal Biology (FBN), Dummerstorf, Germany. The subjects were 8 (among 1 pre-selected;
see below) pre-pubertal, uncastrated male German Landrace piglets (aged 5–7 weeks during the
experimental period). Experiments were performed with five consecutive replicates between
November 2 14 and May 2 15. As a standard procedure of the Experimental Facility for Pigs,
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within the first 24 hours after birth, the tip of the tail (maximal length of 1 cm) was routinely
clipped off. Before weaning, the subjects were submitted to 4 Backtests (at the age of 5, 12, 19
and 26 days) to determine their coping style, using the standardized method of Zebunke et al.
(2 15 ). At 4 weeks of age, 2 individuals were pre-selected from a greater pool based on their
health status, absence of injuries (including a tail without injuries), weight (greater than 5 kg),
and their coping style (preferring active and passive over doubtful/intermediate coping styles;
these results will be discussed in another publication). The number of full siblings was set to a
maximum of 4 for preselection.
The pre-selected pigs were weaned (day ) and grouped together in a pen (3.75 x 1.8 m, with
fully slatted plastic floors and a solid heated area in the middle), where they had access to food
and water ad libitum. From days 3–5 post-weaning, the pigs were habituated to being handled
by the experimenter (2 sessions of 1 hour per day) who distributed during each session two hand-
fuls of chocolate raisins in the pen in order to habituate the pigs to the food reward. Chocolate
raisins are common rewards used in pig behavioural studies (Gieling et al., 2 11 ). On day 6,
each pig was guided to the corridor that was adjacent to the pen and stayed there, physically iso-
lated from the group for a maximum of 1 minutes. During this time, 5 chocolate raisins were
thrown on the floor of the corridor, and each individual was assessed on its motivation to eat
when alone (varying from 1 to all raisins eaten). For the experiment, we selected 16 individu-
als using the following criteria (in order of importance): the absence of illness/injuries, eating
the reward alone, active or passive coping style, relatedness to other subjects (avoidance of full
siblings where possible) and the absence of nervousness. Each subject was randomly given an
ID-number, which determined the test order throughout the entire experiment. At the end of the
last handling day (day 6), the 2 pigs were moved into a new pen (2.5 x 3.95 m) with fully slatted
plastic floors and two solid concrete sections. This pen was in the same room as the experimen-
tal arena (see below for the setup description). During the experimental period, the subjects
were fed an age-appropriate ration once per day after the last session of the day. This setup was
used to ensure standardized motivation among subjects for performing the food-retrieval test.
Water was available ad libitum, and straw and some other physical enrichments (buckets, rags,
etc.) were provided twice a day during the entire experimental period.
Snout and foot use
Experimental setup
Lateralized manipulation with the snout and foot use were tested in a symmetrical arena
(1.5 x 1.5 m, see Figure 2.1 ). This arena was connected to the home pen through a corri-
dor (51 x 185 cm) that was used as a waiting area (between trials). A sliding guillotine door
(39 x 45 cm) that could be operated from the corridor was used to provide access to the arena.
A ramp was placed at the end of the corridor, creating a 6.5-cm high step into the arena. In the
arena, on the opposite side of the sliding door, a flap door (22 x 3 cm) was integrated in the
middle of the wall (1 5 cm high). Behind this flap door, a trough (5 cm high) containing a food
reward (one chocolate raisin) was positioned. A fixed tube was used to ensure that the raisin was
always positioned in the middle of the trough. After the 6 training sessions (18 trials), the setup
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Figure 2.1: Schema of the testing arena.
The curved arrows at the top indicate how the subject may have opened the flap door in each
case. The pale arrow indicates that they opened the flap door with the right side of the snout, and
the dark arrow indicates that they opened the door with the left side of the snout. The numbers
describe the testing procedure per trial: 1. Foot down; 2. Manipulation with the snout to open
the flap door; 3. Foot-up.
was modified for the test situation: a fixed barrier (26 x 57 cm) was placed 15 cm in front of the
flap door, so that the subjects were forced to approach the flap door from the side and then use
the left or right side of the snout to open it.
A camera was positioned on the wall above the flap door and was focused on the entrance of
the sliding door. Another camera, connected to a digital video recorder, was positioned centrally
above the arena.
Experimental procedure
The experimental period consisted of 1 working days. The training period began on day 8
and consisted of 6 sessions across 4 working days (2 sessions per day on days 8 and 11 and 1 ses-
sion per day on days 12 and 13). The test period began on day 13 (after the last training session)
and consisted of 1 sessions across 7 working days (2 sessions per day on days 14, 15 and 18 and
1 session per day on day 13 and days 19 through 21). In total, each pig performed a maximum
of 3 trials. Morning sessions were performed between 8: and 1 : and afternoon sessions
between 11:3 and 14: .
To improve the training’s efficiency by using social facilitation, the first three sessions were
performed with randomly paired pigs. New pairs were formed for each session so that each
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subject could learn to access the reward in a short amount of time. The last three training ses-
sions were performed with the subject alone; this was done to habituate the pigs to the testing
procedure, which was also performed alone. The barrier (before it was fixed in the arena) was
presented in the home pen for 1 minutes once per day during the last three training days, so
that the subjects were habituated to it before the start of the test sessions.
Before each session, the experimenter entered the pen and gently guided a subject into the
corridor. The subject was then offered a chocolate raisin while waiting in the corridor. Each trial
consisted of the following procedure (see the video in the supplemental data): The experimenter
pulled up the sliding door and the subject entered the arena. When a subject successfully opened
the flap door and retrieved the chocolate raisin, the sliding door was re-opened. In the corridor,
the subject received another chocolate raisin. The experimenter put a new raisin in the trough.
If the raisin was still there, the measurement for snout use was counted as “failed”. Since only
. 3% of all trials were counted as failed, these trials were not included in the analysis. Per ses-
sion, this procedure was repeated 3 times (i.e., for a total of 3 trials). A session finished after the
third successful retrieval of the food reward, or when a maximum of 1 minutes had passed. At
the end of the session, the experimenter opened the door connecting the corridor to the pen, so
that the subject could return to the pen. Between subjects, the experimenter cleaned the floor
of the arena as well as the barrier and flap door.
Tail curling direction
The tails were observed before and after each experimental session (6 training + 1 test ses-
sions). A total of 32 observations per subject were made. The observations were done in the fol-
lowing way: The experimenter entered the pen, provided either fresh straw or some toys (rags,
shoes) to the pigs and noted the curling direction from pigs that were either standing or walking.
The order of observations was determined by the behaviour of the pigs: The moment a pig with
a curled tail was spotted, the direction was noted down.
Three observations were possible (Figure 2.2 ): left curling (L; the tip of the tail is situated to
the left of the base), right curling (R; the tip of the tail is situated to the right of the base) or an
“unclear” curling (mostly curling in the middle; the tip of the tail showed no clear deviation from
the middle). Observations of “unclear” curling were excluded from further analyses.
Behavioural analyses
Observations of snout and foot use were performed using video recordings by the same ob-
server. As the subject entered the arena, the front foot that entered the arena first was observed
(Figure 2.1 : “1. Foot down”). When a subject successfully opened the flap door and retrieved
the chocolate raisin, the side of the snout used was observed (Figure 2.1 : “2. Snout use”). As
the subject exited the arena, the front foot that entered the corridor first was observed (Figure
2.1 : “3. Foot-up”). To ensure the reliability of the video observations, we compared a sample
of observations from one randomly selected replicate (2 test sessions, 96 trials) with a second
observer and obtained the following Kappa coefficients: .92 for the snout, .81 for foot down
and .82 for foot-up, which indicated almost perfect agreement.
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Figure 2.2: Examples of clear tail curling directions.
Statistical analyses
We used SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA) for our statistical analyses. To
determine if an individual had a significant bias for one side over the other, we used a simplified





where R is the number of right choices and L is the number of left choices. A z-score≤−1.96 indi-
cates a left bias (L), a z-score≥1.96 indicates a right bias (R), and a value between these two scores
indicates no lateral bias (i.e., ambilateral; A). Using a chi-square test (FREQ procedure), we de-
termined if a significant majority of the subjects were lateralized. To test this, we compared the
number of L- and R-individuals with the number of A-individuals (H : distributions R + L= 5 %;
A = 5 %). If there were significantly more lateralized individuals, we also compared the number
of R-individuals with the number of L-individuals (H : R = 5 %, L = 5 %). If we found a signifi-
cant difference between the amount of L- vs. R-individuals, we finally determined if our tested
population had a significant bias for the left or the right for each motor function (i.e., for an R
population bias, H : R = 5 %, L + A = 5 %). In addition, we also calculated a continuous later-
ality index (LI; adapted from Hopkins, 1999 ) for each subject and motor function by using the
formula:
LI = R−LR+L ,
where R is the number of right observations and L is the number of left observations. This index
ranges from −1 to 1, with positive values reflecting a right bias and negative values a left bias. The
absolute value of LI (LI_ABS) was used to indicate the strength of laterality. In this case, the index
ranged from to 1, with low values reflecting a weak bias and high values reflecting a strong bias.
To provide a graphical representation of distribution across these indices, we used JMP 12. .1
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(SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). We transformed our distribution data into a smoothed curve,
using a Kernel standard deviation of .1 63. This smoothed curve was then visually compared
to different adapted distribution models (normal or a mixture of several normal distributions)
to determine the type of distribution.
We tested for trial effects by comparing the number of L vs. R choices for snout use between
the beginning (trials 1–14) and the end (trials 15–3 ) of the testing. Using the MIXED procedure,
an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was calculated with the percentage of choices (L or R) as a vari-
able and the phase of testing (beginning or end) as a fixed factor. We also compared the strength
of lateralization between the different motor functions using the MIXED procedure; an ANOVA
was calculated with LI_ABS as a variable and the motor function as a fixed factor. Multiple pair-
wise comparisons were calculated using Tukey-Kramer tests. To control for the effect of repli-
cates, we performed the same ANOVA with the LI and the LI_ABS as variables and the replicate
as a fixed factor.
A chi-square (FREQ procedure) test was performed to test for associations between the dif-
ferent motor functions. To detect individual lateralization patterns across motor functions, we
used a cluster analysis to obtain a combined laterality classification. For this analysis, we se-
lected the LIs of motor functions that followed a bimodal distribution. These LIs were first
standardized using the STDIZE procedure. Next, we performed the FASTCLUS procedure (max-
iter = 1 , strict = .9, nomiss). STRICT prevents an observation from being assigned to a cluster
if its distance to the nearest cluster seed exceeds the value assigned to the STRICT variable. We
tested for 2, 3, 4 and 5 clusters (i.e., maxcluster =2, 3, 4 and 5) to determine the number of clus-
ters that best represented the variation in the data. The reliability of the model is given by the
cubic clustering criterion (CCC values greater than 2 or 3 indicate good clusters) combined with
a graphical verification. For a continuous representation of the combined laterality, we calcu-
lated a combined LI for each individual, based on the mean of the laterality indices that were
included in the cluster analysis. A graphical representation of the distribution across this index
was created in JMP 12. .1 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).
2.1.3 Results
For technical reasons, we could not observe the foot use during the first replicate (n = 16).
During the food-retrieval test, all subjects learned to open the flap door, but four subjects were
excluded from the snout and foot-use analyses because they could not learn to eat the reward
alone. Two other subjects were excluded from the tail analyses because the number of R and
L observations was not sufficient to perform the individual binomial tests. This resulted in the
following sample sizes per motor function: n = 76 for snout, n = 6 for foot-up and foot down and
n = 78 for tail curling.
There was no effect of the test phase (beginning vs. end) on the percentage of R or L choices for
snout use,F (2, 211.1) = .3, p= .74. We found a significant effect of the replicate on the strength of
snout laterality, F (4, 71) = 5.7, p < . 1. The pairwise comparisons revealed that the second repli-
cate showed significantly weaker snout laterality compared to the fourth, t(71) = −3.78, p < . 1,
and the last, t(71) = −3.39, p< . 1, replicates, while the third replicate showed significantly weaker
snout laterality compared to the fourth replicate, t(71) = −3.13, p < . 5.
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Lateralization patterns by motor function
Table 2.1 and Figure 2.3 show the distributions for all motor functions across the different
laterality categories and indices, respectively. For snout, significantly more individuals were
lateralized than not lateralized,χ2 = 278.421, DF = 1, p < . 1, n = 76. The number of individuals
with a bias for the right side of the snout did not differ significantly from the number of indi-
viduals with a bias for the left side, χ2 = .1475, DF = 1, p = .7 9, n = 61. Figure 2.3 shows the
distribution of the tested population for the snout LI. The smooth curve plotted by JMP was found
to resemble an adapted mixture of two normal distributions, with two peaks at the extremes (at
LI = −1 and LI = 1).
Figure 2.3: Distribution of the individuals according to their laterality indices (with an increment
of .1).
Positive values reflect a right bias and negative values a left bias. Solid lines indicate the smooth
curve that is plotted in JMP. Dashed lines indicate the calculated mixture of two normal functions,
and dotted lines indicate the calculated approximation of a normal function.
Significantly more individuals were ambilateral than lateralized for stepping down, or into,
and stepping up, or out of, the experimental arena (foot down: χ2 = 416.667, DF = 1, p < . 1,
n = 6 ; foot-up: χ2 = 192.667, DF = 1, p < . 1, n = 6 ). Figure 2.3 shows the distribution of
the foot laterality indices. The smooth curves plotted by JMP were found to resemble a normal
distribution, with one peak at LI = .
For tail curling, significantly more individuals were lateralized than not lateralized,
χ2 = 7 2. 51, DF = 1, p < . 1, n = 78. There were significantly more individuals with a right bias
for tail curling than individuals with a left bias, χ2 = 52.632, DF = 1, p = . 218, n = 76. There were
also significantly more right-biased individuals compared to non-right-biased individuals (L + A
subjects), which indicates a population-level right bias for the tail curling direction, χ2 = 41.538,
DF = 1, p = . 415, n = 78. Figure 2.3 shows the distribution of the tested population for the tail
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LI. The smooth curve plotted by JMP was found to resemble an adapted mixture of two normal
distributions, with a high peak at LI = 1 (right) and a somewhat lower peak at LI = −1 (left).
Table 2.1: The number of subjects per laterality category for each motor function (based on the
binomial test).
Motor function R L R + L A
Snout 29 32 61 15
Foot-up 6 7 13 47
Foot down 4 1 5 55
Tail 48 28 76 2
Note: R = individuals with a significant right bias, L = individuals with a significant left bias, R + L = lateralized individuals,
A = ambilateral individuals without a significant bias.
The comparison of the LI_ABS between the different motor functions is shown in Figure 2.4 .
The motor function had an effect on the strength of laterality,F (3, 71.6) = 4 8.5, p< . 1. The pair-
wise comparisons revealed that the LI_ABS for tail was significantly the highest (compared to
snout: t(76.7) = −6. 5; foot down: t(78. ) = −32. ; foot-up: t(71.5) = −23.5; all p< . 1). The LI_ABS
for snout was still higher than the LI_ABS for both foot functions (foot down: t(74.8) = −14. ; foot-
up: t(72.2) = −12.4; all p < . 1).
Figure 2.4: Absolute values of the laterality indices for the different motor functions (least square
means and standard errors).
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Table 2.2: The number of subjects per combined tail and snout bias (based on the binomial test).
Motor function Snout
Tail R L A
R 16 21 9
L 12 1 4
A 1 1
Note: R = individuals with a significant right bias, L = individuals with a significant left bias, A = ambilateral individuals
without a significant bias.
Individual lateralization patterns across motor functions
The LI for snout use and tail curling showed a bimodal distribution, while the LI for the two-
foot functions showed a normal distribution; thus, we only included the LIs of snout and tail curl-
ing in the analysis of a combined laterality classification. The snout side categories were not sig-
nificantly associated with the tail curling direction categories (χ2 = 2.7688, DF = 4, p = .597228,
n = 74; see Table 2.2 ).
Using the FASTCLUS procedure, we obtained 4 reliable clusters (CCC = 14.17, n = 74; Fig-
ure 2.5 ). We could distinguish four main clusters located in the four quadrants of the two-
dimensional space that is created by the snout and tail LIs. As seen in the graphical represen-
tation (Figure 2.5 ), there were 18 right-biased (for both functions) subjects in the RR cluster, 12
left-biased (for both functions) subjects in the LL cluster, 15 subjects in the RL cluster (right bi-
ased for snout use and left biased for tail curling), and 25 subjects in the LR cluster (right biased
for tail curling and left biased for snout use). Based on the STRICT criterion ( .9), four individuals
were not assigned to any of these clusters. Note that the classification based on cluster analysis
can deviate from the classification based on the binomial tests.
Figure 2.6 shows the distribution of the tested population for the combined LI, which is the
mean of the laterality indices of both lateralized motor functions (tail and snout). The smooth
curve was found to resemble an adapted mixture of three normal distributions, with two peaks
at the extremes (at LI = −1 and LI = 1) and one peak in the middle (at LI = ).
2.1.4 Discussion
We found that most of the pigs had a significant side bias for manipulating with their snout
and curling their tail, indicating lateralization on the individual level. We also found a significant
right bias at the population level for the tail curling direction. In contrast, there was no evidence
of lateralized foot use in either stepping task since only a minority of the pigs showed significant
biases for stepping down or stepping up. Concerning the strength of laterality, we found that
pigs were more strongly lateralized for tail curling, followed by manipulation with the snout, for
which they were still more strongly lateralized than for the two foot functions.
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Figure 2.5: Graphical representation of the cluster analysis.
Each individual is positioned on the graph according to its laterality indices (LIs) for snout (x-
axis) and tail (y-axis). Positive values reflect a right bias and negative values a left bias. The
various filled symbols indicate the different clusters: The first letter indicates the direction (R
for right, L for left) of the bias for the snout, the second letter indicates the direction of the bias
for the tail. Crosses indicate subjects that were not assigned to any cluster (due to a distance
greater than .9 from the centre of any cluster).
Lateralization patterns by motor function
Concerning manipulation with the snout, our findings of individual-level lateralization are
comparable to findings in other species on motor biases for manipulation, e.g., hand use in pri-
mates (Marchant & McGrew, 2 13 ), trunk use in elephants (Martin & Niemitz, 2 3 ) and paw
use in other tetrapod species (Bisazza et al., 1998 ; Ströckens et al., 2 13 ). Mastication has been
found to be symmetrical in pigs (Herring, 1976 ), so it is unlikely that any preferences to eat the
food reward on one side of the mouth may have affected the side bias for opening the flap door.
Training in other species has been found to modify lateralization patterns, leading to stronger
biases (Leliveld et al., 2 8 ) or even shifts in the direction of the biases (Lorincz & Fabre-Thorpe,
1994 ). Here, we found no trial effect on the lateralized manipulation with the snout, suggesting
that the observed lateralized behaviours reflect individual side biases, rather than a learned pro-
cess during this task. However, though we observed side biases in motor functioning, we cannot
exclude the possibility that sensory (olfactory or visual) functions may have affected these side
biases. For instance, Hook and Rogers (2 8 ) found no population-level hand preferences in
marmosets, but a right eye preference at the group level. These authors suggested that this sen-
sory function interfered with the motor tasks, causing a lack of population-level alignment in
hand preferences. In our case, further research is needed on individual nostril and eye prefer-
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Figure 2.6: Distribution of the individuals according to their combined LI (with an increment of
.1).
Positive values reflect a right bias and negative values a left bias. The solid line indicates the
smooth curve that is plotted in JMP. The dashed line indicates the calculated approximation of
a mixture of three normal functions.
ences to determine if sensory processing may have affected the snout biases that we observed.
Concerning the foot, our results are not in line with results in dogs (Tomkins et al., 2 1 b ),
where the authors found that a stepping task (consisting of three steps) elicited strong individ-
ual preferences and a population bias. Since our stepping task consisted of only one step, this
task may not have been challenging enough to elicit foot preferences. Our results are similar
to those found in other ungulate species, where no preference in the use of forefeet was found
for standing (Austin & Rogers, 2 12 , 2 14 ) or locomotion (Langbein, 2 12 ; Versace et al., 2 7 ).
However, individual foot preferences may still be found for other (more complex) functions since
a digging task elicited individual foot preferences in another Artiodactyla species (the reindeer:
Espmark & Kinderås, 2 2 ).
Our findings of strong individual biases for tail curling are in line with findings of lateralized
tail posture in rats (Rosen et al., 1983 ) and spider monkeys (Laska & Tutsch, 2  ; Stevens et
al., 2 8 ). In rats, tail posture was found to be associated with cerebral metabolic asymmetries
(Rosen et al., 1984 ; Ross et al., 1981 ), meaning tail curling direction may also reflect cerebral
asymmetries in pigs. Surprisingly, we found that tail curling is also lateralized at the popula-
tion level. Lateralized behaviour at the population level is suggested to have evolved as a conse-
quence of an increased need for social coordination (Vallortigara & Rogers, 2 5 ). Indeed, our
results are comparable to reports of population-level biases for other motor functions that are
used in social interactions, such as communication mechanisms (Meguerditchian et al., 2 11 ;
Meguerditchian & Vauclair, 2 6 ; Wallez & Vauclair, 2 12 ). Tail postures are components of
the global body posture “which may have a communication value without having necessarily
evolved to serve as a signal” (Kiley-Worthington, 1976 ). Indeed, lateralized tail wagging has been
found to reflect a dog’s emotional state (Quaranta et al., 2 7 ) as well as affect the emotional
state of other dogs (Siniscalchi et al., 2 13 ), suggesting a relevance for intra- and inter-specific
interactions (Artelle et al., 2 11 ; Siniscalchi et al., 2 13 ). Additionally, the tail posture of pigs
was found to vary according to the emotional context (Reimert et al., 2 13 ), which is the first
prerequisite for emotional communication. Because tail curling does not occur in wild boars
(Jensen, 2 2 ), it may have emerged in domestic pigs during the domestication process. Sim-
ilarly, tail up in adult domestic cats has been shown to play a social function that is not found
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in adult wild cats (Cafazzo & Natoli, 2 9 ). This behaviour may be partly explained by a need
for domestic cats to communicate with humans (Cafazzo & Natoli, 2 9 ). Additionally, domestic
pigs show the curled tail more often during interactions with a familiar person (Kleinbeck & Mc-
Glone, 1993 ), suggesting it may have a function in interactions with humans. Based on this, tail
posture in pigs may play a role in social interactions, either with conspecifics or with humans;
however, this possibility needs to be further investigated. The right population bias could re-
sult from a left hemispheric specialization for communication, as is shown in humans (Knecht
et al., 2  ), and non-human animals (e.g., Meguerditchian & Vauclair, 2 6 ; Siniscalchi et al.,
2 16 ). However, this right population bias may also result from a left hemispheric specializa-
tion for approach behaviours in rewarding contexts, especially in the context of feeding (e.g.,
Rogers & Andrew, 2 2 ; Rogers et al., 2 13 ; Siniscalchi et al., 2 11 ). During our tail curling ob-
servations, the rewarding context may have consisted of a familiar human entering the home
pen with enrichments. Alternatively, the population bias in tail curling may be the result of a
morphological directional asymmetry, which is described as an inherited trait where most indi-
viduals are asymmetrical in one direction (Palmer, 2 4 ). One example of this is claws of crabs
that differ in size (Perez et al., 2 15 ). Future studies on the (muscular) structure of the tail would
help increase our understanding of its function and determine if lateralized tail curling is the
result of a morphological asymmetry or not. Our work here does not permit us to conclude the
exact function of the pig’s tail, but the simplicity of measuring its laterality makes this organ very
attractive for future laterality research on pigs. This has implications for the common practice
of tail docking in pig husbandry to reduce tail biting (Sutherland & Tucker, 2 11 ).
As predicted by the “motor function complexity hypothesis”, we found significant differences
in the strength of lateralization between the tested motor functions. The fact that we found the
weakest biases for the foot use (i.e., stepping up and down) suggests that these motor functions
are less complex than the motor functions that involved unpaired organs (snout and tail). As
such, our results seem to align with the “organ complexity hypothesis” (Keerthipriya et al., 2 15 ).
Surprisingly, tail curling elicited stronger biases than manipulation with the snout, which seems
to contradict the “task complexity hypothesis” (Fagot & Vauclair, 1991 ). However, as discussed
above, this finding may be because tail curling behaviour may be a more complex function (with
a social-emotional component) than we expected. Alternatively, our results may also support the
suggestion of Rogers (2 9 ), which states that the nature of tasks, rather than their complexity,
explains the differences found between laterality patterns.
Individual lateralization patterns across motor functions
We found no significant associations between the individual biases for tail curling and for
manipulation with the snout. This lack of consistency in direction across both functions may
be partially due to the involvement of sensory processing in the snout manipulation function,
which we discussed previously. Nevertheless, our results are in line with previous findings in
rats (Noonan & Axelrod, 1989 ) and marmosets (Hook & Rogers, 2 8 ), where no associations
between lateralized functions were found. Additionally, Laska (1998 ) found no associations be-
tween the use of tail and hand for grasping in spider monkeys. This led the author to suggest that
the lateral biases in hand and tail use are driven by different neural substrates. In addition, sim-
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ilar observations have been made in rats (Noonan & Axelrod, 1989 ) and humans (Bracha et al.,
1987 ; Mohr & Bracha, 2 4 ; Mohr et al., 2 3 ), where the authors suggested that individual left
or right hemispheric dominance does not necessarily lead to consistency between every single
behavioural asymmetry (Noonan & Axelrod, 1989 ).
Since laterality is multidimensional, it is suggested that non-human animal studies should
take this aspect into account by including several motor functions (Uomini & Hunt, 2 16 ). In
this study, we used a cluster analysis to gain more insight into an individual’s lateralization pat-
tern across functions. This cluster analysis was based on the individual laterality indices (for
the two lateralized functions), which contain more detailed information than the lateralization
categories. Therefore, the advantage of the cluster analysis, in contrast to a simple combination
of lateralization categories, is that it takes the intra-individual structure for both functions into
account (Granero et al., 2 16 ; Tran et al., 2 14 ). The resulting distribution provides a first in-
sight into potentially different brain organizations in domestic pigs with four different laterality
types. We found two clusters (RL and LR) where manipulation with the snout and tail curling
resulted in different biases. This may indicate that these individuals have no strong tendency
to use one hemisphere more than the other. However, since this is a first approximation of an
individual’s lateralization pattern across functions and is based on only two motor functions,
it is also probable that not enough biases are included to identify their individual hemispheric
dominance. In contrast, the RR and LL clusters seem to include individuals with a more con-
sistent lateralization pattern across motor functions, suggesting that they are more likely to be
right or left hemispheric dominant, respectively. Based on previous reports in humans (Knecht
et al., 2  ; Pujol et al., 1999 ) these two groups may also be expected to present a high probabil-
ity of showing qualitatively different cerebral patterns. Accordingly, these two opposite clusters
could also be distinguishable in their personality (Rogers, 2 9 ). In a future publication, we plan
to focus on the interactions between motor lateralization patterns and personality indices.
Conclusion
Our study contributes to a better understanding of motor lateralization in pigs in general, and
particularly adds an insight into the rarely documented laterality of unpaired organs. We found
stronger lateralization patterns for the two unpaired organs compared to the paired organs, sup-
porting the organ complexity hypothesis. Cluster analyses revealed first indications of poten-
tially different brain organizations in pigs, according to their individual lateralization patterns
across motor functions. To our knowledge, this study provides the first comprehensive investi-
gation of motor lateralization patterns in the domestic pig. The developed methods provide a
good basis to further study laterality in domestic pigs.
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Abstract
Animal individuality is challenging to explain because individual differences are regulated by
multiple selective forces that lead to unique combinations of characteristics. For instance, the
study of personality, a core aspect of individuality, may benefit from integrating other factors un-
derlying individual differences, such as lateralized cerebral processing. Indeed, the approach-
withdrawal hypothesis (the left hemisphere controls approach behavior, the right hemisphere
controls withdrawal behavior), may account for differences in boldness or exploration between
left and right hemispheric dominant individuals. To analyze the relationships between personal-
ity and laterality we tested 8 male piglets with established laterality patterns for 2 motor func-
tions (tail curling direction and the side of the snout used for manipulation) and a combined
classification integrating both motor functions using cluster analysis. We analyzed basal sali-
vary testosterone and cortisol along with their behavior in standardized tests as pre-established
indicators of different personality traits (Boldness, Exploration, Activity, Sociability, and Cop-
ing). We found that the direction of the single motor biases showed significant associations with
few personality traits. However, the combined laterality classification showed more, and more
robust, significant associations with different personality traits compared with the single motor
biases. These results supported the approach-withdrawal hypothesis because right-biased pigs
were bolder and more explorative in a context of novelty. Additionally, right-biased pigs were
more sociable than left-biased pigs. Therefore, the present study indicates that personality is
indeed related to lateralized cerebral processing and provides insight into the multifactorial na-
ture of individuality.
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2.2.1 Introduction
Within a population, individuals rarely behave uniformly but rather display complex combi-
nations of different strategies in a variable environment. The maintenance of such variation
among phenotypes within a species is hypothesized to be regulated by multiple–sometimes
conflicting–selective forces (Sih, 1992 ). As a consequence, individuals in the same environment
can differ in their trade-offs between such selective forces leading to varying combinations of
characteristics regulated at different levels (e.g., genetics, physiology, neurobiology, or behav-
ior Sih et al., 2 4 ). For this reason, the basis of individuality is difficult to describe and rep-
resents a challenge in various research fields (Pradeu, 2 16 ), for instance animal personality
research. Personality is multifactorial and can be defined as a correlated set of individual be-
havioral and physiological traits that are consistent over time and situations (Réale et al., 2 7 ).
Several frameworks have been proposed in an effort to classify them (Dingemanse & Wolf, 2 1  ;
Finkemeier et al., 2 18 ; Koolhaas et al., 1999 ) , such as the five traits model: Boldness (also de-
scribed as Fearfulness), Exploration, Aggressiveness, Activity, and Sociability (Réale et al., 2 7 ).
However, because personality represents only one aspect of individuality, other features under-
lying individual differences such as physiological (Careau et al., 2 8 ) and neurobiological mech-
anisms (Freund et al., 2 13 ) should be taken into account (Sih et al., 2 15 ) to better comprehend
this phenomenon.
One approach to investigating individual variation in neurobiological mechanisms is the
study of individual tendencies to use one hemisphere of the brain more than the other, resulting
in individual hemispheric dominance patterns (left or right) that are observable through con-
tralateral individual side preferences in simple motor tasks (Rogers, 2 9 ; see also Rogers &
Vallortigara, 2 15 ; Rogers et al., 2 13 ; Vallortigara & Versace, 2 17 ). Indeed, because each hemi-
sphere controls the contralateral side of the body, it is acknowledged that an individual’s domi-
nance of one hemisphere results in motor preferences on the contralateral side (Jackson, 2 8 ;
Kinsbourne, 1997 ; Wright & Hardie, 2 15 ). The two hemispheres of the brain specialize in dif-
ferent cognitive processes (referred to as cerebral lateralization), which is believed to enhance
individual cerebral efficiency (Ghirlanda & Vallortigara, 2 4 ; Rogers et al., 2 4 ; Vallortigara,
2  , 2 6 ; Vallortigara & Rogers, 2 5 ). For example, the processing of emotions is lateralized
with indications that the right hemisphere controls the negative (or withdrawal) emotions and
the left hemisphere controls the positive (or approach) emotions (Davidson, 1992b ; Quaranta et
al., 2 7 ; Siniscalchi et al., 2 13 ; see Leliveld et al., 2 13 , for a discussion of current hypotheses).
Due to these different functions of the two hemispheres, individual tendencies to use one hemi-
sphere more than the other can lead to differences in the response to environmental stimuli
(Tops et al., 2 17 ) that are expressed through consistent coping styles or temperaments (Rogers,
2 9 ). As a result, studies on different species have found that right-handed individuals are
bolder (Braccini & Caine, 2 9 ; Hopkins & Bennett, 1994 ), more explorative (Cameron & Rogers,
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1999 ; Gordon & Rogers, 2 1  ) or more sociable (Gordon & Rogers, 2 1  ; Westergaard et al., 2 3 )
than left-handed individuals. Links between the strength of laterality (the degree of dependence
on one hemisphere) and personality have also been reported (Found & St. Clair, 2 17 ; Reddon
& Hurd, 2 9a ). Such interactions between laterality and personality could also be exploited in
studies on animal welfare (Leliveld et al., 2 13 ; Rogers, 2 1  ). For this reason, an interest in lat-
erality in farm animals is growing (in sheep: Morgante et al., 2 7 ; Morgante et al., 2 1  ; Versace
et al., 2 7 ; in cattle: Kappel et al., 2 17 ; Phillips et al., 2 15 ). However, with the exception of
domestic fowl, not much is known about laterality in many farm animals.
Like personality, motor lateralization is suggested to be a multifactorial phenomenon ex-
pressed through different lateralization patterns within an individual for different motor func-
tions (Forrester, 2 17 ; Healey et al., 1986 ), which are not necessarily biased in the same di-
rection (Mohr et al., 2 3 ; Noonan & Axelrod, 1989 ). As a consequence, studies in dogs and
chimpanzees found that individual motor lateralization patterns differentially affect personality
traits (Barnard et al., 2 17 ; Batt et al., 2 9 ; Hopkins & Bard, 1993 ), highlighting the importance
of a multifactorial approach. Therefore, in our study we aimed to increase our understanding
of the complex nature of individuality through an integrative investigation of links between per-
sonality and laterality in pigs (Sus scrofa).
As a social and generalist species that is one of the most widely distributed mammals in the
world (Keiter et al., 2 16 ; Massei & Genov, 2 4 ), the pig represents a suitable model for study-
ing individuality. Because its domestication has been characterized by a long history of unin-
tentional human selection (Marshall et al., 2 14 ) and constant gene flow between European wild
boars and Asian domestic pigs (Bosse et al., 2 14 ; Frantz et al., 2 15 ), it remains a species with
substantial genetic variability (Amills et al., 2 1  ) and a relatively unchanged behavioral reper-
toire and cognitive abilities (D’Eath & Turner, 2 9 ; Puppe et al., 2 12 ). Many personality traits
have been studied in pigs such as Boldness (Marchant-Forde, 2 2 ; Vetter et al., 2 16 ), Explo-
ration (Brown et al., 2 9 ; van der Kooij et al., 2 2 ), Activity (Krause et al., 2 17 ), Sociability
(Forkman et al., 1995 ) and Coping (Forkman et al., 1995 ; Hessing et al., 1993 ). Recently, the
first multifactorial classification of the pigs’ potential individual hemispheric dominance was
made by studying their laterality for two motor ’functions’: manipulation with the snout and tail
curling, and combining both functions to identify individuals with consistent biases across both
motor functions using a cluster analysis (Goursot et al., 2 18 ).
With this previous knowledge on personality and laterality in pigs, we aimed to uncover pos-
sible links between these two multifactorial phenomena. To do this, we tested subjects whose
individual motor lateralization patterns had been established in Goursot et al. (2 18 ) in a set
of personality tests (Backtest, Human Approach Test, Open Door Test, Open-Field Test, and Novel Object
Test: Forkman et al., 1995 ; Ruis et al., 2  ; van der Kooij et al., 2 2 ). These tests have been
shown to meet the requirements for being used as personality tests in that they correlate with
each other and are repeatable over time (Backtest: Forkman et al., 1995 ; Zebunke et al., 2 17 ;
Zebunke et al., 2 15 ; Human Approach, Open Door, and Novel Object Tests: Brown et al., 2 9 ; Ruis
et al., 2  ; Spoolder et al., 1996 ; van der Kooij et al., 2 2 ; Open-Field Test: Friel et al., 2 16 ).
While most parameters measured in these tests can potentially be linked to more than just one
personality trait (e.g., latency to contact an unfamiliar object can depend on both Boldness and
Exploration), based on the existing body of literature we assigned each parameter to the trait by
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which it is influenced most (Table 2.3 ). For Boldness, we used the latencies to contact a novel
human (Human Approach Test) or a Novel Object (Novel Object Test), or to enter a new environment
(Open Door Test; Brown et al., 2 9 ; van der Kooij et al., 2 2 ), as well as escape attempts and
the proportion of high frequency calls in the Open-Field Test (Leliveld et al., 2 17 ; Otten et al.,
2 7 ). For Exploration we used exploration of an Open Field (Open-Field Test), a Novel Object
(Novel Object Test) or a novel human (Human Approach Test; Brown et al., 2 9 ; van der Kooij et al.,
2 2 ). For Activity we used locomotion in the Open-Field Test (Zebunke et al., 2 17 ). We also de-
termined the coping style, tested in a Backtest, which is not included in the framework of Réale
et al. (2 7 ), but is argued to underlie personality in pigs (Finkemeier et al., 2 18 ; Forkman et al.,
1995 ). Additionally, we performed bioacoustic analyses because vocalizations have been found
to provide useful insight into pig personality (Friel et al., 2 16 ; Leliveld et al., 2 17 ). The total
number of vocalizations in the Open-Field Test was used as an indicator of Sociability, because
it reflects the motivation to remain close to conspecifics (Forkman et al., 1995 ; Koolhaas & van
Reenen, 2 16 ). Lastly, we determined the testosterone-cortisol ratio from saliva, because the in-
teraction between these hormones has been found to predict any of the following three traits in
humans: Boldness, Sociability, or Aggressiveness (Mehta & Prasad, 2 15 ; Terburg et al., 2 9 ).
Using this integrative approach, we studied the relationships between individual lateralization
patterns and these pre-established personality traits. For this, we compared the left-biased and
the right-biased individuals and predicted to find more substantial differences when consider-
ing combined motor lateralization patterns than when considering each motor function alone,
because animals with consistent biases across motor functions are supposed to have a stronger
hemispheric dominance, and therefore are more likely to show more pronounced, consistent
individual behavioral patterns. Such patterns could thus be considered indicative of common
neurophysiological mechanisms underlying these two aspects of individuality.
2.2.2 Methods
Animals and housing
Details on animals and housing are described in Goursot et al. (2 18 ). In short, the sub-
jects were 8 group-housed pre-pubertal, uncastrated male German Landrace piglets (aged 5–
7 weeks during the experimental period) studied in 5 consecutive replicates. Before weaning,
the subjects were submitted to 4 Backtests to determine their coping style (see description be-
low). Healthy subjects that were classified as having an active (high reactive) or passive (low
reactive) coping style—according to the criteria from Zebunke et al. (2 15 )—were preferentially
pre-selected for the study.
The subjects were weaned at 28 days (day in our study) and subsequently housed in a group
of 2 pigs (1 group per replicate). From days 4–6 post-weaning, the pigs were habituated to the
experimental procedures, particularly to handling and the food reward (chocolate raisins) used
in the laterality tests. We selected 16 individuals per replicate based on the following criteria (in
order of importance): the absence of illness/injuries, eating a food reward when alone, an active
or passive coping style (preferred over an intermediate coping style), relatedness to other sub-
jects (the use of full siblings was avoided where possible), and the absence of extreme nervous-
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ness when alone in an unfamiliar environment. Each subject was randomly given an ID-number,
which determined the individual tests order throughout the entire experiment. During the later-
ality tests, the subjects were fed an age-appropriate ration once per day; the rest of the time food
was available ad libitum. Water was available ad libitum. The animals had permanent access to
a chewing toy, and straw and other rooting materials were provided twice a day for enrichment.
General procedure
The experimental schedule is shown in Figure 2.7 . The 4 Backtests were performed before
weaning, whereas the other 4 personality tests were performed after weaning. On the morning
of day 4 post-weaning, the Human Approach Test and the Open Door Test were performed consec-
utively in the group. On day 7 post-weaning, the subjects were individually subjected to a com-
bined Open-Field Test and Novel Object Test. The laterality tests were performed from day 8 to day
21 post-weaning. On days 25–27 post-weaning, saliva was sampled (S1, S2, and S3) for analysis
of cortisol and testosterone.
Figure 2.7: Schedule of the general procedure for each replicate.
The numbers in the bottom row indicate the days after weaning (W), whereas the numbers in
the top row indicate the weeks of age. BT1-4, Backtest 1–4; HAT, Human Approach Test; ODT, Open
Door Test; OFT, Open-Field Test; NOT, Novel Object Test; and S1-3, saliva samples 1–3.
Laterality tests
Details of the experimental procedures for determining individual motor lateralization pat-
terns are published in Goursot et al. (2 18 ). Briefly, we tested lateralized manipulation with the
snout and tail curling direction, and determined laterality for both functions as well as a cluster
analysis-based classification of individual lateralization patterns across these 2 motor functions.
For manipulation with the snout, the subjects were trained to open a flap door to retrieve a food
reward and then forced to use either the left (L) or right (R) side of the snout to open it (details
in Goursot et al., 2 18 ). For tail observations, we noted the direction of spontaneous curling of
the tail: left curling (L, the tip of the tail is situated to the left of the base), right curling (R, the
tip of the tail is situated to the right of the base; details in Goursot et al., 2 18 ). Based on signifi-
cant individual biases to use one side over the other (tested in a binomial test), individuals were
classified as either lateralized (LAT) with a significant bias (L or R) or ambilateral (A, no signifi-
cant bias) for each motor function. Additionally, for each motor function, a continuous laterality
index was calculated as follows:
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LI = R−LR+L ,
where R is the number of right observations and L is the number of left observations. Individ-
ual lateralization patterns across the 2 motor functions (combined laterality classification) were
determined with a cluster analysis based on the LI of the 2 functions, identifying those subjects
who had a consistent lateralization pattern across functions (e.g., RR: right biased for snout use
and tail curling direction) and those who were inconsistent (e.g., RL: right biased for snout use,
but left biased in tail curling direction; details in Goursot et al., 2 18 ). In this study, we compared
only the subjects with consistent biases for both functions (RR vs. LL, see the section Statistical
analyses . As described in Goursot et al. (2 18 ), the majority of the subjects were lateralized for
snout use (29 R and 32 L versus 15 A subjects) and tail curling (48 R and 28 L versus 2 A subjects).
The cluster analysis revealed 18 RR subjects (right-biased for both functions), 12 LL subjects
(left-biased for both functions), and 4 mixed subjects (opposite biases for both functions). The
RR subjects and the LL subjects are henceforth referred to as “R-biased pigs” and “L-biased pigs,”
respectively.
Personality tests
The observed parameters are listed in Table 2.3 . Apart from the Backtest, all behavioral anal-
yses were made from video recordings using The Observer (The Observer XT 11, Noldus Infor-
mation Technology bv, The Netherlands), and the data were submitted to an inter-observer reli-
ability test (one of each test was observed by another observer), which resulted in the following
kappa indices: .89 for theOpen-Field Test,Novel Object Test, andHumanApproach Test, and .99 for
the Open Door Test. These kappa scores indicate almost perfect agreement between the observa-
tions.
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Table 2.3: Summary of the parameters measured for each personality trait and by each test:
Human Approach Test (HAT), Open Door Test (ODT), Open-Field Test (OFT), Novel Object Test (NOT),
Saliva Sampling (S), and the Backtest (BT).
Trait Test Parameter
Boldness HAT Latency to approach the novel human (front legs < .5 m from the
novel human) (s)
ODT Latency to leave the pen (cross the border with the front legs) (s)
OFT Proportion of high frequency calls among all analyzed calls (%)
OFT Number of escape attempts (jumping/raising the front legs against
the wall) (number/session)
NOT Latency to touch the Novel Object (s)
S Testosterone/cortisol ratioa (mean of the 3 daily ratios)
Exploration HAT Duration in proximity of the novel human (front legs < .5 m from the
novel human) (s)
OFT Duration of exploring the Open Field (manipulating the floor or walls
with the snout) (s)
OFT Frequency of exploring the Open Field (manipulating the floor or
walls with the snout) (number/session)
NOT Duration of touching the Novel Object with the snout (s)
NOT Frequency of touching the Novel Object with the snout (num-
ber/session)
Activity OFT Duration of locomotion (moving with at least 3 feet) (s)
OFT Frequency of locomotion (moving with at least 3 feet) (num-
ber/session)
Sociability OFT Number of vocalizations (during minutes 3 and 4)
S Testosterone/cortisol ratioa (mean of the 3 daily ratios)
Aggressiveness S Testosterone/cortisol ratioa (mean of the 3 daily ratios)
Coping BT Duration of struggling (s)
BT Frequency of struggling bouts (number/minute)
BT Latency to start struggling (s)
aThe ratio T/C may be informative on boldness, sociability, or aggressiveness. Please be aware that each parameter can
be influenced by several personality traits; we decided, however, to assign it here to the trait with the largest impact.
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Backtest
As mentioned previously, we performed 4 Backtests at 1-week intervals according to the stan-
dardized method of Zebunke et al. (2 15 ). In short, an experimenter put each subject on its back
for 1 min and observed its struggling attempts. The mean latency, mean frequency, and mean
duration of struggling in the 4 tests were calculated for each individual, because these param-
eters have been shown to be consistent over time and continuously distributed (Zebunke et al.,
2 15 ). The parameters are considered indicators of Coping, whereby a longer duration, higher
frequency, and shorter latency indicate a more active coping style.
Human Approach Test and Open Door Test
TheHumanApproachTest and theOpenDoor Testwere performed in the home pen on the entire
group as described by Leliveld et al. (2 17 ) and were recorded using a video camera centrally
positioned above the pen. In short, in the Human Approach Test, an unfamiliar person wearing
unusual clothing entered the pen, positioned themselves against the wall facing the piglets, and
stood still for 5 min. The Open Door Test was performed immediately after the Human Approach
Test; the door of the pen onto the corridor was opened for 5 min, enabling the piglets to leave the
pen. For the Human Approach Test, we scored the latency and the duration of being in proximity
to the human (< .5 m). For the Open Door Test, we scored the latency to leave the home pen.
Open-Field Test and Novel Object Test
The Open-Field Test and the Novel Object Test were performed on individual pigs as described
in Stracke et al. (2 17 ). In short, these tests occurred in a testing arena (Open Field) located in
a sound-attenuated test room. A video camera (connected to a digital video recorder) as well as
a microphone (Sennheiser ME64/K6 connected to a Marantz PMD 67 recorder; sampling rate,
44.1 kHz; accuracy, 16 bit; mono) were centrally positioned above the Open Field. Each pig was
guided from its home pen into the arena and was left alone. After 5 min, a blue plastic container—
the Novel Object—was placed in the center of the Open Field and the animal was observed for
another 5 min. The Open Field was cleaned between subjects. For the Open-Field Test, we scored
the duration and frequency of locomotion and exploration and the frequency of escape attempts.
Vocalizations during theOpen-Field Testwere analyzed separately (see below). For theNovel Object
Test, we scored the latency, frequency, and duration of touching the Novel Object.
Acoustic analyses
Based on an initial count of all vocalizations from the recordings, the third and fourth min-
utes of the Open-Field Test were identified as the periods of maximum vocal response. Each call
produced during these 2 min was analyzed in Avisoft-SAS Lab Pro (Version 5.2. 5; Avisoft Bioa-
coustics, Berlin, Germany) using the same methods and settings as described in Leliveld et al.
(2 16 , 2 17 ). We analyzed a total of 13 198 calls. Of these, 1 979 calls had background noise (typi-
cally footsteps). Such calls were included in the total number of vocalizations but were excluded
from the acoustic analyses, leaving 11 219 calls. Some calls (N = 4,581) were found to consist of a
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combination of 2 distinctly different acoustic structures that were easily distinguishable on the
oscillogram (mainly grunt-squeals). The different parts of these calls were therefore analyzed
separately. The calls were analyzed using the “automatic parameters measurement” option in
the spectrogram window (settings: 1, 24 FFT length, Hamming window, 5 % window overlap,
frequency resolution of 43 Hz, temporal resolution of 11.6 ms, and high-pass cut-off frequency
at 1 Hz). The following parameters were measured: duration, duration from start to maxi-
mum amplitude (% of call duration; DurMax), interval (time from previous call), peak frequency,
the minimum and maximum frequency and the resulting bandwidth, 3 quartiles that describe
the distribution of energy over the frequency range (Q25, 25%; Q5 , 5 %; and Q75, 75% of the
energy in the frequency range), the number of peaks (above −2 dB, hysteresis: 1  dB), the fre-
quency of the first 2 peaks (F1 and F2), the entropy and the harmonic-to-noise ratio (HNR). The
frequency parameters were log-transformed to control for the logarithmic character of animal
sound production and sound perception (Cardoso, 2 13 ). Call elements were classified in a clus-
ter analysis using the same procedure as Leliveld et al. (2 16 , 2 17 ). Parameters that did not cor-
relate strongly with other parameters (Spearman rank correlations, |rs| < .9; CORR procedure
in SAS (version 9.4; SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA)) and that followed a multimodal distribu-
tion (determined using the KDE procedure) were selected. Accordingly, 8 parameters (duration,
DurMax, peak frequency, F1, F2, HNR, maximum frequency, and Q75) were entered into the
FASTCLUS procedure of SAS (maxiter = 1 , strict = 5). To determine the number of clusters
that best represented the data, the Cubic Cluster Criterion (CCC) and the Pseudo F-statistic were
examined.
Saliva sampling and analyses
Saliva samples were collected prior to any other intrusion between 8: and 8:3 h in the
morning on 3 consecutive days by allowing the pigs to chew on synthetic swabs (Salivette® Cor-
tisol, Sarstedt AG & Co., Germany) for 2 –3 s. The swabs were placed in Salivette tubes and
centrifuged at 2,5 g for 15 min at 4°C. The saliva samples were stored at −2 °C until analysis.
After thawing, the samples were spun at 2,5 g for 5 min, resulting in a clear supernatant with
low viscosity.
The analysis of cortisol concentrations in the saliva was performed in duplicate in 5 µl
samples using a commercial Saliva ELISA kit (Demeditec Diagnostics GmbH, Germany) accord-
ing to the instructions of the manufacturer. The cross-reactivity of the cortisol antiserum has
been measured against various compounds and was 63.4% for prednisolone, 1 .4% for 11-
deoxycortisol, 5.2% for corticosterone, and less than .1% for any further competing steroids.
The assay was validated for use with porcine saliva. The sensitivity was . 8 ng/ml, and the
intra- and inter-assay coefficients of variation (CV) were 3.4% and 6.6%, respectively.
The saliva testosterone concentration was analyzed in duplicate in 1 µl samples using the
Demeditec Saliva ELISA kit (Demeditec Diagnostics GmbH, Germany) according to the manu-
facturer’s guidelines. The cross-reactivities of the antibody to 5α-dihydrotestosterone and an-
drostendione were 23.3% and 1.6%, respectively. The lowest level of testosterone that could be
detected by this assay in porcine saliva was 8.9 pg/ml, and the intra- and inter-assay CVs were
5.1% and 12.8%, respectively. After the analysis of cortisol (C) and testosterone (T), a daily T/C
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ratio (based on the 3 daily values per parameter) was calculated for each individual. The mean
of these daily ratios was then calculated.
Statistical analyses
We used SAS version 9.4 for the statistical analyses. We tested the effect of the direction as
well as the effect of strength of laterality on the personality traits. The individual parameters
were first analyzed using a 2-way analysis of variance (ANOVA; MIXED procedure) with the indi-
vidual parameters as dependent variables and the motor bias (L or R for tail, snout, or combined),
replicate, and their interaction as fixed factors. Parameters that showed significant interaction
effects between replicate and motor bias were considered as not reliable enough for our sam-
ple and were therefore excluded from further analyses, as such an interaction can indicate that
effects are inconsistent across replicates. For the other parameters, the model was reduced to
a 2-way ANOVA (MIXED procedure) with the individual parameters as dependent variables and
the motor bias and replicate as fixed factors (without their interaction). Because sample sizes
differed among parameters (see the Results section), the power was calculated for a better com-
parison. For each significant effect, the power (POWER procedure; significance level alpha =
. 5) was calculated based on group means, residual standard deviations, and sample sizes. Sig-
nificant results with a power above .7 (indicating a 7 % chance of reproducing the result if the
experiment was repeated) were considered to be robust. In order to analyze effects of strength
of laterality irrespective of its direction we compared lateralized (LAT) subjects to ambilateral
(A) subjects, but we did not perform an ANOVA for tail curling because only 2 individuals were
classified as A for this motor function. Because the combined classification was based on 5 %
of the LI for tail curling, the strength of laterality was also not analyzed for this classification.
2.2.3 Results
Our analyses varied in their sample size for several reasons. As described by Goursot et
al. (2 18 ), we had different sample sizes per motor function: 29 R, 32 L, and 15 A subjects for
snout use; 48 R, 28 L, and 2 A subjects for tail curling; and 18 RR and 12 LL subjects for the
combined classification. In the analysis of the T/C ratio, we included only individuals with all 3
daily T/C ratios available (N = 59). The sample size was also reduced for the Human Approach Test
(N = 67) and the Open Door Test (N = 77) due to difficulties in identifying some individuals dur-
ing the video analysis, although all the animals approached the human or left the pen. The fol-
lowing results revealed significant interactions of replicate and laterality: the mean frequency
and the mean latency of struggling during the Backtest for tail bias (frequency: F4,66 = 3.77, P =
. 8; latency: F4,66 = 4.68, P = . 2, N = 76) and for the combined laterality classification (fre-
quency: F3,21 = 3.3 , P = . 4 ; latency: F3,21=4.64, P = . 12, N = 3 ); the T/C ratio (F2,51 = 4.16, P
= . 21, N = 59); and the number of vocalizations (F2,68 = 3.17, P = . 48, N = 76) for the strength
of snout laterality. These parameters were not taken into account in subsequent analyses with
the respective laterality pattern. We will present only significant F-test results; a complete list
of statistical results can be found in the Supplementary Material.
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Call clusters
Based on the cluster analysis, we found that a 2-cluster option resulted in the highest CCC and
Pseudo F-statistic values (PseudoF = 5,798.9, CCC = 382,88 ). Based on the differences in the
frequency values, these 2 clusters were renamed as high frequency calls (mean peak frequency
[Hz]: 1,333.26 ± 1,964.83, N = 5 53 ) and low frequency calls (mean peak frequency [Hz]: 171.71
± 1 6.1 , N = 5 59 ). Ninety-nine calls could not be assigned to either of these clusters. Typical
calls for each cluster are shown in Figure 2.8 .
Figure 2.8: Oscillograms (above), power spectra (left), and spectrograms (right) of typical calls
(i.e., close to the cluster center) resulting from a cluster analysis (PseudoF = 5,798.9, CCC
=382,88 , N = 11 219) for the high frequency (HF) cluster (N = 5 53 ) (A) and the low frequency
(LF) cluster (N = 5 59 ) (B).
Effect of single motor biases on personality parameters
Concerning the direction of tail laterality (Figure 2.9 ), the R-tailed individuals vocalized more
(F1,70 = 4.19, P = . 44, N = 76, power < .7) and produced a higher proportion of high frequency
calls (F1,70 = 6.14, P = . 16, N = 76, power = .719) during the Open-Field Test than the L-tailed
individuals.
Concerning the direction of snout laterality (Figure 2.1  ), the R-snouted individuals produced
more vocalizations F1,55 = 4.42, P = . 4 , N = 61, power < .7) during the Open-Field Test and
explored the Novel Object more often F1,55 = 5.75, P = . 2 , N = 61, power < .7) during theNovel
Object Test than the L-snouted individuals. Concerning the strength of snout laterality (Figure
2.11 ), the A individuals produced a higher proportion of high frequency calls F1,70 = 6.79, P =
. 11, N = 76, power = .828) and explored the Open Field longer F1,70 = 5.42, P = . 23, N =
76, power = .738) than the LAT individuals in the Open-Field Test.
Effect of the combined laterality classification on personality parameters
Concerning the direction of combined laterality (Figure 2.12 ), the R-biased individuals vocal-
ized more F1,24 = 7.14, P = . 13, N = 3 , power = .78 ) during the Open-Field Test, and they had
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Figure 2.9: Differences for (A) the number of vocalizations in the Open-Field Test (F1,70 = 4.19, P
= . 44, N = 76) and (B) the proportion of high frequency calls produced in the Open-Field Test
(F1,70=6.14, P = . 16, N = 76) between left- (L) and right-tailed (R) individuals (least square
means and standard errors). *P < . 5.
Figure 2.1 : Differences for (A) the frequency of touching the Novel Object in theNovel Object Test
(F1,55 = 5.75, P = . 2 , N = 61) and (B) the number of vocalizations in the Open-Field Test (F1,55
= 4.42, P = . 4 , N = 61) between the left- (L) and right-snouted (R) individuals (least square
means and standard errors). *P < . 5.
a shorter latency F1,24 = 6.38, P = . 19, N = 3 , power = .733) and a higher frequency for touch-
ing the Novel Object F1,24 = 14.92, P = . 1, N = 3 , power = .977) during the Novel Object Test
than the L-biased individuals. In addition, the R-biased individuals struggled longer during the
Backtest F1,24 = 4.9 , P = . 37, N = 3 , power < .7) than the L-biased individuals.
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Figure 2.11: Differences for (A) the proportion of high frequency calls produced in theOpen-Field
Test (F1,70 = 6.79, P = . 11, N = 76) and (B) the duration of exploring the Open Field in the Open-
Field Test (F1,70 = 5.42, P = . 23, N = 76) between the lateralized (LAT) and ambilateral (A) indi-
viduals based on manipulation with the snout (least square means and standard errors). *P <
. 5.
2.2.4 Discussion
Table 2.4: Summary of the significant effects of motor laterality on the different personality
traits.
Laterality Direction Strength







→ individuals with a right bias scored higher on the personality trait,← individuals with a left bias scored higher on the
personality trait, ↑ individuals with a strong bias scored higher on the personality trait, ↓ individual with a weak bias
scored higher on the personality trait. Bold arrows indicate results with sufficient power (> .7).
aR biased individuals showed more active coping during the Backtest.
We observed different associations between laterality and personality, depending on the per-
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Figure 2.12: Differences for (A) the number of vocalizations in the Open-Field Test (F1,24 = 7.14,
P = . 13, N = 3 ), (B) the duration of struggling during the Backtest (F1,24 = 4.9 , P = . 37, N =
3 ), (C) the frequency of touching the Novel Object in theNovel Object Test (F1,24 = 14.92, P < . 1,
N = 3 ), and (D) the latency to touch the Novel Object in theNovelObjectTest (F1,24 = 6.38, P = . 19,
N = 3 ) between left-biased (LL) and right-biased (RR) pigs (least square means and standard
errors). *P < . 5, ***P < . 1.
sonality trait and the laterality pattern, as well as the measure of laterality (direction or strength;
summarized in Table 2.4 ). In the following, when discussing each single motor bias, we use the
terms of R- or L-snouted or tailed pigs, whereas when describing the combined laterality classi-
fication we use the terms R- or L-biased pigs. It appears that the associations depended on the
nature of the personality test. Although we found several significant effects of motor laterality
on behavior in the Open-Field Test and Novel Object Test, we did not find any significant effects for
the Human Approach Test and the Open Door Test, which may reflect an effect of group testing (in
the Human Approach Test and Open Door Test) on personality (Koski & Burkart, 2 15 ; Lawrence et
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al., 1991 ). Additionally, we found no significant effects of motor laterality on the T/C ratio. This
is not in line with findings of lateralized effects at the cerebral level in humans (Terburg et al.,
2 9 ) although there are –to our knowledge– no findings about a link between this ratio and mo-
tor laterality. Moreover, it would be beneficial to further investigate this ratio in pig research
and test whether, similarly to humans, interactions with status-relevant behaviors can be found
(Mehta & Prasad, 2 15 ).
The direction of the single motor bias (snout use and tail curling) showed significant asso-
ciations with two personality parameters. R-tailed and R-snouted pigs vocalized more in the
Open-Field Test than L-tailed and L-snouted pigs, which suggests that they were more sociable.
R-snouted pigs touched the Novel Object more often in the Novel Object Test, suggesting that they
were more explorative than L-snouted pigs. However, only one of the significant effects of the
direction of the single motor biases on the personality traits reached a sufficient level of power,
suggesting that most of these results are not very robust. R-tailed pigs produced a greater pro-
portion of high frequency calls than the L-tailed pigs, indicating that R-tailed pigs were less bold.
This seems to contradict findings in other species, where a L bias was associated with increased
fearfulness (Braccini & Caine, 2 9 ; Hopkins & Bennett, 1994 ). However, Gordon and Rogers
(2 1  ) found that R handed marmosets also produced more mobbing or alarm calls in a threat-
ening context. The authors discussed that mobbing calls may not only express fear, but are also
used to recruit conspecifics (Clara et al., 2 8 ) and therefore interpreted them as an indicator
of proactive behavior. Similarly, although in young pigs the high frequency call proportion has
been found to reflect fear during isolation (Leliveld et al., 2 16 ) they may also function to recruit
adult sows (Weary & Fraser, 1995 ; Weary et al., 1996 ). The strength of laterality could only be ana-
lyzed for snout use, where it showed two significant associations with Boldness and Exploration.
Ambilateral pigs produced a higher proportion of high frequency calls in theOpen-Field Test than
lateralized pigs, suggesting they were less bold (but see discussion above). This is consistent
with the findings of reduced Boldness in ambilateral cats and dogs (Branson & Rogers, 2 6 ; Mc-
Dowell et al., 2 16 ) but in contradiction with the findings of increased boldness in ambilateral
elks (Found & St. Clair, 2 17 ). Ambilateral pigs also explored the Open Field longer during the
Open-Field Test. To our knowledge, this is a first report of a link between exploration and strength
of laterality. Both these results had sufficient power and support the idea that strength of later-
ality can show different associations with different personality traits, like it has been shown for
Playfulness, Aggressiveness, and Sociability in dogs (Barnard et al., 2 17 ).
In contrast to the associations with single motor biases, three of the significant associations
with the combined laterality classification had sufficient power. R-biased individuals touched
the Novel Object more often in theNovelObject Test, suggesting they were more explorative, which
is consistent with previous studies; R-handed primates explore novel items more than L-handed
primates (Braccini & Caine, 2 9 ; Cameron & Rogers, 1999 ). In addition, R-biased pigs had a
shorter latency to touch the Novel Object, suggesting that they were bolder, which is also consis-
tent with previous studies (Braccini & Caine, 2 9 ; Cameron & Rogers, 1999 ; Gordon & Rogers,
2 1  ; Hopkins & Bennett, 1994 ; Wright et al., 2 4 ). Our results on Boldness and Exploration
are consistent with the approach-withdrawal hypothesis formulated by Davidson (1992b ), which
also appears to be supported by findings in other non-human species (reviewed in Rogers, 2 1  ):
individuals with a supposed left hemispheric dominance – R-biased individuals – approached
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more quickly and explored more actively in the context of novelty than individuals with a sup-
posed right hemispheric dominance – L-biased individuals. Additionally, R-biased pigs also vo-
calized more in the Open-Field Test, which may indicate a stronger motivation to regain contact
with group members (Koolhaas & van Reenen, 2 16 ; Murphy et al., 2 14 ) and therefore indicate
greater Sociability. Alternatively, other authors have suggested (Manteuffel et al., 2 4 ) that the
call rate (number of vocalizations) of pigs during the Open-Field Test, a context of social isolation,
can also be used as an indicator of Fearfulness–that is, lower Boldness according to the frame-
work of Réale et al. (2 7 ). However, the classification into call types may provide more insight
into pig personality or emotionality than the call rate only (Friel et al., 2 16 ; Leliveld et al., 2 16 ,
2 17 ). Because no associations were found with the proportion of high frequency calls, it seems
more likely that the R-biased subjects were not more fearful but more sociable than the L-biased
subjects. Therefore, this result appears to be consistent with previous findings of greater Socia-
bility in R-handed primates (Gordon & Rogers, 2 1  ; Westergaard et al., 2 3 ). We found that
R-biased pigs struggled longer than L-biased pigs, which suggests a more active coping style
(Zebunke et al., 2 17 ; Zebunke et al., 2 15 ). This would be consistent with the hypothesis that
the left hemisphere controls proactive behavior, whereas the right hemisphere controls reactive
behavior (Rogers, 2 9 , 2 1  ). However, we remain cautious in the interpretation of this result
because its power was not high and no effects on the other Backtest parameters (latency and fre-
quency) could be tested because of significant interactions between the replicate and the com-
bined laterality classification. Taken together, our results support the approach-withdrawal hy-
pothesis: R-biased pigs approached the Novel Object more quickly and more often than L-biased
pigs. They also support previous findings in marmosets that suggest that R-handed individuals
are more sociable: R-biased pigs were more vocally active than L-biased pigs. This first evidence
of complex links between personality and laterality in pigs indicates that the neurophysiological
processes underlying individuality (Freund et al., 2 13 ) are shared between the two.
Comparing the single motor biases (tail, snout) and the combined laterality classification, we
found that the single motor biases showed weak and often varying associations with the person-
ality traits, while the combined laterality classification showed more robust associations. This
is in line with previous findings in dogs and chimpanzees that showed different links with per-
sonality depending on the motor function (Barnard et al., 2 17 ; Batt et al., 2 9 ; Hopkins & Bard,
1993 ), as well as studies in different species that showed that individual hemispheric dominance
does not automatically lead to a consistent direction for each individual motor function (Laska,
1998 ; Mohr et al., 2 3 ; Noonan & Axelrod, 1989 ). By combining the two motor biases, we ex-
pected to provide insight into individual hemispheric dominance, which is suggested to result
in individual behavioral patterns (Goursot et al., 2 18 ; Rogers, 2 9 ; Wright & Hardie, 2 15 ). In-
deed, the combined laterality classification showed robust associations with 3 personality traits,
suggesting that this may be a good approach to the multifactorial nature of laterality and a good
alternative to other more demanding approaches (e.g., fMRI) that could be otherwise used to de-
termine the cerebral processing that may underlie differences in hemispheric dominance (Ma-
zoyer et al., 2 14 ) and personality.
To summarize, our study suggests that taking the multifactorial nature of laterality and per-
sonality into account will contribute to a better understanding of individuality. Both of these
aspects of individuality have implications for the welfare of animals under human care, as they
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may influence how an animal perceives and evaluates its environment.
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Highlights
• Monocular viewing tests partially support the emotional valence hypothesis in pigs.
• Monocular viewing had no clear effects on the response to a negative stimulus.
• Covering the right eye attenuated the positive appraisal of a positive stimulus.
• The left hemisphere is important for the quick recognition of a positive stimulus.
Abstract
Understanding animal emotions is an important scientific and ethical question but assessing
emotional valence is still considered challenging. As the observation of lateralization (hemi-
spheric asymmetries in structure and/or function) can provide insight into the underlying pro-
cesses of the cognitive, physiological and behavioural components of emotions, it is a promising
approach for studying them. The emotional valence hypothesis states that positive emotions are
mostly processed by the left hemisphere, while negative emotions are mostly processed by the
right hemisphere. Support for this hypothesis is still not conclusive; therefore, our study tested
it in the context of visual laterality for viewing positive or negative emotionally conditioned stim-
uli. Ninety male piglets were either positively (food-reward) or negatively (mild punishment)
conditioned to an object. Afterwards, the object was presented without the reinforcer under
three different treatments: patch on the left or right eye (reducing input to the contralateral
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hemisphere) or patch between the eyes (the control). Monocular viewing had no clear effects on
the negatively conditioned subjects. In contrast, in the positively conditioned group, covering
the right eye caused a longer interruption of vocalization, a longer latency to touch the object,
a shorter duration of exploring the arena and an increased vagal activity compared to the con-
trol. This suggests that reduced processing in the left hemisphere leads to heightened attention
that is accompanied by a general orienting response, possibly resulting from a reduced posi-
tive appraisal. These findings therefore partially support the emotional valence hypothesis and
suggest an important role of the left hemisphere in the quick recognition of a positive stimulus.
This study demonstrated that investigating the lateralized processing of emotions can provide
insight into the mechanisms of positive appraisal in animals.
Keywords
animal welfare; emotional conditioning; emotional valence hypothesis; heart rate variability
2.3.1 Introduction
Assessing emotions addresses important scientific and ethical issues that could permit a bet-
ter understanding of (proximate) behavioural control of animals (Gygax, 2 17 ) and that have
implications for animal welfare (Boissy et al., 2 7 ). Emotions can be defined as intense and
short-lived affective responses to an event and are mostly accompanied by neurophysiological,
behavioural, cognitive and subjective changes (Désiré et al., 2 2 ). To objectively assess animal
emotions, a two-dimensional framework with arousal and valence as axes has been introduced
(Mendl et al., 2 1  ). While arousal can be assessed from physiological reactions (e.g. heart rate
increases), it remains difficult to measure and distinguish emotional reactions along the valence
axis (Paul et al., 2 5 ). To address this issue, cognitive approaches have been established (e.g.
cognitive bias: Harding et al., 2 4 ) and physiological measurements of heart rate and blood
pressure variability have been proposed (Krause et al., 2 17 ; von Borell et al., 2 7 ). Lastly, in
particular contexts the least arduous way to assess emotional valence remains the use of the be-
havioural indicators of approach and avoidance (Cabanac, 1992 ; Dawkins, 199  ). Ideally, com-
bining multiple (cognitive, physiological and behavioural) indicators into a componential view
would help to increase comprehension of animal emotions (Paul et al., 2 5 ).
The study of lateralization can, arguably, utilize this componential approach to the study of
emotions because it has been shown that the cognitive, physiological and behavioural compo-
nents of emotions are underlain by lateralized cerebral processes in many vertebrate taxa (Le-
liveld et al., 2 13 ; Rogers, 2 1  ; Rogers et al., 2 13 ). Lateralization refers to the fact that the
brain hemispheres can play different roles in many cerebral processes (MacNeilage et al., 2 9 ;
Rogers & Vallortigara, 2 15 ; Vallortigara & Versace, 2 17 ), such as in emotional processing. The
emotional valence hypothesis states that positive emotions are processed predominantly by the
left (L) hemisphere while negative emotions are processed predominantly by the right (R) hemi-
sphere (Demaree et al., 2 5 ; Quaranta et al., 2 7 ; Siniscalchi et al., 2 13 ) and seems to pre-
vail over alternative hypotheses, for example the approach/withdrawal hypothesis (Leliveld et
al., 2 13 ). Indeed, many animal taxa show opposite hemispheric dominances for perceiving
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food or a predator. However, this may not be explained only by differences in emotional valence
since such naturally emotionally charged stimuli often trigger highly aroused states and involve
other cognitive functions. Emotional conditioning standardizes the emotional contexts because
it permits the use of the same stimulus (for instance an artificial object, unlikely to elicit species-
specific behavioural responses) for testing negative and positive emotional processing (Bisazza
et al., 2  ). Therefore, this approach allows a primary focus on emotional valence (Mendl et
al., 2 9 ) without interference from arousal or from other lateralized cerebral processes (e.g.
processes involved in flight and feeding; Gupta et al., 2 19 ; Rogers et al., 2 13 ). However, few
studies on emotional lateralization have used emotionally conditioned stimuli (e.g. Bisazza et
al., 2  ; Reddon & Hurd, 2 9b ). Also, most previous studies have analysed side preferences,
while manipulation of lateralized processing by reducing sensory input to one hemisphere (e.g.
by covering one eye to induce monocular viewing) allows researchers to investigate the role of
each hemisphere in a cerebral process (Vallortigara, 2  ). Therefore, our aim was to test the
emotional valence hypothesis using emotional conditioning and manipulated monocular view-
ing.
As pigs, Sus scrofa, are acknowledged to be a suitable animal model in physiology and neu-
roscience (Lind et al., 2 7 ; Swindle & Smith, 2 8 ), they may offer new insights into common
patterns of emotional lateralization in vertebrates. The established methods for assessing pigs’
emotions often combine behavioural indicators with physiological parameters such as heart
rate variability measurements (Düpjan et al., 2 11 ; Krause et al., 2 17 ). In cognitive approaches
where pigs were conditioned to stimuli, this combination of indicators was also used to study
emotional valence (Stracke et al., 2 17 ; Zebunke et al., 2 11 ). Moreover, in pigs lateralization
has been recently found in motor functions and during aggressive encounters (Camerlink et al.,
2 18a ; Goursot et al., 2 19 ; Goursot et al., 2 18 ), making them a good candidate species to test
the emotional valence hypothesis.
In this study, we decided to focus on vision as one of the most investigated lateralized modal-
ities (Andrew et al., 1982 ; Vallortigara, 2  ). Pigs have a good visual system (Broom et al., 2 9 ;
McLeman et al., 2 5 ) and a high degree of decussation in their optical fibres (87.8%; Herron
et al., 1978 ). This means that visual stimuli are predominantly processed in the contralateral
hemisphere (Jones, 1989 ). Therefore, monocular presentation (which can be achieved by cover-
ing the other eye) in this species would guarantee a reduced input to the ipsilateral hemisphere
and permit insight into the role of each hemisphere. To test the emotional valence hypothesis in
the context of visual laterality in pigs, we studied their behavioural and physiological responses
during monocular, compared to binocular, presentation of an emotional conditioned stimulus.
We expected that seeing a positive conditioned object with the R eye covered (reduced input to
the L hemisphere) would lead to a less positive appraisal than seeing it either with both eyes or
with the L eye covered. In addition, we expected that seeing a negative conditioned object with
the L eye covered (reduced input to the R hemisphere) would lead to a less negative appraisal
than seeing it with both eyes or with the R eye covered.
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2.3.2 Methods
Ethical Note
The experimental procedure was approved by the ethics committee of the federal state of
Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Germany (LALLF M-V/TSD/7221.3-2- 46/14) and adhered to
the legal requirements of the European Union (directive 2 1 /63/EU) and also the ASAB/ABS
guidelines for the use of animals in research. Reduction of animals used was guaranteed by
performing a sample size determination using the SAS Power and Sample Size application, a
desktop application that provides power and sample size computations for a variety of statistical
analyses (e.g. analyses of variance and linear models). Refinement was achieved by providing
environmental enrichment exceeding the usual chewing toys (see section Subjects, housing and
husbandry), and by reducing social isolation to a minimum (allowing acoustic contact where
possible).
Subjects, Housing and Husbandry
The study was conducted at the Experimental Facility for Pigs (EAS) of the Leibniz Institute
for Farm Animal Biology (FBN) in Dummerstorf, Germany. The subjects were 9 prepubertal,
uncastrated male German Landrace piglets 5-6 weeks old. Experiments were performed with
five consecutive replicates between August and November 2 15. At 4 weeks of age, 2 piglets
per replicate were preselected from a greater pool based on their health status, absence of in-
juries and weight (>5 kg). When possible, the number of full siblings was set at two per sow or
(if not enough sows were available) at four per sow (always even numbers for a pairwise design).
The preselected piglets were weaned and grouped in a pen (2.5 x 3.95 m) with fully slatted plas-
tic floors and two solid concrete sections. They had access to food and water ad libitum. Straw
and some other physical enrichment (buckets, rags, etc.) were provided twice a day during the
entire experimental period, except on days 5 and 6, when no experiments took place. For the
experiment, 18 subjects consisting of nine pairs of full siblings per replicate (9 subjects in 45
pairs in total) were randomly selected among the preselected group and divided into two groups:
the positive and the negative conditioning group (nine subjects per replicate, 45 subjects in total
per conditioning group, balanced for kinship). Each subject was randomly given an ID number,
which determined the individual test order throughout the experiment. The experimental pro-
cedure is summarized in Figure 2.13 . Three days after weaning (day 1), the experiment began
and lasted for 12 days. The pigs were habituated to being handled by the experimenters (two ses-
sions of 1 h per day on days 1-3), to the food reward and to the experimental set-up (see section
Habituation below).
Experimental Set-up
The conditioning took place in a conditioning arena (1.5 x 1.5 m) that was connected to the
home pen through a corridor ( .51 x 1.85 m). A sliding guillotine door ( .39 x .45 m) that could
be operated from the corridor was used to provide access to the arena. The tests took place
in a test arena (3 x 3 m) located in a sound-attenuated room, with a microphone (Sennheiser
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Figure 2.13: Schedule of the general procedure for each replicate.
The numbers in the bottom row indicate the days of the experimental period; the numbers in
the top row indicate age (weeks). The letter C indicates when a conditioning session took place.
The position of the text indicates where the different tests and conditioning sessions took place:
test arena (in the top of the schedule) or conditioning arena (in the bottom of the schedule).
ME64/K6) placed centrally above and connected to a digital audio recorder (Marantz PMD 67 ;
sampling rate: 44.1 kHz; accuracy: 16 bit; mono). Two cameras, connected to a digital video
recorder, were positioned centrally above both arenas. The object was an orange ball hanging
from a metal cord that was lowered into the arena from outside. A preparation box (94.5 x 4 cm
and 73 cm high) was used for fixing the heart rate measurement belt.
Conditioning
Conditioning started on day 1 (one session on days 1 and 3, two sessions on day 2) in the con-
ditioning arena. To optimize learning, the conditioning occurred in groups of three subjects that
were randomly chosen for each session. During the first and fourth conditioning sessions (days
1 and 3), a heart rate measurement belt connected to a heart rate monitor via Bluetooth (Polar
system; measurement belt: WearLink + H3 sensor; monitor: RS8 CX; Polar Electro Oy, Kem-
pele, Finland) was fitted on the pigs in the preparation box so that they became accustomed to
the procedure. The measurement belt was fixed directly behind the front legs with the transmit-
ter positioned in the left ‘armpit’ as described in Düpjan et al. (2 11 ). Ultrasound transmission
gel (Henry Schein, Melville, NY, U.S.A.) was used to improve contact with the skin. A condition-
ing session consisted of four trials (except on day 4 in the test arena, only two trials) of 1 min
each and with a break of 1 min between trials: in total, a session lasted 8 min (4 min on day 4).
During a trial, the object (an orange ball, Zeus Bomber dog toy, 18 cm diameter) was lowered into
the middle of the conditioning (or test) arena by the experimenter. For positive conditioning, 2
tablespoons of food reward were spread on the object (positive reinforcer: a viscous mixture of
dry food (Porcistart, Trede und von Pein, Itzehoe, Germany) with apple juice), from which the
pigs could eat directly. For the negative conditioning, we used the same methods validated in
Düpjan et al. (2 17 ): a plastic bag was waved by the experimenter above or in front of the sub-
jects until they showed a clear avoidance response. This negative reinforcer was given as soon
as one pig touched the object, except during the last trial of the first conditioning session, the
first trial of the conditioning session on day 4 and one pseudorandomly chosen trial during all
other conditioning sessions (with the same trial for a maximum of two sessions) in which it was
given at a randomized time point. This procedure allowed us to give the reinforcer at least once
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per session. Before and after each session, the subjects received a small portion of food reward
in the corridor to maintain their motivation to participate in the conditioning sessions. To pre-
vent extinction of the emotional response during the tests, the pigs received further conditioning
systematically 1 day before each test (days 7, 9 and 11; one session per day).
Habituation
On day 4, the pigs were habituated to the test procedure in the test arena and underwent one
conditioning session there. Each pig was guided from its home pen into the sound-attenuated
room. In the entrance area, in the preparation box, a heart rate measurement belt was fitted on
the subject, using the same procedure as during the conditioning sessions, and an eye patch (6.5
x 4.5 cm cotton textile fixed with adhesive tape (Fixomull stretch, BSN medical GmbH, Germany))
was fixed on its forehead so that the pigs became accustomed to the test procedure. After this,
the pig was guided into the test arena and left alone for 4 min, while the experimenter stayed in
the room, outside the test arena, hidden from view.
Tests
On days 8, 1 and 12, the subjects were individually tested with three different treatments
(Figure 2.14 ). Before the test sessions, subjects were fitted with the heart rate measurement belt
and, according to the treatment, an eye patch either covering the left eye (left eye covered, LEC),
right eye (right eye covered, REC) or on the forehead as a control (binocular viewing, BIN). Af-
ter this, the pig was guided into the test arena and left alone for 4 min, while the experimenter
stayed in the room, outside the test arena, hidden from view (same as in the habituation proce-
dure). The object, without the reinforcer, was lowered in the middle of the test arena after 2 min
and removed again after 1 min by the experimenter. The order of the three treatments was pseu-
dorandomly chosen for each individual and was balanced across subjects, as far as possible. In
our statistical analyses, we included the minute before (‘Pre’), during (‘Object’) and after (‘Post’)
the presentation of the object. Owing to illness, one subject could not participate during the last
test day (Test 3). Additionally, for technical reasons, six entire test sessions and the Post minute
from two sessions were excluded from the analyses.
Behavioural Analyses
For behavioural analyses from video, we used The Observer (The Observer XT 12, Noldus In-
formation Technology bv, Wagenigen, The Netherlands). Based on the behavioural observations,
the following parameters were analysed: first, parameters concerning behaviours that occurred
during the whole test, which were duration of locomotion and of exploration of the arena, as
well as number of vocalizations; second, parameters concerning behaviours that exclusively oc-
curred during the object presentation, which were duration, frequency and latency of touching
the object and latency to vocalize after the introduction of the object. If a subject did not vocalize
or touch the object during its presentation, the latency was set at 6 s. Since each video observa-
tion represented one subject during one test, we obtained 269 video observations (see Results)
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Figure 2.14: Summary of the treatments with an overview of the visual contralateral input to
each hemisphere.
When the left eye was covered with a patch (LEC) the contralateral input to the right hemisphere
(RH) was reduced while the input to the left hemisphere (LH) was unaffected. The opposite was
true when the right eye was covered (REC). In the control treatment (BIN, binocular viewing) the
patch was fixed on the subject’s forehead and the input to both hemispheres was unaffected.
which were analysed by two different observers (blind for the conditioning group). Before the be-
ginning of the analyses, an interobserver reliability analysis was performed: three observations
were analysed by both observers as well as a third observer and were compared. All combined
comparisons (observer 1-observer 2; observer 1-observer 3; observer 2-observer 3) resulted in
a kappa of .83, which indicates a very good agreement between the three observers.
Heart Rate Measurements
When a measurement was started, the heart rate monitor made a sound. Later, in the analy-
sis, this sound was used to synchronize the heart rate measurements with the video and acoustic
recordings. Using the Polar system, we measured the interbeat (R–R) intervals. For the correc-
tions, we used the same methods described in Leliveld et al. (2 16 ). In short, using 1 min in-
tervals, data were corrected for artefacts (Software: Polar Precision Performance SW, version
4. 3. 4 ; settings: very low sensitivity, peak detection on, minimal protection zone of 2 ) or ex-
cluded if artefacts comprised more than 1 % of the data or gaps of more than 3 s occurred. After
corrections, sections with a linear development for five or more consecutive R-R intervals (indi-
cating that a reliable correction was not possible) were excluded as well. Owing to these artefacts
in the HR measurements, 3873 (from 648 ) 1 s intervals were excluded from the HR analyses.
The mean heart rate and heart rate variability parameters were calculated in 1 s intervals. The
heart rate variability parameters that were derived in the time domain were the standard devi-
ation of the interbeat intervals (SDNN, which indicates both sympathetic and parasympathetic
activity), the root mean square of successive differences between interbeat intervals (RMSSD,
which indicates parasympathetic activity) and the ratio of these two (RMSSD:SDNN, which re-
flects the balance of the autonomic nervous system). Means of the available 1 s values were
then calculated for the Pre, Object and Post minutes.
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Statistical Analyses
For statistical analyses, we used the SAS System for Windows, version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc.,
Cary, NC, U.S.A.). We tested the effects of conditioning (positive or negative), treatment (BIN,
LEC or REC) and minute (Pre, Object or Post) and their interactions. The behavioural parame-
ters and heart rate variability parameters were analysed by repeated measurement analyses of
variance (ANOVA) with the MIXED procedure of SAS/STAT software using a model with replicate,
conditioning, treatment, minute and the interaction of conditioning*treatment*minute as fixed
factors. Additionally, the duration of locomotion was included as a covariate for the heart rate
parameters. Object-related parameters were analysed for the minute of the object presentation
only (PROC MIXED for durations and PROC GLIMMIX for the frequency for touching the object),
with replicate, conditioning, treatment and the interaction of conditioning*treatment as fixed
factors. Test order and sow (effect of kin) were set as random effects. Repeated measures on
the same animal were taken into account by using the REPEATED statement in the MIXED pro-
cedure or the RANDOM _residual_ statement of the GLIMMIX procedure. Pairwise comparisons
were made with Tukey-Kramer tests (i.e. adjusting P values to correct for multiple testing) and
by using the SLICE option for performing a partitioned analysis of the least square means for an
interaction that permits the selection of only the relevant comparisons (e.g. within a condition-
ing group, within the same treatment or within the same minute). Effects and differences were
considered significant if P < . 5.
2.3.3 Results
The sample size consisted of 9 animals (N ) with varying repeated measurements (Ni) ac-
cording to the type of parameters (Ni = 3 for object-related parameters - 3 test sessions x 1
minute; Ni = 9 for the other behavioural parameters and for the HR variability parameters - 3
test sessions x 3 minutes). This resulted in different total numbers of observations (NObs) ac-
cording to the type of parameters: NObs = 263 for the object-related parameters, NObs = 787
for the other behavioural parameters and NObs = 372 for the heart rate variability parameters.
Comparisons between conditioning groups are presented in the Appendix.
Effect of Eye Covering after Positive Conditioning
Concerning the object-related parameters within the positively conditioned group (Figure
2.15 ), REC led to a longer latency to touch the object (t169 = -2.96, PTukey = . 1 ) and to vocalize
after its introduction (t118 = -3.24, PTukey = . 4) than BIN.
The interactions between minute and treatment within the positively conditioned group for
all parameters are shown in Table 2.5 . During the Pre minute, all treatments differed signif-
icantly from each other in RMSSD, with LEC causing the lowest RMSSD and REC the highest
(BIN-REC: t182 = -3. 2, PTukey = . 9; BIN-LEC: t85 = 7.82, PTukey < . 1; REC-LEC: t318 = 1 . 9,
PTukey < . 1). During the object presentation, REC led to the highest RMSSD (BIN-REC: t47 = -
3.14, PTukey = . 7; REC-LEC: t48 = 3.77, PTukey < . 1) and to the least exploration of the
arena (BIN-REC: t139 = 2.71, PTukey = . 2 ; REC-LEC: t136 = -2.66, PTukey = . 23) compared to
the other treatments. Within BIN, both the RMSSD (t49 = -3.23, PTukey = . 5) and the time
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Figure 2.15: Least square means and SEs of (a) the latency to touch, (b) number of touches, (c)
duration of touching the object and (d) latency to vocalize after the introduction of the object to
the positively conditioned subjects according to the treatment (with either the right (REC) or left
(LEC) eye covered or binocular (BIN) viewing). **PTukey < . 1.
spent exploring the arena (t205 = -2.95, PTukey = . 1 ) decreased significantly from the Pre to
the Post minute. Within REC, the time spent exploring the arena also decreased significantly
(t243 = 3.21, PTukey = . 4) from the Pre to the Object minute and the RMSSD increased sig-
nificantly (t51 = 3.49, PTukey = . 2) from the Pre to the Post minute. Within LEC, the RMSSD
(t61 = 5.91, PTukey < . 1) and the duration of locomotion (t242 = 2.74, PTukey = . 19) also in-
creased significantly from the Pre to the Post minute.
Effect of Eye Covering after Negative Conditioning
Within the negatively conditioned group, we found no significant differences between the
treatments among the object-related parameters (Figure 2.16 ). The interactions between
minute and treatment within the negatively conditioned group for all parameters are shown in
Table 2.6 . During the Pre minute, REC led to the lowest RMSSD compared to the other treatments
(BIN-REC: t190 = 6.17, PTukey < . 1; REC-LEC: t349 = -3.76, PTukey < . 1), and LEC led to signifi-
cantly more vocalizations (t205 = -2.94, PTukey = . 1 ) than BIN. The latter effect was also present
during the Object (t231 = -3.24, PTukey = . 4) and Post (t297 = -3. 4, PTukey = . 8) minutes.
Within BIN, the number of vocalizations increased significantly (t236 = 2.92, PTukey = . 11)
from the Pre to the Post minute. Within REC, the number of vocalizations also increased sig-
nificantly from the Pre to the Post minute (t235 = 2.44, PTukey = . 41), and the duration spent
exploring the arena decreased significantly (t243 = 2.74, PTukey = . 18) from the Pre to the
Object minute. Within LEC, the subjects significantly increased their locomotion (t250 = -2.41,
PTukey = . 45) from the Pre to the Object minute. Additionally, the time spent exploring de-
creased significantly from the Pre to the Object minute (t240 = 2.68, PTukey = . 22), as well as
from the Pre to the Post minute (t198 = -2.68, PTukey = . 22).
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Table 2.5: Behavioural and physiological responses of the positively conditioned subjects by
treatment and minute
Parameter Minute BIN REC LEC
Number of vocalizations Pre 41.84 ± 5.4 4 .4 ± 5.38 41.49 ± 5.39
Object 42.61 ± 5.32 41.77 ± 5.29 46. 6 ± 5.31
Post 46.57 ± 5.2 46.88 ± 5.19 47.15 ± 5.19
Duration of exploring the arena (s) Pre 6.88 ± 1.32A 5.26 ± 1.31A 5. 9 ± 1.33
Object 4.89 ± 1.04a/A,B 1.97 ± 1.03b/B 4.92 ± 1.04a
Post 3.29 ± 1.07B 3.14 ± 1. 6A,B 4.35 ± 1. 6
Duration of locomotion (s) Pre 31. 1 ± 1.87 3 . 1 ± 1.86 28.74 ± 1.87A
Object 32.48 ± 1.85 31.5 ± 1.84 32.51 ± 1.85A,B
Post 32.3 ± 1.71 32.2 ± 1.7 32.87 ± 1.71B
Heart rate (bpm) Pre 183.64 ± 6.82 173.47 ± 5.69 182.8 ± 5.87
Object 182.84 ± 7.45 174. 5 ± 5.94 183.56 ± 6.7
Post 185.81 ± 9.44 181.4 ± 7.6 186.97 ± 1 .14
RMSSD (ms) Pre 16.98 ± 1.17b/B 18.99 ± 1.17c/A 12.28 ± 1.16a/A
Object 15.63 ± 1.27a/A,B 20.43 ± 1.26b/A,B 14.71 ± 1.27a/A,B
Post 14.03 ± 1.05a/A 22.14 ± 1.02c/B 17.33 ± 1.02b/B
RMSSD:SDNN Pre .71 ± . 4 .64 ± . 3 .64 ± . 4
Object .7 ± . 3 .72 ± . 4 .7 ± . 4
Post .63 ± . 3 .64 ± . 3 .65 ± . 3
Least square means are shown ± SEs. Minute: before (Pre), during (Object) and after (Post) the object was presented.
Treatments: either the right (REC) or left (LEC) eye covered, or binocular (BIN) viewing. RMSSD: root mean square of
successive differences between interbeat intervals; SDNN: standard deviation of the interbeat intervals. The lowercase
letters indicate differences between the treatments within a minute. The uppercase letters indicate differences between
the minutes within a treatment. The significant differences (PTukey< . 5) are in bold.
2.3.4 Discussion
Our results show that within each conditioning group, the subjects differed in their be-
havioural and physiological reactions during the tests depending on the monocular treatment,
which indicates that monocular viewing influences emotional reactions in pigs: covering the R
eye (REC; leading to reduced input to the L hemisphere) influenced the positively conditioned
subjects more than the other treatments (seeing with both eyes or with the L eye covered), while
covering the L eye (LEC; leading to reduced input to the R hemisphere) influenced the negatively
conditioned subjects more than the other treatments (seeing with both eyes or with the R eye cov-
ered). Within the binocular (BIN; control) treatment, the positively conditioned subjects showed
a shorter latency and longer duration of touching the object and touched the object more fre-
quently than the negatively conditioned subjects (see Appendix, Figure 2.17 ). This validates our
conditioning paradigm as has already been applied in previous studies (Düpjan et al., 2 17 ; Le-
liveld et al., 2 16 ).
REC influenced the reaction of thepositively conditioned subjects compared to BIN. Indeed,
REC led to a longer latency to touch the object in comparison to BIN which suggests that the ob-
ject was perceived as less rewarding (De Boyer Des Roches et al., 2 8 ). Additionally, REC led
to a longer latency to vocalize compared to BIN. An interruption in vocalizations has been sug-
gested to reflect a heightened state of attention (Düpjan et al., 2 11 ). Taken together, these longer
latencies to vocalize and to touch the object more resembled the responses after negative con-
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Figure 2.16: Least square means and SEs of (a) the latency to touch, (b) number of touches, (c)
duration of touching the object and (d) latency to vocalize after the introduction of the object to
the negatively conditioned subjects according to the treatment (with either the right (REC) or left
(LEC) eye covered or binocular (BIN) viewing).
Table 2.6: Behavioural and physiological responses of the negatively conditioned subjects by
treatment and minute
Parameter Minute BIN REC LEC
Number of vocalizations Pre 31.47 ± 5.37a/A 36.8 ± 5.37a,b/A 40.63 ± 5.39b
Object 36.73 ± 5.29a/A,B 41. 3 ± 5.28a,b/A,B 45.42 ± 5.31b
Post 39.86 ± 5.17a/B 43.80 ± 5.17a,b/B 46.45 ± 5.18b
Duration of exploring the arena (s) Pre 4.44 ± 1.31 6.40 ± 1.31A 7.63 ± 1.33A
Object 3.54 ± 1. 3 3.62 ± 1.03B 4.86 ± 1.04B
Post 4.83 ± 1. 5 4.31 ± 1. 5A,B 4.40 ± 1.07B
Duration of locomotion (s) Pre 3 .38 ± 1.85 29.38 ± 1.85 29.15 ± 1.88A
Object 32.96 ± 1.83 31.95 ± 1.83 33.06 ± 1.85B
Post 3 .73 ± 1.69 31. 7 ± 1.69 31.57 ± 1.7 A,B
Heart rate (bpm) Pre 167.62 ± 6.42 173.74 ± 6.61 174.73 ± 6. 2
Object 168.83 ± 7. 4 176. 9 ± 7.39 176. ± 6.48
Post 163.61 ± 8.21 173.99 ± 8.94 171. 2 ± 8.84
RMSSD (ms) Pre 20.12 ± 1.21a 16.47 ± 1.20b 19.19 ± 1.26a
Object 18.66 ± 1.29 16.2 ± 1.27 18. 6 ± 1.33
Post 19.76 ± 1.12 17.97 ± 1. 7 18.33 ± 1. 5
RMSSD:SDNN Pre .7 ± . 4 .63 ± . 4 .65 ± . 4
Object .67 ± . 3 .62 ± . 4 .66 ± . 4
Post .64 ± . 3 .62 ± . 3 .62 ± . 3
Least square means are shown ± SEs. Minute: before (Pre), during (Object) and after (Post) the object was presented.
Treatments: either the right (REC) or left (LEC) eye covered, or binocular (BIN) viewing. RMSSD: root mean square of
successive differences between interbeat intervals; SDNN: standard deviation of the interbeat intervals. The lowercase
letters indicate differences between the treatments within a minute. The uppercase letters indicate differences between
the minutes within a treatment. The significant differences (PTukey< . 5) are in bold.
ditioning than after positive conditioning in the control treatment (see Appendix, Figure 2.17 ),
which may therefore indicate a less positive reaction. Additionally, REC induced the shortest du-
ration of exploring the arena during object presentation. This was due to a significant decrease
in exploration compared to the Pre minute, which was stronger than for BIN. Reduced explo-
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ration in pigs may indicate either decreased arousal or increased anxiety (Donald et al., 2 11 ).
However, this behavioural response, combined with the increased latencies to touch the object
and vocalize, could also reflect an increased attention directed to the object. Concerning heart
rate variability, REC systematically led to the highest values in RMSSD compared to the other
treatments, reflecting a higher vagal activity of the autonomic nervous system (von Borell et al.,
2 7 ). This effect, in the absence of changes in heart rate, can be assumed to be accompanied by
a mild sympathetic activation and has been interpreted as a general orienting response (Désiré
et al., 2 4 ). Interestingly, REC led to an increase in RMSSD over time, from the Pre minute to
the Post minute, without any changes in the heart rate, while the opposite trend occurred for
BIN. However, since the same was found for LEC this indicates an effect of monocular testing.
It may reflect a general orienting response (Désiré et al., 2 4 ) caused by disorientation in the
arena resulting from impaired depth perception (Hughes, 1977 ).
REC showed fewer effects on the negatively conditioned subjects. It led to a significant de-
crease in exploration during the object presentation. Since LEC had the same effect this might
reflect an increased anxiety (Donald et al., 2 11 ) due to impaired depth perception. Apart from
that, we only found that in the Pre minute, the RMSSD was lower for REC compared to BIN. This
may indicate that REC influenced the reaction to the general situation of social isolation or to
the anticipation of the stimulus. However, this result is difficult to interpret because it was not
accompanied by any significant effects on the behaviour.
Altogether, the findings of REC were more prevalent for the positively conditioned than for
the negatively conditioned subjects and showed that reducing the input to the L hemisphere
when seeing a positive stimulus entailed an increased state of attention (based on behaviour)
during the object presentation, which was accompanied by a general orientation response
(based on physiology). This suggests a reduced positive appraisal which would be in accordance
with the emotional valence hypothesis and with previous findings showing R eye preferences for
observing positive stimuli (e.g. De Latude et al., 2 9 ; Racca et al., 2 12 ; Rogers et al., 1994 ). How-
ever, most of these previous studies have shown this mainly in response to seeing food rewards
or during the act of feeding, while the results in other putatively positive contexts are less clear
(see Leliveld et al., 2 13 ). Therefore, our findings in a standardized positive emotional context
(achieved through conditioning) suggest that the processing of positive emotions, rather than
other processes involved in responses to food, indeed predominantly take place in the L hemi-
sphere. Note that the behavioural reaction alone would also support the approach-withdrawal
hypothesis (Davidson, 1992b ; Rogers & Vallortigara, 2 19 ), since a reduced input to the L hemi-
sphere attenuated the approach behaviour directed to the object. However, combined with the
physiological reaction, our results suggest that the response is an affective, rather than a purely
behavioural, response and reflects a reduced positive appraisal of the object. Monocular testing
permitted us to study the role of the L hemisphere during the appraisal of a positive stimulus.
Indeed, these results suggest that the L hemisphere may be important for quick recognition and
evaluation of positive stimuli. Although REC first and foremost can be assumed to lead to re-
duced processing by the L hemisphere, we cannot fully exclude the possibility that this could
also lead to increased activation of the R hemisphere as compensation. However, the investiga-
tion of this issue (by using brain imaging in human research) is still at an early stage (Wang et al.,
2 18 ). Rather, we assume that the observed reaction is more likely to be the result of reduced
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L hemisphere processing than of increased R hemisphere processing. These findings shed new
light on positive emotions, which are still considered difficult to assess since authors often em-
phasize the lack of measurable reactions (e.g. Bellegarde et al., 2 17 ; Smith et al., 2 16 ). Note,
however, that the significant differences between the treatments in behavioural and physiolog-
ical reactions in this study were numerically small compared to other studies that investigated
emotional appraisal (e.g. Désiré et al., 2 4 ; Krause et al., 2 17 ). However, the differences found
within the conditioning group were expected to be subtle, since these differences were supposed
to depend not on the nature of the stimulus but on how the stimulus was perceived (Pourtois et
al., 2 13 ).
LEC (reduced input to the R hemisphere) after positive conditioning did not lead to signif-
icant differences from BIN (control) during the object presentation. Instead, LEC influenced
some parameters during the Pre minute: the RMSSD was the lowest compared to the other treat-
ments, which may reflect, as mentioned before for the REC treatment, a reaction to social iso-
lation or to the anticipation of the stimulus. Additionally, the duration of locomotion increased
from the Pre minute to the Post minute, suggesting increased arousal and/or avoidance-related
emotions during the test (Murphy et al., 2 14 ). However, without further results, it is difficult to
make a clear conclusion about the effect of reducing the input to the R hemisphere after positive
conditioning.
In contrast, LEC had more effects on the reaction of the negatively conditioned subjects: it
led to an increased duration of locomotion during the presentation of the object compared to
the minute before, also suggesting increased arousal and/or avoidance-related emotions (Mur-
phy et al., 2 14 ). However, while BIN and REC led to a significant increase in the number of
vocalizations during the test, which probably indicates an increase in arousal and/or anxiety
(Manteuffel et al., 2 4 ; Murphy et al., 2 14 ), LEC systematically led to more vocalizations than
BIN, indicating higher anxiety and/or arousal independent of the object presentation. The re-
sults do not suggest an attenuation of the negative perception of the object when the input to
the R hemisphere is reduced. This does not indicate a specialization of the R hemisphere in
processing negative emotions as predicted by the emotional valence hypothesis. Therefore, our
findings seem to contradict this hypothesis. However, without further evidence it is difficult to
draw a clear conclusion. Our results thereby are not in line with previous findings of a R hemi-
sphere specialization for processing intense negative emotions (Hook-Costigan & Rogers, 1998 ;
Siniscalchi et al., 2 8 ) and cannot provide clear support for the emotional valence hypothesis
with regard to negative emotions.
Overall, covering the R eye caused more effects in the positively conditioned subjects than
covering the L eye in the negatively conditioned subjects. This may be explained either by the
fact that domestic pigs show a stronger lateralized processing of positive emotions or that the
negative emotions were not as strong as the positive emotions. Because domestic pigs show par-
ticular resilience to acute stressors (Foury et al., 2 7 ; Sutherland et al., 2 6 ), the latter expla-
nation seems to be more probable: the negative reinforcer may not have been equivalent to the
positive reinforcer. Although the punishment used was found to be reliable (Douglas et al., 2 12 ;
Düpjan et al., 2 17 ), it was probably not equivalent to life-threatening stimuli used in other lat-
erality studies (Koboroff et al., 2 8 ; Siniscalchi et al., 2 1  ). Another explanation could be that
the negative conditioning was less effective because the appearance of the object may have had
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little additional effect in an already somewhat negative situation caused by inevitable testing
in isolation. Since laterality is suggested to improve brain efficiency (Güntürkün & Ocklenburg,
2 17 ; Rogers et al., 2 4 ; Vallortigara & Rogers, 2 5 ), it is possible that the more subtle emo-
tional reactions of the negatively conditioned subjects were less in need of brain efficiency than
the more intense emotional reactions of the positively conditioned subjects.
Conclusions
In this study, we have provided evidence of differential involvement of the two hemispheres
in the visual processing of objects of opposing emotional valence. Our findings provide partial
support for the emotional valence hypothesis because reducing the input to the left hemisphere
seemed to attenuate the positive appraisal of a positively conditioned object. Monocular testing
permitted us to provide new insight by suggesting that the left hemisphere plays a crucial role
in the quick recognition and evaluation of positive stimuli. These findings demonstrate that in-
vestigating the lateralized processing of emotions can provide insight into the mechanisms of
positive appraisal in animals. In contrast to positive conditioning, the results concerning nega-
tive conditioning were less clear, which was probably due to the mild nature of the stimulus. The
results of this study have shown the importance of the left hemisphere in the initial recognition
of positive stimuli. Therefore, an appropriate next step would be to investigate the role of each
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Appendix
Concerning the object-related parameters within BIN (binocular viewing, Figure 2.17 ), the
positively conditioned subjects showed a shorter latency to touch the object (t129 = 5.68, PTukey
< . 1), a longer duration of touching the object (t148 = -2.35, PTukey = . 2 ) and more touches
(t236 = -2.43, PTukey = . 16) than the negatively conditioned subjects. Additionally, the negatively
conditioned subjects showed a longer latency to vocalize (t124 = 2.13, PTukey = . 36) after the
introduction of the object.
The interactions between minute and condition within BIN (when viewing with both eyes)
for all parameters are shown in Table 2.7 . Within the Pre minute, the positively conditioned
subjects vocalized more (t123 = -2.13, PTukey = . 34) than the negatively conditioned subjects.
Within the Post minute, the positively conditioned subjects showed a lower RMSSD (t183 = 4.44,
PTukey < . 1) than the negatively conditioned subjects.
Figure 2.17: Least square means and SEs of (a) the latency to touch, (b) number of touches, (c) du-
ration of touching the object and (d) latency to vocalize after the introduction of the object when
binocular viewing according to the conditioning group. Black bars: negatively conditioned; grey
bars: positively conditioned. ***PTukey < . 1; *PTukey < . 1.
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Table 2.7: Behavioural and physiological responses when binocular viewing by conditioning
group and minute.
Parameter Minute Positive Negative
Number of vocalizations Pre 41.84 ± 5.40a 31.47 ± 5.37b
Object 42.61 ± 5.32 36.73 ± 5.29
Post 46.57 ± 5.2 39.86 ± 5.17
Duration of exploring the arena (s) Pre 6.88 ± 1.32 4.44 ± 1.31
Object 4.89 ± 1. 4 3.54 ± 1. 3
Post 3.29 ± 1. 7 4.83 ± 1. 5
Duration of locomotion (s) Pre 31. 1 ± 1.87 3 .38 ± 1.85
Object 32.48 ± 1.85 32.96 ± 1.83
Post 32.3 ± 1.71 3 .73 ± 1.69
Heart rate (bpm) Pre 183.64 ± 6.82 167.62 ± 6.42
Object 182.84 ± 7.45 168.83 ± 7. 4
Post 185.81 ± 9.44 163.61 ± 8.21
RMSSD (ms) Pre 16.98 ± 1.17 2 .12 ± 1.21
Object 15.63 ± 1.27 18.66 ± 1.29
Post 14.03 ± 1.05a 19.76 ± 1.12b
RMSSD:SDNN Pre .71 ± . 4 .7 ± . 4
Object .7 ± . 3 .67 ± . 3
Post .63 ± . 3 .64 ± . 3
Least square means are shown ± SEs. Minute: before (Pre), during (Object) and after (Post) the object was presented.
RMSSD: root mean square of successive differences between interbeat intervals; SDNN: standard deviation of the in-
terbeat intervals. The lowercase letters indicate differences between the conditioning groups within a minute. The
significant differences (PTukey< . 5) are in bold.
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“On n’a pas deux coeurs, l’un pour l’homme, l’autre
pour l’animal. On a du coeur ou on n’en a pas.”
Alphonse de Lamartine (179 -1869)
3
General Discussion
Nowadays, approaches to improving welfare have shifted focus towards quality of life in farm
animals (McMillan, 2  ; Webb et al., 2 18 ; Yeates, 2 16 ). Research on personality and emotions
is considered to be crucial to this new concept because acknowledging personality and promot-
ing positive affective states should substantially help to improve the living conditions of farm
animals.
The aim of this thesis was to show that studying behavioural lateralization can help to pro-
vide new insight for animal welfare. Indeed, studying how laterality interacts with personality
and emotional valence in domestic pigs represents a promising approach for improving their
welfare. In section 3.1 (page 86 ), I will summarize the general findings of our studies. Second, in
section 3.2 (from page 87 ), I will explain to which extent our three studies contribute to research
on both personality and emotions, hence answering the sub-aims (presented in Figure 1.3 , page
31 ) and the study-specific hypotheses of this thesis (presented in Figure 1.4 , page 33 ). Third, in
section 3.3 (from page 94 ), I will present the potential consequences of those studies for animal
welfare with concrete examples, hence answering the general aim of this thesis (presented in
Figure 1.3 ). Finally, after having proposed some improvements of our studies (section 3.4 , from
page 1 1 ), I will explore some potential further research questions that those studies might have
opened (section 3.5 , page 1 3 ).
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3.1 Summary of the results
For the first time, our studies suggest the existence of individual hemispheric dominance
in pigs (Studies 1 and 2) and validate the existence of emotional lateralization for visually pro-
cessed stimuli (Study 3). The former was reflected by individual differences in motor biases
for using the snout and curling the tail that were associated with individual differences in be-
haviour. Indeed, with the first study, we found that a majority of individuals had a consistent
left (L) or right (R) bias for using the snout or for curling the tail. This suggests that pigs are
lateralized at the individual level for using their snout and curling their tail. The methodolog-
ical novelty of the first study was to use a cluster analysis to combine two different lateralized
motor functions (tail and snout). This allowed studying lateralization at the individual level in a
multidimensional way. Indeed, we could identify certain pigs with consistent motor biases for
snout use and tail curling (RR and LL individuals, see Figure 2.5 of Study 1, page 47 ). These con-
sistent biases across motor functions can be assumed to be caused by individual hemispheric
dominance in these particular subjects. Therefore both groups were expected to contain individ-
uals with opposite hemispheric dominance (L hemispheric dominance for RR individuals and R
hemispheric dominance for LL individuals). Given the results of the second study, this idea be-
came even more plausible since both groups significantly differed in various personality traits.
Moreover, these differences were in line with the approach-withdrawal hypothesis stating that
the L hemisphere regulates approach behaviours while the R hemisphere regulates avoidance
behaviours (see Chapter 1, section 1.3.2 from page 15 ; Davidson, 1992b ). In particular, R biased
pigs, supposed to have L individual hemispheric dominance, were bolder (they were quicker to
approach a Novel Object) and more explorative (they touched a Novel Object more often) than L
biased pigs.
Finally, the last study focused on visual lateralization in pigs, and as such contributed to a
more complete global picture of behavioural lateralization in this species. The methodological
novelty of this study was to use the paradigm of monocular viewing (reduction of the visual in-
puts in the contralateral hemisphere) combined with emotional conditioning. We showed that
covering the R eye during the presentation of a positive object led to an interruption in vocal-
isations, decreased exploration of the environment, a higher latency to touch the object, and a
higher vagal activity. We interpreted this reaction as an increased attentional state co-occurring
with an orienting response. Therefore, we concluded that reducing the inputs to the L hemi-
sphere reduced the positive appraisal of a positive stimulus. This suggests a L hemispheric spe-
cialization for positive stimuli and partially supports the emotional valence hypothesis: the L
hemisphere processes positive emotions while the R hemisphere processes negative emotions
(see Chapter 1, section 1.3.2 from page 15 ; Demaree et al., 2 5 ).
Thus, these studies confirmed that the domestic pig is a good model for testing hypotheses
on emotional lateralization and that studying behavioural lateralization can contribute to better
understand the underlying mechanisms regulating personality and emotions.
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3.2 Studying laterality gives insights into personality
and emotions
Investigating neurophysiological processes involved in affective states is expected to im-
prove our understanding of the proximate mechanisms of behavioural control (Gygax, 2 17 ).
With the help of hypotheses on emotional lateralization, we gained knowledge on possible neural
mechanisms involved in appraisal (Study 3) and on possible proximate mechanisms of person-
ality (Studies 1 and 2). Appraisal and personality are both considered as important modulators
of behavioural control (Gygax, 2 17 ).
A striking result combined from the first and second studies is that we found indications for
the phenomenon of individual hemispheric dominance in pigs. Crucially, the cluster analysis
(see Study 1) suggested that individuals with a L (respectively R) hemispheric dominance re-
sulted in consistent R (respectively L) biases for both motor functions (snout and tail). It was
predicted that both these categories of individuals would show qualitative differences in cere-
bral patterns. This was demonstrated in the second study, where we additionally found support
for the approach-withdrawal hypothesis: L and R biased individuals differed in their general mo-
tivation to investigate novelty. In other words, when responding to novelty, they differed in their
behavioural output; likely reflecting individual differences in the animals’ “chosen want”(Gygax,
2 17 ). We concluded that the study of multidimensional motor lateralization patterns might
be a good and non-invasive alternative to fMRI to distinguish individuals with different hemi-
spheric dominance. Interestingly, affective styles describe combined individual differences in
hemispheric baseline activities and in emotional reactions. Thus, a logical next step could be to
test whether individual hemispheric dominance (determined with motor biases) correlates with
the phenomenon of affective styles (determined with EEG or fMRI; see arrows 1 and 3 of Figure
3.1 , page 93 ).
Accounting for the multidimensionality of motor laterality with the help of a cluster analysis
(see Study 1) did not only give insight into individual hemispheric dominance but also provided
more statistical power when the associations with personality were investigated (see Study 2). In-
deed, the significant effects found between personality and individual hemispheric dominance
(i.e. combined motor biases) reached a sufficient level of power (due to either a larger effect size
or smaller variances between both groups) compared with the ones found between personality
and single motor biases. This means that using the combined classification could help increase
the robustness of studies that investigate the link between laterality and personality and this
should have implications for laterality research. Indeed, we demonstrated the advantages of
using a multidimensional approach for studying laterality (Studies 1 and 2). In non-human an-
imals, combining several motor lateralization biases is rare (only in non-human primates, see
Anderson et al., 1996 ; Prieur et al., 2 16 ; Wesley et al., 2 2 ). Even if some authors sometimes
measure several motor biases in different tasks, they often consider single motor biases as indi-
cators of hemispheric dominance (see Chapter 1, section 1.3.4 from page 2  ). Moreover, when no
associations between motor tasks were found, the authors often suggest differences in task com-
plexity to explain differences of lateralization patterns between motor functions (e.g. in dogs
Batt et al., 2 8 ; Tomkins et al., 2 1 b ; Wells et al., 2 18 ). However, it would be interesting to
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combine those motor biases to study individual differences across motor functions as we did in
the first study.
In contrast, it seems that accounting for the multidimensionality of personality becomes more
common in laterality research (in humans: Grimshaw & Wilson, 2 13 ; cats: McDowell et al.,
2 16 ; and dogs: Barnard et al., 2 17 ). As demonstrated in Study 2, a multi-trait assessment
of personality could help going beyond the approach-withdrawal hypothesis. Pigs with opposite
individual hemispheric dominance showed different personality profiles (Studies 1 and 2): in-
dividuals with a L hemispheric dominance were bolder and more explorative than individuals
with a R hemispheric dominance, as predicted by the approach-withdrawal hypothesis. More-
over, pigs with a L hemispheric dominance were more sociable than pigs with a R hemispheric
dominance, which is consistent with other findings (Gordon & Rogers, 2 1  ; Vaughan et al., 2 19 ;
Westergaard et al., 2 3 ; Westergaard et al., 2 4 ). Sociability, as a trait, might be related to a
general approach motivation (Depue & Collins, 1999 ). Therefore, our results on sociability may
also be considered in line with the approach-withdrawal hypothesis. As stated in Chapter 1 (see
section 1.3.4 from page 2  ), the latter (also called the motivational hypothesis: Gainotti, 2 18 )
seems appropriate for testing stable individual emotional lateralization patterns or personality.
More generally, one could consider that Studies 1 and 2 show that consistent motor biases re-
flect stable individual differences in motivation (Franks, 2 19 ; Franks et al., 2 14 ) and therefore
in “wanting”. Indeed, personality or affective styles reflect the propensity of how individuals re-
act to emotional stimuli (Gygax, 2 17 ) and could in particular influence processes involved in
“wanting” such as prioritization of stimuli or decision-making. For instance, differential priori-
tization of gains vs. safety has been thought to explain consistent individual differences in mo-
tivation in non-human animals, where promotion-focused (i.e. prioritizing gains over safety) vs.
prevention-focused (i.e. prioritizing safety over gains) individuals could be identified (in rats:
Franks et al., 2 12 , 2 14 ; and in cotton-top tamarins: Franks et al., 2 13 ). In their recent re-
view, Cornwell et al. (2 14 ) highlighted the importance of distinguishing promotion goals (e.g.
avoidance of deprivation/non-gain, approach of growth/gain) and prevention goals (e.g. avoid-
ance of danger/loss, approach of safety/non-loss) within the approach-withdrawal systems in
non-human animals. However, in contrast to the third study that showed a causal relationship
of monocular viewing on physiology and behaviour, the results from Studies 1 and 2 are not suf-
ficient to conclude whether a R hemispheric dominance caused more withdrawal or whether a L
hemispheric dominance caused more approach behaviour. In particular, since all pigs touched
the Novel Object, one possibility is that R hemispheric dominance resulted in an heightened inhi-
bition of approach motivation rather than directly increasing withdrawal motivation per se (Kel-
ley et al., 2 16 ). This point of view is consistent with the BIS/BAS hypothesis, which focuses on
individual differences in motivational systems (Gray, 1973 , 1991 ) and which has seen regained
interest from researchers on affective styles. The BIS/BAS hypothesis states that the behavioural
activation system (BAS) is regulated by the L hemisphere (Coan & Allen, 2 3 ; De Pascalis et al.,
2 13 ; Harmon-Jones & Allen, 1997 ) while the R hemisphere could activate either the flight-fight-
freeze system (FFFS; Sutton & Davidson, 1997 ) or the behavioural inhibition system (BIS; Gable
et al., 2 18 , see Chapter 1, section 1.3.2 from page 15 for more details). It is difficult to show clear
parallels between the aforementioned results and ours since most of this research was based on
data measured in the brain of human R handers. However, recent findings on behavioural lat-
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eralization in humans show that L handers (assumed to have a R hemispheric dominance) have
higher BIS scores than R handers during situations of novelty (Beaton et al., 2 15 ; Beaton et al.,
2 17 ; Wright & Hardie, 2 12 ; Wright et al., 2 9 ; Wright et al., 2 4 ; reviewed by Vaughan et al.,
2 19 ; Wright & Hardie, 2 15 ). Similarly, when considering the behavioural parameters indepen-
dently from the personality dimensions to which the pigs were assigned (Study 2), individuals
with a R hemispheric dominance (L biased pigs) might be seen as more inhibited/less impulsive
than individuals with a L hemispheric dominance (R biased pigs). Indeed, L biased pigs touched
the Novel Object less often, approached more slowly the Novel Object, and vocalised less often
during theOpen-Field Test than R biased pigs. Additionally, considering the single motor biases, R
tailed pigs producing a higher proportion of high frequency vocalizations than L biased pigs was
the only significant association with enough power between tail laterality and personality. Since
we interpreted this result as L tailed pigs being bolder than R tailed pigs, it contradicted the as-
sociations found with the combined classification (L biased pigs were shyer than R biased pigs,
see Table 2.4 of Study 2 on page 64 ). However, as stated in the second study, one might interpret
this result as less vocally proactive behaviour in L tailed pigs, which may match to the picture of
a less impulsive/more inhibited trait associated with a L bias (or R individual hemispheric domi-
nance). Thus, similarly to the aforementioned studies in humans, differences in BIS traits might
explain the differences between R and L biased (or between R and L tailed) pigs during a novel
situation, namely the Open-Field Test followed by the Novel Object Test. Indeed, the novel situation
might have triggered the BIS (supposed to solve conflicts between BAS/FFFS) more intensively
in L biased pigs than R biased pigs. However, one needs to remain cautious since the second
study did not originally aim at testing the BIS/BAS hypothesis. Indeed, our experimental setup
could not provide the answer on whether R –respectively L– individual hemispheric dominance
is associated with higher –respectively lower– BIS score or a lower –respectively higher– BAS
score. To test this, one would need specific behavioural tests in the species of interest that mea-
sure BAS scores and BIS scores separately. To my knowledge, there are, as of yet, no frameworks
for testing BIS or BAS scores in non-human animals. A first step in this direction might consist
in combining our approach with a recent paradigm that has been developed for measuring im-
pulse control in pigs (Zebunke et al., 2 18 ) because it might reflect their BIS activity. Interest-
ingly, recent findings show that innovative horses with supposed higher inhibitory control were
L biased in their motor and sensory laterality (with a supposed R hemispheric dominance; Esch
et al., 2 19 ). In summary, the combined results of Studies 1 and 2 showed that studying indi-
vidual hemispheric dominance through the observations of individual motor biases produces
new insights into the possible underlying mechanisms regulating personality. Although we in-
vestigated several dimensions of personality, it seems that only the context of novelty revealed
differences between individuals of opposite hemispheric dominance. With Figure 3.1 (page 93 ),
I suggest that the existence of affective styles in pigs combined with BIS and BAS scores should
be further investigated as it has been done in humans but not yet in non-human animals.
In the third study, we demonstrated the usefulness of testing monocular viewing combined
with an emotional conditioning paradigm to gain insight into emotional valence and especially
into positive appraisal. Thus, this shows that laterality research would benefit from more studies
using this experimental approach, especially in other ungulate species for which studies on func-
tional laterality have been largely overlooked (Leliveld, 2 19 ). Indeed, the results from our third
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study could not have been achieved by simply observing eye preferences. Although the obser-
vation of eye preferences has the advantage of giving information on natural and self-initiated
behaviour of the species, it is not always possible to reliably observe eye preferences in pigs.
Moreover, this approach may be challenging in other ungulates because they can also use their
binocular field (e.g. horses for positive stimuli in De Boyer Des Roches et al., 2 8 ). In this case, it
is complicated to disentangle the precise role of each hemisphere. Interestingly, Rogers (2 17b )
recommends using multi-modal paradigms, such as combined monocular and monaural test-
ing. In a further study based on a similar experimental setup as the third study, we tested the
effects of monaural testing on emotional reactions in pigs which should represent a good basis
for further investigations in this direction (discussed in section 3.5 , from page 1 3 ).
More strikingly, the third study elucidates the importance of the L hemisphere for the pro-
cessing of positive emotions in pigs which represents a valuable addition to research on positive
affect. Indeed, the combined behavioural indicators (i.e. interruption in vocalising, decreased
exploration of the environment, higher latency to touch the object) led us to interpret those re-
sults as a heightened attentional state (Düpjan et al., 2 11 ) that was accompanied by a physiolog-
ical orienting response (increased vagal activity: Désiré et al., 2 4 ). In contrast to other studies
on visual lateralization in emotional processing (discussed in Chapter 1, section 1.3.5 from page
24 ), we found a causal relationship: reducing the inputs into the L hemisphere reduced the pos-
itive appraisal of a positive stimulus. It is worth noting again that the interpretation of reduced
positive appraisal would not have been possible without the combination of physiological and be-
havioural indicators (i.e. without using a componential view of emotions). The latter alone, how-
ever, would have been enough to support the approach-withdrawal hypothesis but not enough
to support the emotional valence hypothesis, also called the affective hypothesis (Gainotti, 2 18 ).
Indeed, through the use of physiological indicators, we were able to demonstrate that the reac-
tion was affective and reflected changes in appraisal and therefore in the core affect of the sub-
jects. As expected, we showed that using monocular testing can be considered a non-invasive
manipulation of the central nervous system during emotional processing. This manipulation is
ideal for combining with indicators of both behaviour and also the autonomic nervous system.
Now it can be worth discussing in greater detail what the role of an orienting response is. The
function of orienting is to enhance stimulus perception (Sokolov et al., 2 2 ) through physio-
logical changes (e.g. in heart rate: Graham & Clifton, 1966 ; Porges, 1995 ). Orienting is nearly
always accompanied by a shift in attention towards a motivationally significant stimulus and
prepares the subject for a rapid behavioural response, such as a fight-flight response (reviewed
in Nieuwenhuis et al., 2 11 ). Because the orientation response seen in our study was accompa-
nied by an increased attentional state, we interpreted this as a reduced positive appraisal when
viewing a positive conditioned stimulus, as attention and orientation have already been demon-
strated to be crucial for appraisal (Brosch et al., 2 13 ; Scherer & Moors, 2 19 ). However, as men-
tioned in the third study, the differences found with regard to the vagal activity were numerically
smaller than those found in other studies (Désiré et al., 2 4 ; Krause et al., 2 17 ), which means
that the orienting response observed in our study might have been less intense. Alternatively,
this might be a manifestation of the lateralization of the autonomic nervous system (Craig, 2 5 ;
McGinley & Friedman, 2 15 ; Wittling et al., 1998 ). However, since our experimental setup did
not aim at testing the lateralization of the ANS, it is difficult to draw any firm conclusions re-
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garding this hypothesis. In our study, reducing the visual inputs into either hemisphere elicited
an orienting response, given the observed vagal activation that increased along the test in both
monocular treatments (from the minute before to the minute after the test). We interpreted this
as a possible impaired depth perception (Hughes, 1977 ) which might have disoriented the pigs.
However, reducing the inputs to the L hemisphere specifically led to the strongest vagal activity
in general (i.e. the strongest orienting response) compared with all other treatments. Interest-
ingly, the orienting response might have been regulated by the BIS. Indeed, the BIS intervenes
during goal conflicts in general by activating attention and arousal for interpreting ongoing ac-
tions (Gray & McNaughton, 2  ) and this idea has been validated with EEG studies in humans
(reviewed in De Pascalis et al., 2 13 ). Thus, when the BIS is activated, one should typically ob-
serve a behaviour of “defensive approach”, even in a rewarding situation (Corr, 2 9 ), which may
have been the case in our third study. Moreover, the L hemisphere has been described as playing
an inhibitory control of the flight-fight response (Robins et al., 2 18 ). Therefore, covering the R
eye might have resulted in a reduction of the L hemisphere’s inhibitory control (of an orienting
response) which could have amplified BIS activity. It is important to note again that those moti-
vational systems (BIS, BAS) have been conceptualized in a context to explain stable differences
over time and situations in behaviour and neurophysiology (reinforcement sensitivity theory
(RST) of personality, see Chapter 1, section 1.2.1 from page 5 , Gray & McNaughton, 2  ). Inter-
estingly, some findings in humans show interactions between BIS or BAS traits and individual
appraisal of emotions: individuals with high BAS traits experience higher R hemispheric activ-
ity for positive emotions while individuals with high BIS traits experience higher L hemispheric
activity for negative emotions (Balconi et al., 2 15 ; Balconi & Mazza, 2 1  ). Likewise, it might
be very fruitful in the future to study interactions between affective styles and the lateralized
neural circuits of appraisal in non-human animals and especially in farm animals (see arrow 4
of Figure 3.1 , page 93 ).
Our studies aimed at investigating the distinct associations either between laterality and per-
sonality (Studies 1 and 2), or between laterality and emotions (Study 3). However, throughout
this thesis (and as mentioned in the previous paragraph), it became apparent that studying lat-
erality might give insight into the associations between personality and emotions as well. Using the
frameworks of the RST and of the BIS/BAS hypothesis in non-human animals could be promis-
ing to investigate this missing link since it could give insight into how affective styles influence
individual appraisal (see arrow 4 of Figure 3.1 , page 93 ). Moreover, this would help combine the
study of motivation with core affect. This should result in a better understanding of which goals
are expected in animals and therefore how they feel at the end of the process of decision-making
(“liking” if the goal has been reached, “disliking” if the goal has not been reached: Gygax, 2 17 ).
A possible first step in this direction could be to study individual appraisal in non-human an-
imals and the following speculation is based on our studies. In fact, the behavioural reaction
of the pigs with an “artificial” R hemispheric dominance (achieved through covering the R eye)
for seeing a positive object observed in the third study looked very similar to the reaction of
the pigs with a “natural” R hemispheric dominance (reflected by consistent L biases across mo-
tor functions) towards a Novel Object observed in the second study. Indeed, in both cases, the
subjects with an “artificial” or “natural” R hemispheric dominance approached the object more
cautiously (longer latencies) with a reduced vocal activity (less vocalisations in Study 2, long in-
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terruption of vocalising in Study 3) than the pigs with an artificial or “natural” L hemispheric
dominance. It would be logical to assume that those behavioural reactions were underpinned
by similar neurophysiological reactions that took place in the R hemisphere. A potential struc-
tural candidate might be the BIS as explained in the previous paragraphs. Indeed, the inhibitory
activity of the BIS in pigs might have been detectable when the R hemisphere might have been
dominant, either during the individual novelty tests (Study 2) or during the appraisal of a pos-
itive stimulus (Study 3). Considering the results of Studies 2 and 3 together may provide more
insight into individual appraisal:
• in Study 2, if we had measured the heart rate variability of the L biased (with a “natural”
R hemispheric dominance) pigs during the Open-Field and Novel Object tests, we may have
observed a stronger orienting and attention response in general or at least directed to the
Novel Object (according to the findings from Study 3)
• in Study 3, we could have tested whether the R eye covered pigs (with an “artificial” R hemi-
spheric dominance) would have also shown more behavioural inhibition when confronted
to novelty (according to the findings from Study 2 and to the BIS/BAS hypothesis).
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the predictions of the approach-withdrawal (motivational) hy-
pothesis slightly differ from those of the emotional valence (affective) hypothesis. We did not
aim to testing between both of these hypotheses. Instead we chose the most appropriate hypoth-
esis for each study: the motivational hypothesis seems to be best suited for linking stable motor
lateralization patterns with stable motivational traits (see Chapter 1, section 1.3.4 from page 2  ),
while the affective hypothesis seems to be best suited for studying the link between behavioural
lateralization and appraisal (see Chapter 1, section 1.3.5 from page 24 ). However, a necessary
next step is to discover in which hemisphere the processing of aggression is situated in pigs,
since both hypotheses fundamentally diverge on this point (see Chapter 1, section 1.3.2 from
page 15 ; for further emotions, see Kelley et al., 2 16 ).
In general, all those studies combined show that studying laterality allows not only for the
non-invasive elucidation of the mechanisms of positive appraisal, but also the identification of
individuals with different cerebral organizations and whether those individuals differ in their
appraisal according to which hemisphere they “prefer” to use.
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Figure 3.1: Suggestions for further research directions (in orange) according to the results presented in this
thesis (in green) and based on Figure 1.4 , page 33 
Solid lines represent the links between the core concepts of this thesis (in oval shapes), presented in Figure
1.1 , page 13 . Big right pointing arrows illustrate that stable traits in e.g. behaviour or affect result in the
emergence of personality or affective styles (explained in Figure 1.1 ). Dotted lines link the predictions of
each hypothesis (in rectangular shapes) to each proposed core concepts of this thesis (explained in Figure
1.2 , page 17 ). Green solid lines show the confirmed hypotheses of each study (presented in Figure 1.4 ). Green
double directed lines illustrate associations while the green one-directed line illustrates a causal link. The
combined Studies 1 and 2 supported the approach-withdrawal hypothesis and allowed to conclude a link
between individual hemispheric dominance and personality. Study 3 partly supported the emotional va-
lence hypothesis since it validated a left (L) hemispheric specialization for processing positive stimuli and
especially for positive appraisal. Future research might benefit from investigating the existence of affec-
tive styles in non-human animals (discussed in text) which should intimately correlate with the concept of
individual hemispheric dominance (1). Similarly to human research, developing methods that measure in-
dividual differences in behavioural activation (BAS) andbehavioural inhibition (BIS) systemsandbeing able
to test the BIS/BAS hypothesis in non-human animals should be promising. In pigs, a first step could be to
test whether both personality (2) and individual side biases (3) are associated with measurements of cere-
bral baseline asymmetries (see text for more details). Furthermore, the study of affective styles might help
explaining individual appraisal (4).
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3.3 Studying laterality has implications for animal welfare
Our studies report the presence of emotional lateralization in pigs. Not only do these stud-
ies contribute to research on personality and emotions (i.e. sub-aims presented in Figure 1.3 ,
page 31 ), they also have implications for animal welfare (i.e. general aim presented in Figure
1.3 , page 31 ). This section will mostly demonstrate that studying specific features of laterality
in pigs (strength vs. direction, biases at the population vs. individual level) can have direct and
indirect implications for their welfare. Indeed, as stated in Chapter 1, individual behavioural
lateralization patterns can differ in strength or direction and might reflect similar mechanisms
regulating personality (explained in Chapter 1, section 1.3.3 from page 18 ). For this reason, sim-
ilarly to the study of personality, the study of laterality at the individual level could show similar
potential benefits (similarly to those presented in Chapter 1, section 1.3.6 from page 26 ), in par-
ticular for individualized care or group management. Additionally, laterality at the population
level can sometimes emerge and is thought to facilitate group coordination (explained in Chap-
ter 1, section 1.3.3 ) which is relevant for the study of social (intra- and interspecific) interactions
(explained in section 1.3.6 ). Therefore, studying laterality at the population level can be also
helpful in group management and handling practices. Moreover, the study of laterality at the
population/group level can improve the understanding of the species of interest which may give
insight into “micro-behaviours” and enable us to access the “animal’s point of view” during a
specific situation (see also Chapter 1, section 1.3.6 ). Our studies support the existence of emo-
tional lateralization at the individual level (Studies 1 and 2) and at the population level (Studies 1
and 3). First, some direct applications of our combined findings for animal welfare will be men-
tioned. Second, the advantages of studying laterality at the individual level and their potential
usefulness for improving animal welfare will be highlighted. On one hand, the classification sys-
tem used in Study 2 (direction of laterality) will be presented as a potential approach for bridging
research on coping styles and research on affective styles. On the other hand, I will propose to
further investigate strength of laterality in the context of group management. Third, since we
found a population bias for tail curling, I will state that studying the laterality of unpaired or-
gans deserves further research in general. Indeed, the finding that tail curling is lateralized at
the population level has already some consequences for pig welfare. And finally, the implica-
tions for having gained knowledge on positive appraisal for animal welfare (and well-being) will
be discussed.
First of all, the most direct (and maybe obvious) application based on our findings that one
can imagine is as following: despite the “unnatural” housing conditions in which they are reared,
intensively farmed pigs should have the freedom to express their individual side preferences.
Our first study suggests that pigs probably show individual side preferences during rooting with
their snout. Thus, providing a variety of physical enrichments should allow them to satisfy their
individual needs for “lateralized foraging”. Our third study shows that not only the subject’s indi-
vidual hemispheric dominance but also the situation can predetermine eye preference. Indeed,
pigs should be allowed to choose with which eye they look for a specific stimulus, according to
how they perceive it. This behavioural need cannot be fulfilled in animals with restricted space
use, such as the individually-housed sows (in the mating unit or farrowing crates) which are pre-
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vented from turning around (Pedersen, 2 18 ) and which goes against the recommendations of
the Brambell committee (see Chapter 1, section 1.1.2 from page 2 ; Brambell Committee Report,
1965 ). Even if sows can express their lying side preferences during nursing in their farrowing
crates (Illmann et al., 2 2 ), our studies prove that behavioural laterality is multidimensional,
involving several motor and sensory functions. A lying preference might be predetermined
by several motor and sensory preferences, but reduced space allowance might force the ani-
mals to reduce the expression of these preferences. Therefore, with the provision of – at least –
more space, sows should be able to express simultaneously their motor and sensory preferences,
which belong to their natural behaviour.
As stated in Chapter 1, accounting for individual differences and especially for personality
in farm animals is necessary for animal welfare research (Bushby et al., 2 18 ; Finkemeier et al.,
2 18 ; Richter & Hintze, 2 19 ). Understanding how farm animals experience their environment
is crucial to determine their individual wants and needs (Bushby et al., 2 18 ; Franks, 2 19 ) and
could allow for the design of environments adapted to fulfil these wants and needs, e.g. with
respect to environmental enrichments (Loyer & Ha, 2 17 ; Richter & Hintze, 2 19 ). Studying lat-
erality at the individual level could help distinguish individuals with different personality in pigs
as has already been demonstrated in Study 2 but also in other domestic ungulates (Barnard et al.,
2 15 ; Goma et al., 2 18 ; Hopster et al., 1998 ; Prelle et al., 2 4 ; reviewed by Leliveld, 2 19 ). As
mentioned before, it would be interesting to determine how well our classification based on indi-
vidual motor lateralization patterns reflects affective styles in pigs (see arrows 1 and 3 in Figure
3.1 , page 93 ). In doing so, this classification might be used to non-invasively distinguish individ-
uals with different affective reactions during everyday situations. Indeed, our studies suggest
that our classification system reflects qualitative differences in brain structures that might un-
derpin differences in personality. Therefore, similarly to coping, this classification is based on
individual differences in both behaviour and physiology. Even if our results were in line with
some indications that R biased individuals can show a more proactive coping styles than L biased
individuals (Fahim et al., 2 18 ; Phillips et al., 2 15 ; reviewed by Rogers, 2 1  ), we also validated
the idea that it is beneficial to include a broader spectrum of personality traits (e.g. including
boldness, exploration, sociability) than only coping (O’Malley et al., 2 19 ). Indeed, in Study 2, we
remained cautious with the interpretation of the link between coping (supposed to be reflected
by the duration of struggling during the Backtest) and laterality because its power was not high
and no effects on the other Backtest parameters (latency and frequency of struggling) could be
found. Our new classification system might be a basis for answering further research questions
that could be similar to those that have been answered in respect to coping: how coping style
influences affective reactions that are relevant to everyday life (Krause et al., 2 17 ), how coping
style interacts with environment (Bolhuis et al., 2 5a ), how coping interacts with other person-
ality traits (Bolhuis et al., 2 5b ) or with behavioural flexibility (Bolhuis et al., 2 4 ), and how the
study of coping can be used to improve group management (Ruis et al., 2 1 ; Ruis et al., 2 2 ).
Two main advantages of the classification system based on motor lateralization in comparison
to the framework of coping are that the behavioural testing is less invasive and less demand-
ing (i.e. in pigs: observing motor lateralization patterns instead of performing the Backtest), and
that one seems to obtain a more complex (and therefore more realistic) overview of the popula-
tion (LL, RR, LR, RL or more categories if more motor functions are included; instead of reactive,
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proactive, intermediate). Using this classification might help switching from the framework of
coping (as recommended by O’Malley et al., 2 19 ) and classifying pigs based on their affective
styles (emotional reactivity in the everyday life) rather than on their coping styles (reaction dur-
ing stress).
Additionally, it seems that studying the strength of laterality might give insight into possi-
ble trade-offs between different personality traits. According to the distribution of the later-
ality indices, it is worth noting that using the snout for reaching a reward elicited more indi-
vidual variability in strength compared to tail curling. Therefore, in Study 2 snout use was an
appropriate motor function to also test the associations between strength of laterality and per-
sonality. In line with other findings (Branson & Rogers, 2 6 ; McDowell et al., 2 16 ; Reddon &
Hurd, 2 9b ), strongly lateralized pigs were interpreted as bolder than weakly lateralized pigs,
because strongly lateralized pigs produced fewer high frequency calls than weakly lateralized
pigs. Additionally, weakly lateralized pigs were more explorative (they explored the Open Field
longer) than strongly lateralized pigs, which to my knowledge represents a novel finding. Indeed,
there are no classical hypotheses on emotional lateralization predicting links between strength
of laterality and personality. Instead, strong laterality is often argued as being advantageous
(Rogers, 2 17a ), although recent findings show that it might also reduce fitness (Frasnelli & Val-
lortigara, 2 18 ; Leaver et al., 2 2  ; Whiteside et al., 2 18 ). In fact, strength of laterality is seen
as promising for studying trade-off mechanisms between opposite types of behavioural strate-
gies (Frasnelli & Vallortigara, 2 18 ). A concrete illustration of this could be the recent findings
showing that lateralized fish escaped a predator more efficiently but were poorer competitors
than non-lateralized fish (Chivers et al., 2 17 ). In contrast, our findings combined with those
of Camerlink et al. (2 18a ) might support the idea that strong lateralization in pigs may be ad-
vantageous for competitive situations, in terms of the ability of taking rapid decisions. Indeed,
strongly lateralized pigs are bolder (Study 2) and show shorter contest durations but do not win
more fights (Camerlink et al., 2 18a ) than weakly lateralized pigs. Camerlink et al. (2 18a ) al-
ready suggested that strength of lateralization might therefore reflect trade-offs between speed
and accuracy during contest scenarios. Though important in the pig industry, fighting is not
the only relevant behaviour for their welfare. For instance, individual differences in exploration
have implications for how pigs interact with their physical enrichment (Bolhuis et al., 2 6 ). Ac-
cording to our second study, weakly lateralized pigs spent more time exploring a novel environ-
ment than strongly lateralized pigs. Longer exploration might provide advantages in situations
requiring accuracy in decision-making rather than in competitive situations (Sih & Del Giudice,
2 12 ). This interpretation would partly fit the prediction of Camerlink et al. (2 18a ): strongly lat-
eralized pigs might show a rapid decision-making style while weakly lateralized pigs might have
an accurate decision-making style. These findings appear similar to previous findings showing
that low reactive pigs explore longer their environment than high reactive pigs (Hessing et al.,
1994 ; Ruis et al., 2  ; Zebunke et al., 2 17 ). However, strength of laterality did not show asso-
ciations with any Backtest parameter. Our second study combined with the study of Camerlink
et al. (2 18a ) might represent a first step for studying trade-offs in strength of laterality in the
context of animal husbandry. A next step could be to investigate groups with different propor-
tions of weakly vs. strongly lateralized pigs and test how they differ in level of aggression or
stress. Again considering research on coping style, Ruis et al. (2 2 ) studied how the interac-
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tions between dominance status and coping styles influenced the welfare of pair-housed gilts.
The authors found out that the combination of low reactive dominant with high reactive sub-
missive gilts resulted in the lowest level of stress. Similarly, studying the interactions between
strength of laterality and personality at the group level could help to determine which balance
of weakly vs. strongly lateralized individuals is optimal for managing group of pigs.
Our first and second studies demonstrate that investigating motor laterality gave new insight
into the species of interest. In particular, we found that investigating motor laterality of unpaired
organs in pigs deserve further investigation in general (snout and tail). Indeed, our results show-
ing individual motor lateralization for tail and snout was in line with the findings from the rare
previous studies of other unpaired organs, such as tails in other species (rats: Denenberg et al.,
1982 ; new world monkeys: Laska, 1998 ; Laska & Tutsch, 2  ; dogs: Quaranta et al., 2 7 ), ele-
phant trunk (Martin & Niemitz, 2 3 ), primate mouth (Wallez & Vauclair, 2 12 ) or cat tongue
(Reiss & Reiss, 2 2 ). This could generate curiosity among behavioural biologists and lead to
further investigations on unpaired organs in other species (e.g. tail in ungulates). Indeed, in
her review on laterality research in ungulates, Leliveld (2 19 ) reported only four articles (from
a pool of 132 articles) that investigated tail postures and their potential lateralization patterns
(Goma et al., 2 18 ; Lane & Phillips, 2 4 ; Phillips et al., 2 3 ; Reefmann et al., 2 9a ). Given the
potential role of tail postures in micro-behaviours, there is a need for more investigating this mo-
tor function (Camerlink, 2 19 ). The study of micro-behaviours might help understanding how
animals naturally express their intents (Camerlink, 2 19 ; Camerlink et al., 2 18b ) and therefore
might help predicting their wants. To my knowledge, the second study represents the first find-
ings linking lateralization of unpaired organs with personality (but see Cox et al., 2 18 ) which
is one aspect of emotional lateralization. Further investigations on additional motor tasks in
which pig’s snout and tail might be involved could help to understand better their function. For
example, it would be interesting to know whether those motor biases can also reflect emotional
reactions of different valences. Can the snout also show lateralized patterns during specific emo-
tions and be therefore used as an indicator of facial expressions in pigs (as it has been shown for
primate mouth: Wallez & Vauclair, 2 12 )? Can the tail show other lateralized postures during
specific emotional reactions (similar to wagging in dogs: Quaranta et al., 2 7 )? In particular,
although tail function remains unknown in pigs, tail movements and postures have been shown
to reflect pain (Hay et al., 2 3 ; Noonan et al., 1994 ) and more subtle emotional reactions (Marcet
Rius et al., 2 18 ; Reimert et al., 2 14 , 2 13 ; Reimert et al., 2 17 ). The next step could be to study
the lateralization of those postures/movements because it could even reflect pigs’ motivation to
approach or withdraw a stimulus, as it has been shown in dogs (Quaranta et al., 2 7 ). With our
first study, we demonstrated that the “simple” observation and description of spontaneous later-
alized tail curling gave insight into its function and may be a promising tool for the better under-
standing of pigs. Indeed, we surprisingly found that tail curling was lateralized at the population
level: a majority of individuals showed a R tail bias (see Study 1). This suggests that it might play
a function in social coordination (Vallortigara & Rogers, 2 5 ). However, it is important to inves-
tigate whether this tail asymmetry is not simply a directional (morphological) asymmetry, such
as the heart position in mammals (Palmer, 2 4 ). Initial analyses are currently running con-
cerning the muscular asymmetries of pigs’ tail which could help understanding the dynamics of
tail curling. Another unexpected result was that tail curling (a posture) was also more strongly
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lateralized than snout use (an “active” behaviour). According to the task complexity hypothesis,
this indicates that tail curling might be more complex than snout use (Fagot & Vauclair, 1991 ).
In the first study, we discussed different possible origins which could have led to this R popu-
lation bias. In short, tail curling is not present in wild boars (Jensen, 2 2 ) and can be seen as
a morphological marker of the domestication process (Trut, 1999 ; Trut et al., 2 9 ). Therefore,
the R population bias of this behaviour might have resulted from an increased selection of indi-
viduals with L hemispheric dominance resulting in more approach behaviours towards humans
(according to the approach-withdrawal hypothesis). However, individuals with opposite tail bi-
ases did not differ in their response during the Human Approach Test (see Study 2), thus we could
not validate this hypothesis. The absence of results might be due to the use of group testing (dis-
cussed in Study 2), therefore it might be interesting in the future to test whether R tailed pigs
approach more humans in individual conditions. If this is true, this would have implications
for handling practices (discussed in the next paragraph). Alternatively (but not exclusively), tail
movements can play a communicative role (Kiley-Worthington, 1976 ). For example, Cafazzo and
Natoli (2 9 ) found that domestic cats lift their tail more often than wild cats, as a result of in-
creased sociability and thus of increased need of communication with conspecifics and humans.
Moreover, since communication is a L hemispheric specialization (Ocklenburg et al., 2 13 ), the
R population bias for tail curling might reflect a L hemispheric dominance resulting from an
increased need of communication in domestic pigs. This idea might be supported by the find-
ings of Study 2 since we could distinguish individuals with different tail biases based on their
vocalisations: individuals with a R tail bias were more vocally active than individuals with a L
tail bias. For all these reasons, behavioural lateralization of tail in pigs deserves further inves-
tigations since it might help not only the understanding of tail function but also improve pig’s
welfare. In particular, there should be implications for the common practice of tail docking in
pig’s production despite its prohibition by the EU (Dippel & Schrader, 2 16 ; Valros & Heinonen,
2 15 ). Indeed, tail docking is believed to reduce the incidence of tail biting (Valros, 2 18 ). The
latter is a maladaptive behaviour that can appear with intensive husbandry (Done, 2 11 ; Feddes
& Fraser, 1994 ; McGlone et al., 199  ; Statham et al., 2 9 ). Tail biting is still considered as the
most serious behaviour problem in modern pig production systems (Chou et al., 2 19 ; Prunier
et al., 2 2  ; Valros, 2 18 ). Regulations from the EU prohibit routine tail docking, however they
allow it if no other methods have been successful in reducing tail biting outcomes. As a conse-
quence, 9 % of European pigs are docked (Valros, 2 18 ). This is a major welfare issue since it
causes acute and chronic pain and therefore it has been abolished in some countries, such as
Switzerland, Sweden, Norway and Finland (Valros, 2 18 ). More subtly, the results of our first
study suggest that the direction of tail curling might play a role in coordination or communica-
tion; therefore tail docking might also impair pig’s social life or at least the signalling of their
micro-behaviours. If dogs interpret communicative cues less successfully when seeing docked
tails of conspecifics (Artelle et al., 2 11 ; Leaver & Reimchen, 2 8 ), why should it be so different
in pigs? Due to its practical aspect (non-invasiveness, quick and easy to observe), studying later-
ality seems to be an ideal approach for more interdisciplinary work between fundamental and
applied behavioural research in farm animals, which is necessary to improve their welfare. For
example, based on our first study and on previous findings indicating that tail posture can pre-
dict tail damages related to tail biting (Zonderland et al., 2 9 ), the first applied studies on the
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motor lateralization of tail curling are appearing. Preliminary results seem to indicate that pigs
with a weaker tail bias tended to show higher tail lesion scores due to tail biting (Chou, personal
communication). If those results are validated, it would be a direct demonstration of the use-
fulness of investigating tail laterality in pigs since it could help identify individuals that would
need individualized care. Thus, our studies demonstrated that investigating tail laterality allow
us to acknowledge the importance of keeping (rather than docking) the tails in pigs while ob-
serving tail curling behaviour may help investigating solutions for getting rid of tail biting in pig
industry.
In general, the first study alone demonstrated that studying behavioural lateralization at the
population level (in our case, of tail curling) has unique potential for understanding human-
animal interactions and to a further extent domestication mechanisms. This issue is also rel-
evant for animal welfare because it is important to understand the behavioural needs of domes-
tic animals regarding their relationship with humans. On the one hand, one could get insight
into how farm animals approach humans. For example, a new hypothesis based on our find-
ings on tail curling (see the previous paragraph) could be tested in pigs: do R tailed pigs show
an increased general motivation to approach (and even communicate) with a human compared
with L tailed pigs? On the other hand, the study of laterality can give insight into how we should
approach farm animals. For example, findings in cattle (Goma et al., 2 18 ; Phillips et al., 2 15 ;
Robins et al., 2 18 ) or in horses (Farmer et al., 2 1  ; Larose et al., 2 6 ; Schuetz et al., 2 17 )
interacting with humans could be used to determine from which side to approach and handle
animals. Therefore, comparing lateralization patterns at the population level between domestic,
feral and wild species might be helpful to understand how human selection influenced certain
behavioural traits. For instance, on the one hand, Przewalski horses show stronger patterns of
visual lateralization compared to domestic or feral horses (Austin & Rogers, 2 12 , 2 14 ), which
might be due to a decreased need of group coordination for non-wild species. Indeed, domes-
tication process can result in a reduced group synchronization as an adaptive response to cap-
tivity (Eklund & Jensen, 2 11 ). On the other hand, Austin and Rogers (2 12 ) showed that feral
horses do not show limb preferences at the population level in contrast to their domestic coun-
terparts, suggesting a substantial influence of human training on motor lateralization in horse.
Thus, if the study of laterality can improve understanding of domestication processes, it may
also facilitate the challenging integration of farm animal behaviour (and therefore of welfare-
relevant traits) into breeding goals (e.g. selection against aggressiveness or tail biting in pigs:
Turner et al., 2 18 ). Our third study aimed also at investigating behavioural lateralization at the
population level in order to understand better how lateralized visual inputs influence emotional
reactions. The findings may suggest that presenting a positive stimulus to the L eye of pigs might
be perceived as less rewarding than if the same stimulus is presented to the R eye. This kind of
fundamental research combined with applied studies could also have implications for research
on pig-human interactions, which aims at improving handling practices so that pigs perceive
humans positively (Tallet et al., 2 18 ). For example, preliminary observations showed that a
majority of pigs initially use their L eye for looking at humans who take photographs (Marchant-
Forde & Marchant-Forde, 2 14 ). Those observations combined with the findings of our third
study might suggest that pigs do not perceive this situation as rewarding (maybe due to the use
of flash photography).
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However, the main result of the third study is that we were able to measure subtle changes in
positive affect. Therefore, our findings open the door for more research using similar paradigms
to monocular viewing in order to better understand the mechanisms of positive appraisal in an-
imals. As mentioned in previous section, these kind of studies (like Study 3) could be combined
with studies on individual hemispheric dominance (like Studies 1 and 2) in order to better un-
derstand individual appraisal, or affective styles in non-human animals. Moreover, appraisal
and personality may both be seen as modulators of “liking” (when the goal expected is reached
in the framework of behavioural control: Gygax, 2 17 ). In Study 3, the use of emotional condi-
tioning excluded any indicator of “liking” because the pigs were not exposed to unconditioned
stimuli (i.e. an actual reward or punishment). However, one can speculate that this study might
have given insight into potential modulators of the feedback system involved in “liking”. For
instance, with the last study we showed that reducing the input to the L hemisphere may have
increased attentional state. The attention given to a stimulus might be one of several processes
that help an individual to obtain information about “what is real”. The “establishment of what is
real” is considered as an important modulator of “liking” (Cornwell et al., 2 14 ; Gygax, 2 17 ). In
a next step, it would be appropriate to use the paradigm of monocular viewing combined with
an attentional bias test. The latter measures the relative evaluation of a positive or negative
stimulus (Bar-Haim et al., 2 7 ) and the first studies in farm animals showing interactions with
anxiety (Lee et al., 2 18 ; Lee et al., 2 16 ) or mood (Raoult & Gygax, 2 19 ) are promising. Studies
combining interactions between emotional lateralization and attentional biases might help to
understand interactions between valence, attention and salience (Brosch et al., 2 13 ; Pourtois
et al., 2 13 ; Schepman et al., 2 16 ) and therefore to understand how “liking” is modulated. In
general, the framework offered by the hypotheses on emotional lateralization as shown in our
studies is promising for understanding the mechanisms of “wanting” and of “liking” to a bet-
ter extent, a consideration which should be predominant in new research questions involved in
animal well-being (Franks, 2 19 ; Gygax, 2 17 ).
To conclude this section, all three studies provided new insight into behavioural lateraliza-
tion in pigs at the individual as well as at the population levels. This triggered potential challeng-
ing questions (e.g. function of tail curling; potential trade-offs between fighting ability, boldness
and exploration; human-animal interactions; positive appraisal) that could help to better under-
stand this species and improve animal welfare (e.g. the practice of tail docking, optimal group
management, handling practices and the mechanisms of “liking” respectively).
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3.4 Suggestions for methodological improvements
Further research on this topic would greatly benefit from the following suggestions to im-
prove some aspects of our studies.
In Study 1, one might criticize the experiment for testing snout use since this setup might
be compared with the ones used for testing detour behaviour (i.e. eye preferences to look at a
specific stimulus when detouring an obstacle) in other species (fish: Bisazza et al., 1997 ; dogs:
Siniscalchi et al., 2 13 ; birds: Vallortigara et al., 1999 ). This would suggest that we might have
measured eye preferences for looking at a positive stimulus (i.e. a food reward) instead of snout
bias for opening the flap door. However, this is unlikely since the food was hidden behind the
flap door. Therefore, we can conclude that the observed biases were most likely rather due to
snout use than to eye preferences. Concerning foot laterality, we concluded that stepping with
the foot might be not relevant in the everyday behaviour of pigs since the laterality indices for the
forelimb showed normal distributions. This reflected that a majority of individuals had no con-
sistent bias for their forefoot during the locomotor activity which is in line with findings in goats
(Langbein, 2 12 ; but see: Baruzzi et al., 2 18 ) and sheep (Versace et al., 2 7 ). However, digging
with the forelimb has been found to be lateralized in other Artiodactyla (Espmark & Kinderås,
2 2 ). Such tasks for using the forefoot also exist in the pig’s behavioural repertoire –at least
“pawing” in sows during nest building (Burne et al., 2  ; Jensen, 1993 ). For instance, digging
with the forefoot might be expected to be lateralized since this function seems also involved in
foraging. An easy observation of this behaviour could be done by providing small food rewards
(e.g. chocolate raisins) hidden by a straw layer on the floor (personal observation). Integrating
this motor function into a cluster analysis in future studies on individual behavioural lateraliza-
tion patterns might be helpful to gain insight into more accurate hemispheric dominance and
possibly with more (robust) effects on personality traits, as demonstrated in Study 2. Indeed, we
are well aware that the 3 selected individuals for studying the associations between personal-
ity and laterality (identified as RR and LL individuals, see Figure 2.5 , page 47 ) did not represent
a majority in our population (n=8 ). Instead of arguing in Study 1 that the 5 individuals with
inconsistent biases for snout use and tail curling (identified as RL and LR individuals, see Figure
2.5 ) did not show individual hemispheric dominance, we assumed that more motor functions
were needed to determine their hemispheric dominance. Therefore, I suggest studying the be-
havioural lateralization of digging in the future.
As aforementioned, the cluster analysis (performed in the first study and used in the second
study) enabled us to identify individuals with different hemispheric dominance as well as to
obtain more robust results. However, some authors recently suggested that using a latent class
analysis could be “superior” to a cluster analysis to classify individuals across several lateralized
functions, because cluster analyses contain arbitrary chosen distance measures between clus-
ters (Tran et al., 2 14 , 2 15 ; Tran & Voracek, 2 16 ). This latent class analysis enabled authors to
classify human sidedness using scores of handedness, footedness, “eyedness” and “earedness”
(Tran et al., 2 14 ). Most of all, this approach gave insight into the associations between the differ-
ent motor and sensory functions and surprisingly showed that footedness is a better predictor
of sidedness than handedness (Tran et al., 2 14 ). However, this kind of analysis would be only
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possible with a substantially heightened sample size (N > 15,1 in the study of Tran et al. (2 14 )
vs. 8 pigs in our Studies 1 and 2).
In Study 3, since we aimed at testing lateralization for processing emotions of different va-
lences, the scope of this study was not about testing individual eye preferences. However, owing
to the results in Studies 1 and 2, one might expect to also find individual visual lateralization
patterns (Hook-Costigan & Rogers, 1998 ). Eye preferences (e.g. for looking through a hole, like
in primates studies: Hook-Costigan & Rogers, 1998 ) could have been a good complement to the
third study since it would give insight into individual appraisal. Strikingly, in the third study,
we failed at finding an effect of monocular viewing during the negative conditions. We therefore
could not conclude about the role of the R hemisphere in the processing of negative emotions.
We interpreted this as a possible imbalance in stimulus intensity and/or an absence of needing a
lateralized response in this context. Indeed, the positive stimulus was associated with a food re-
ward while the negative stimulus was rather associated with a mild punishment. Although this
punishment has been validated in previous studies (Düpjan et al., 2 17 ; Leliveld et al., 2 17 ), it
cannot be compared to fear of predator or aggression towards conspecifics like in other studies
on emotional lateralization (e.g. Koboroff et al., 2 8 ; Robins et al., 1998 ). Similarly, Gygax et al.
(2 13 ) found a L hemispheric activation when goats had access to a food reward, while no effects
of lateralization were observed during a situation of frustration which can also be considered as
a “mild” punishment. Thus, we could ask whether the use of “mild” negative stimuli is appro-
priate for laterality studies. I personally do not consider the use of “stronger” punishment as
an alternative, first because of ethical reasons and second because the use of extreme stimuli
has been already criticized in the study of emotional valence. Indeed extreme negative stimuli
have been argued of being unrealistic for the animals (Camerlink, 2 19 ; Gygax, 2 17 ). Instead,
I suggest combining similar approaches used in the third study (monocular viewing combined
to emotional conditioning) with direct measurements of cerebral activity (such as fNIRS or EEG)
during mild punishments in order to distinguish between an absence of behavioural reaction
and an absence of emotional lateralization.
In general, our studies demonstrate that studying laterality is an insightful approach to inves-
tigate mechanisms occurring in the central nervous system. As (hopefully) demonstrated in this
thesis, making the distinction between different hypotheses on emotional lateralization gives in-
sight into cerebral lateralized mechanisms involved in distinct mechanisms such as “wanting”,
appraisal (see Figure 3.1 , page 93 ) and potentially “liking”. Thus, it helps to integrate the brain
in behavioural studies without considering it as “an abstract computing machine” (Gygax, 2 17 ).
However, without fine measurements of cerebral activity, one can quickly face the limitations
of this approach. For example, our studies cannot inform us about the precise location in the
brain where appraisal or individual hemispheric dominance are actually measurable. There-
fore, implementing our studies with fNIRS, EEG or fMRI would be fruitful in the future in order
to identify which neural structures are involved in emotional lateralization.
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3.5 Outlook
As mentioned in section 3.2 (from page 87 ), Rogers (2 17b ) recommends future research on
lateralization that should integrate different sensory modalities in order to better understand
how the lateralized neural circuits interact. In pigs, the logical next step would be to investigate
the lateralization of audition and olfaction. As mentioned before, in a fourth study we tested the
effects of monaural hearing on emotional reactions by using the same experimental paradigm
as in our last study. In the future, this should facilitate the designing of experiments combin-
ing monocular and monaural testing in pigs, as recommended by Rogers (2 17b ). Olfaction is
also known to be very relevant in pigs and it would be interesting to explore this modality using
similar approaches as in Study 1 or Study 3 in order to gain insight into emotional lateralization
patterns. Therefore, we also studied nostril biases in pigs, because it might help understanding
the role of olfactory cues in emotional appraisal (Siniscalchi, 2 17 ).
Throughout this thesis, I regularly referred to the concept of affective styles because their
study could be promising for understanding the interactions between affective states (i.e. emo-
tions and moods) and personality. As discussed in section 3.2 (from page 87 ), our three studies
together might represent a first step in this direction. A next step would be to use brain imaging
techniques to enable measurements of baseline activity in each hemisphere. Those measure-
ments could be expected to correlate with indicators of individual hemispheric dominance (as
found in Study 1, see arrows 1 and 3 of Figure 3.1 , page 93 ) and with indicators of personality
(similarly to Study 2, see arrow 2 of Figure 3.1 ) or mood (as found in Gordon & Rogers, 2 15 ;
Marr et al., 2 18 ; Wells et al., 2 17 ). Moreover, affective styles might also predetermine individ-
ual appraisal (see arrow 4 of Figure 3.1 ) and to a further extent they might predict individual
differences in “liking”.
Finally, as mentioned in section 3.3 (from page 94 ), an interesting perspective would be to
evaluate how brain lateralization has been influenced by domestication processes. It has been
shown that brain size is reduced in domestic animals compared with their wild counterparts
(Kruska, 198  , 1988 , 2 5 ). However they do not necessarily show lower cognitive abilities
(Kruska, 2 5 ; Nawroth et al., 2 19 ). What if the brain of domestic animals may be more lat-
eralized, implying more efficient neural circuits? Comparative studies on the corpus callosum
–responsible for the connection between both hemispheres– might help answering this question
(Karolis et al., 2 18 ; Spocter et al., 2 18 ).
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3.6 Conclusion
To conclude, it appears nowadays difficult to overlook the phenomenon of laterality in be-
havioural studies investigating internal states. Thus, this thesis supports the idea that us-
ing theory-driven studies on emotional lateralization can help in advancing animal welfare
research. The first study showed that pigs could be distinguished in their potential individ-
ual hemispheric dominance by investigating individual lateralization patterns of various motor
functions. The second study showed that pigs with distinct hemispheric dominance differed
in their personality which gives insight into their individual emotional processing. Since both
studies accounted for multidimensionality of motor laterality and personality, they helped in
comprehending individuality in animals: a major challenge in animal welfare science. The new
classification based on individual motor biases of snout use and tail curling reflects qualitative
differences in brain structures that are supposed to be at the origin of differences in personality.
More generally, this might reflect distinct affective styles in pigs, a concept that has not yet been
investigated in non-human animals. Further investigation in this direction should be promising
for the understanding of the individual needs and wants of farm animals. The third study aimed
at directly testing hemispheric specializations for emotional valence using a paradigm of monoc-
ular presentation of emotional conditioned stimuli. We showed that this setup is a valuable ad-
dition to the componential view of emotions since it amounts to a non-invasive manipulation of
the central nervous system. This study improved our understanding of positive appraisal (regu-
lated by the L hemisphere) in pigs which also represents a major challenge in the modern view
on welfare: the focus on a life worth living in farm animals. Direct implications for pig welfare
of those studies should be to keep the pig’s tail (e.g. banishing tail docking) and to offer more
space (e.g. avoiding individual crates) to pigs so that they are free to express their individual
side preferences. Finally, those studies contribute to gain more insight into the proximate level
of behavioural control and should encourage further interdisciplinary research on emotional
lateralization in farm animals by for instance combining neurosciences with applied studies.
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Summary
In our Western Cartesian society, it has been a long way to acknowledge animal welfare as a
valuable research topic. Nowadays, the five freedoms of farm animals still represent the foun-
dation of animal welfare legislation and ensure animals to fulfil their basic welfare needs. On
one hand many efforts have been done to increase their productivity and their physical health
which, as a by-product, improved some aspects of their welfare (e.g. absence of malnutrition,
less diseases). On the other hand, more research is still needed to address the issues related
to their mental health with a recent emphasis on acknowledging farm animals as individuals
living a “life worth living”. For this reason, animal welfare scientists have the responsibility to
improve farm animal lives by conducting research on relevant issues, such as on personality or
on positive affective states.
The general introduction (first chapter) aims at laying the conceptual bases and the goals of
this thesis. It begins with historical insights into how research on animal welfare emerged and
the various ways in which this concept has been defined. I explain why I chose a definition of
animal welfare that places the individual and its affective states as a central issue. The topics of
personality and emotions are then presented because they may partly explain individual differ-
ences in behaviour and physiology, and mechanisms at the origin of affective states respectively.
Finally, studying laterality (i.e. asymmetries of brain and behaviour; each brain hemisphere con-
trols the contralateral part of the body) is exposed as a potential approach to gain insights into
the common neural mechanisms at the origin of personality and emotions. To illustrate this, sev-
eral hypotheses on emotional lateralization (i.e. the fact that one hemisphere is specialized for
processing specific emotions) are presented and compared. Two of these hypotheses are then
selected to study the links of laterality with personality and with emotions. Firstly, the approach-
withdrawal hypothesis (the left hemisphere regulates approach behaviours while the right hemi-
sphere regulates avoidance behaviours) is demonstrated as being well-suited to study interac-
tions between laterality and personality. Secondly, the emotional valence hypothesis (the left
hemisphere processes positive emotions while the right hemisphere processes negative emo-
tions) is expected to offer an ideal framework to give insight into how emotions are experienced.
Some existing applications of laterality research for animal welfare are presented but the need
for theory-driven studies in this field is highlighted. This thesis aims at exploring how study-
ing laterality in domestic pigs might provide insight into both their personality and emotions.
Thus, it represents the first theory-driven studies on behavioural lateralization in pigs with po-
tential implications for their welfare. The goals of this work are organized according to two main
questions: (i) is individual hemispheric dominance (i.e. an individual’s “preferred” hemisphere)
measurable through individual motor lateralized patterns and does it reflect personality in pigs?
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and (ii) can the direct investigation of emotional lateralization in pigs improve understanding of
the mechanisms of emotional valence?
The second chapter presents three studies that were published as part of this thesis.
The first study – Behavioural lateralization in domestic pigs (Sus scrofa): variation between motor
functions and individuals – was published in “Laterality” and represents the first study investigat-
ing motor lateralization in domestic pigs. We investigated possible motor lateralization patterns
in four different motor functions (snout use in a manipulative task, foot use in two stepping tasks,
and tail curling) in eighty male piglets. A significant majority of our sample showed individual
biases for manipulation with their snout and for curling their tail but not for stepping with their
foot. Interestingly, the tail curling was lateralized towards the right at the population level and
showed stronger lateralization patterns than snout use. Using a cluster analysis with combined
tail and snout laterality, we identified groups of individuals with consistent lateralization pat-
terns across motor functions that potentially reflect the individuals’ hemispheric dominance.
This new classification system is hypothesized to reflect qualitative differences in brain organi-
zation and therefore differences in personality.
As a logical follow-up, investigating how individuals with supposed opposite hemispheric
dominance differed in their personality was the aim of the second study –Assessing animal individ-
uality: links between personality and laterality in pigs, published in “Current Zoology”. The approach-
withdrawal hypothesis was tested because it may explain differences in boldness or exploration
between left and right hemispheric dominant individuals. To analyze the relationships between
personality and laterality we tested the same eighty male piglets from the first study in several
personality tests and used the classification system integrating two motor functions (tail and
snout) that was established in the first study. We found that the combined laterality classifi-
cation showed both more, and more robust, significant associations with different personality
traits compared with the single motor biases. These results supported the approach-withdrawal
hypothesis because right-biased pigs (i.e. pigs with a left hemispheric dominance) were bolder
and more explorative in a context of novelty than left-biased pigs (i.e. pigs with a right hemi-
spheric dominance). Additionally, right-biased pigs were more sociable (they vocalized more in
a context of social isolation) than left-biased pigs. This study demonstrates the importance of
taking into account the multidimensionality of both laterality and personality.
The third study – Visual laterality in pigs: monocular viewing influences emotional reactions in pigs –
was published in “Animal Behaviour” and aimed at giving insights into the mechanisms of emo-
tional valence. We used a paradigm of monocular viewing which can be considered as a direct
manipulation of the central nervous system, because covering one eye results in a reduced vi-
sual input to the contralateral hemisphere. Moreover, the use of emotional conditioning was
supposed to allow a focus on emotional valence independently of emotional arousal. Our study
tested the emotional valence hypothesis in the context of visual laterality for viewing positive
or negative emotionally conditioned stimuli. Ninety male piglets were either positively (food-
reward) or negatively (mild punishment) conditioned to an object (a ball). Afterwards, the object
was presented without the reinforcer under three different treatments: patch was fixed on the
left or right eye (reducing input to the contralateral hemisphere) or patch between the eyes (the
control). Monocular viewing had no clear effects on the negatively conditioned subjects. In con-
trast, in the positively conditioned group, covering the right eye caused a longer interruption of
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vocalization, a longer latency to touch the object, a shorter duration of exploring the arena and
an increased vagal activity compared to the control. This suggests that reduced processing in
the left hemisphere leads to heightened attention that is accompanied by a general orienting re-
sponse, possibly resulting from a reduced positive appraisal. These findings therefore partially
support the emotional valence hypothesis and suggest an important role of the left hemisphere
in the quick recognition of a positive stimulus. This study demonstrates that investigating the
lateralized processing of emotions can provide insight into the mechanisms of positive appraisal
in animals.
The general discussion (third chapter) compiles and summarizes the multiple findings of all
three studies. The results of the first and the second studies suggest the existence of individual
differences in emotional lateralization that might be at the origin of differences in personality.
The third study demonstrates the importance of the left hemisphere for positive appraisal. Con-
sidering those studies together shows that studying laterality provides a means to non-invasively
elucidate mechanisms underpinning emotional reactions towards a positive stimulus, but also
to identify individuals with different cerebral organizations and thus with different personality
types. Thus, further investigations of emotional lateralization could be promising to give insight
into individual appraisal in pigs. More generally, this thesis demonstrates that studying lateral-
ity directly helps to better understand pigs and the novel knowledge generated could already be
used to improve their welfare. Indeed, pigs should have the freedom to choose from which side
they explore or monitor their environment and more generally how they perceive and react to
this environment. Another direct implication is that tail curling might be a complex behaviour
that could be impaired if pigs’ tails are docked. Further indirect implications for animal welfare
are then discussed. Finally, after having suggested some improvements of our studies, poten-
tial direct next steps are proposed, such as the investigation of affective styles in farm animals
which refer to consistent individual differences in emotional reactivity and regulation.
In conclusion, this thesis supports the idea that using theory-driven studies on emotional lat-
eralization can help advance animal welfare research. More strikingly, it seems that the time has
come to investigate affective styles in farm animals. Affective styles may help explain individual
differences in appraisal in everyday situations. Understanding those processes could allow us
to offer to farm animals living conditions that are in better accordance with what they want and




In unserer kartesianisch geprägten westlichen Gesellschaft hat es lange gebraucht, um an-
zuerkennen, dass animal welfare (hiernach als Wohlbefinden bezeichnet) ein bedeutsames For-
schungsgebiet ist. Heutzutage stellen die sogenannten fünf Freiheiten, mit denen die grundsätz-
lichen Bedürfnisse von Tieren befriedigt werden, noch immer die Grundlage für Tierschutzge-
setze dar. Einerseits wurde viel Mühe investiert, um die Produktivität und die physische Gesund-
heit von Nutztieren zu verbessern. Daraus resultierten auch einige Verbesserungen verschiede-
ner Aspekte des Wohlbefindens (z.B. keine Mangelernährung, weniger Krankheiten). Anderer-
seits bleibt weitere Forschung notwendig, um die Herausforderungen bezüglich der mentalen
Gesundheit von Nutztieren zu bewältigen, da moderne Betrachtungsweisen Nutztiere als Indi-
viduen anerkennen, die ein lebenswertes Leben (“life worth living”) führen können. Aus diesem
Grund haben WissenschaftlerInnen, die zum Wohlbefinden der Tiere forschen, die Verantwor-
tung, das Leben von Nutztieren zu verbessern, indem sie adäquate Forschungsfragen untersu-
chen, wie zum Beispiel Persönlichkeit oder positive affektive Zustände.
Das einführende Kapitel zielt darauf ab, die konzeptuelle Grundlage und die Ziele dieser Dis-
sertation darzustellen. Es beginnt mit historischen Einblicken, wie die Forschung zum Wohlbe-
finden entstanden ist und wie vielfältig dieser Begriff definiert wurde. Ich erkläre dann, warum
ich eine Definition von Wohlbefinden benutze, die sich auf das Individuum und seine affekti-
ven Zuständen fokussiert. Anschließend stelle ich die Themen Persönlichkeit und Emotion vor,
weil sie zum Teil individuelle Unterschiede im Verhalten und in der Physiologie bzw. Mechanis-
men am Ursprung von affektiven Zuständen erklären könnten. Danach zeige ich, dass die Unter-
suchung von Lateralität (d.h. Asymmetrien von Gehirn und Verhalten, wobei jede Gehirnhälfte
den kontralateralen Teil des Körpers kontrolliert) ein potenzieller Ansatz ist, um mehr Erkennt-
nisse über die gemeinsamen neuronalen Prozesse von Persönlichkeit und Emotion zu gewin-
nen. Mit diesem Hintergrund werden mehrere Hypothesen zur emotionalen Lateralisation (d.h.
die Tatsache, dass eine Gehirnhälfte darauf spezialisiert ist, spezielle Emotionen zu verarbei-
ten) vorgestellt und verglichen. Ich habe zwei dieser Hypothesen favorisiert, um die Beziehun-
gen von Lateralität mit Persönlichkeit und mit Emotionen zu untersuchen. Einerseits wird die
approach-withdrawal Hypothese (die linke Gehirnhälfte steuert das Annäherungsverhalten und
die rechte Gehirnhälfte steuert das Rückzugsverhalten) als geeignet gesehen, um die Interaktio-
nen zwischen Lateralität und Persönlichkeit zu studieren. Andererseits bietet die Hypothese der
emotionalen Valenz (die linke Gehirnhälfte verarbeitet die positiven Emotionen und die rechte
Gehirnhälfte verarbeitet die negativen Emotionen) einen idealen Rahmen für mehr Verständ-
nis dessen, wie Emotionen erlebt werden. Dann werden einige beschriebene Anwendungen der
Lateralitätsforschung mit Bezug zum Wohlbefinden vorgestellt und der Bedarf an theoriegelei-
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teten Studien herausgestellt. Die vorliegende Dissertation soll aufzeigen, wie die Untersuchung
der Lateralität beim Hausschwein dazu beitragen kann, Erkenntnisse über deren Persönlichkeit
und Emotionen zu gewinnen. Dazu stellt sie die ersten theoriegeleiteten Studien zur Lateralisa-
tion von Verhalten beim Hausschwein und potenzielle Konsequenzen für deren Wohlbefinden
vor. Die Ziele dieser Arbeit sind durch zwei Hauptfragen spezifiziert. Erstens, ist individuelle Do-
minanz einer Gehirnhälfte (d.h. die präferierte Gehirnhälfte eines Individuums) durch individu-
elle motorische Lateralitätsmuster messbar und spiegelt diese Dominanz Persönlichkeit beim
Hausschwein wider? Zweitens, kann die direkte Untersuchung von emotionaler Lateralisation
beim Hausschwein helfen, die Mechanismen der emotionalen Valenz zu verstehen?
Das zweite Kapitel besteht aus drei Studien, die als separate Teile dieser kumulativen Disser-
tation veröffentlicht wurden.
Die erste Studie – Behavioural lateralization in domestic pigs (Sus scrofa): variation between motor
functions and individuals – wurde in der Zeitschrift “Laterality” veröffentlicht und stellt die erste
Untersuchung zur motorischen Lateralisation beim Hausschwein dar. Wir haben mögliche Mus-
ter in der motorischen Lateralisation für vier verschiedene motorische Funktionen (Benutzung
des Rüssels beim Manipulieren, Benutzung des Vorderfußes bei zwei unterschiedlichen Lauftä-
tigkeiten und das Drehen des Schwanzes) bei achtzig männlichen Ferkeln untersucht. Eine si-
gnifikante Mehrheit unserer Stichprobe zeigte eine individuell lateralisierte Rüsselnutzung und
Schwanzdrehrichtung, aber keine lateralisierte Benutzung des Fußes. Interessanterweise zeig-
te sich eine Verschiebung der Schwanzdrehrichtung hin zur rechten Seite auf Populationsebene,
mit stärkeren Lateralitätsmustern als bei der Rüsselnutzung. Mithilfe einer Clusteranalyse wur-
den die Lateralitätsindizes von Rüssel und Schwanz kombiniert. Dadurch erhielten wir Gruppen
von Individuen mit konsistenten Lateralitätsmustern für die beiden motorischen Funktionen.
Diese Gruppen könnten möglicherweise Individuen mit hemisphärischer Dominanz darstellen.
Es wird vermutet, dass dieses neue Klassifizierungssystem qualitativ verschiedene Gehirnorga-
nisationen und daher Unterschiede in der Persönlichkeit widerspiegelt.
Als logische Folge wurde in der zweiten Studie – Assessing animal individuality: links between per-
sonality and laterality in pigs, veröffentlicht in der Zeitschrift “Current Zoology” – untersucht, wie
sich Individuen mit gegensätzlicher hemisphärischer Dominanz in ihrer Persönlichkeit unter-
scheiden. Die approach-withdrawal Hypothese wurde getestet, weil sie Unterschiede in Kühnheit
und Erkundung zwischen Individuen mit linker und rechter hemisphärischer Dominanz erklä-
ren könnte. Um die Beziehungen zwischen Lateralität und Persönlichkeit zu untersuchen, ha-
ben wir die gleichen achtzig männlichen Ferkel aus der ersten Studie in verschiedenen Persön-
lichkeitstests untersucht. Dazu haben wir die in der ersten Studie etablierte Klassifizierung be-
nutzt, und die zwei motorischen Funktionen (Rüssel und Schwanz) integriert, um Individuen
mit potenziell unterschiedlicher hemisphärischer Dominanz zu vergleichen. Wir fanden, dass
die kombinierte Lateralitätsklassifizierung mehr und robustere signifikante Assoziationen mit
verschiedenen Persönlichkeitszügen zeigte, verglichen mit einzelnen motorischen Präferenzen.
Unsere Befunde bestätigten die approach-withdrawal Hypothese, weil Tiere mit linker motori-
scher Gesamtpräferenz (d.h. mit rechter hemisphärischer Dominanz) mehr Kühnheit und Er-
kundung in einem Neuigkeitskontext zeigten als Tiere mit rechter motorischer Gesamtpräfe-
renz (d.h. mit linker hemisphärischer Dominanz). Zusätzlich waren Tiere mit rechter motori-
scher Gesamtpräferenz sozialer als Tiere mit linker motorischer Gesamtpräferenz, erkennbar
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an einer höheren Vokalisationsrate bei Isolation . Diese Studie weist drauf hin, wie wichtig die
Berücksichtigung der Multidimensionalität von Lateralität und Persönlichkeit ist.
Die dritte Studie – Visual laterality in pigs: monocular viewing influences emotional reactions in pigs
– wurde in der Zeitschrift “Animal Behaviour” veröffentlicht und zielte darauf ab, Erkenntnisse
über die Mechanismen der emotionalen Valenz zu sammeln. Wir entschieden uns für ein Pa-
radigma des monokularen Sehens, das als direkte Manipulation des zentralen Nervensystems
betrachtet werden kann, da, wenn ein Auge abgedeckt wird, auch die Reizwahrnehmung in der
kontralateralen Hemisphäre reduziert wird. Außerdem wurde die Hypothese der emotionalen
Valenz im Kontext von visueller Lateralität bei Hausschweinen getestet, wenn sie emotional po-
sitiv oder negativ konditionierte Reize sehen. Wir haben erwartet, dass die Benutzung emotiona-
ler Konditionierung eine Fokussierung auf emotionale Valenz unabhängig von emotionaler Er-
regung erlauben würde. Neunzig männliche Ferkel wurden entweder positiv (Futterbelohnung)
oder negativ (milde Strafe) konditioniert, während sie ein Objekt (einen Ball) sehen. Nach der
Konditionierung wurde das Objekt ohne Verstärker mit drei verschiedenen Behandlungen prä-
sentiert: eine Klappe auf dem linken oder rechten Auge (reduzierter Beitrag der kontralateralen
Gehirnhälfte) oder eine Klappe zwischen den Augen (die Kontrollbehandlung). Das monokulare
Sehen hatte keine klare Wirkung auf die negativ konditionierten Tiere. Im Gegensatz dazu ver-
ursachte das Bedecken des rechten Auges bei den positiv konditionierten Tieren – verglichen
mit der Kontrollbehandlung – eine längere Unterbrechung in den Vokalisationen, eine längere
Latenz um das Objekt zu berühren, kürzeres Erkunden der Arena und eine erhöhte vagale Ak-
tivität. Diese Befunde lassen vermuten, dass diese Tiere eine erhöhte Aufmerksamkeit kombi-
niert mit einer generellen Orientierungsreaktion gezeigt haben. Wir haben diese Ergebnisse so
interpretiert, dass die reduzierte Verarbeitung in der linken Gehirnhälfte eine weniger positive
Bewertung verursacht hat. Diese Befunde unterstützen zum Teil die Hypothese der emotionalen
Valenz und suggerieren eine wichtige Rolle der linken Gehirnhälfte in der schnellen Erkennung
von positiven Reizen. Die Studie zeigt, dass die Untersuchung von lateralisierten emotionalen
Prozessen hilfreich ist, um die Mechanismen von positiven Bewertungen bei Tieren besser zu
verstehen.
Das letzte Kapitel fasst die vielfältigen Befunde der drei Studien zusammen. Die Ergebnisse
der beiden ersten Studien weisen auf die Existenz individueller Unterschiede in der emotiona-
len Lateralisation hin, die die Unterschiede in Persönlichkeit erklären könnten. Die dritte Studie
zeigt die Beteiligung der linken Gehirnhälfte bei positiven Reizbewertungen. Die gemeinsame
Betrachtung dieser Studien zeigt, dass die Untersuchung der Lateralität ein Mittel ist, um Mecha-
nismen nicht-invasiv zu erfassen, die emotionalen Reaktionen auf einen positiven Stimulus zu-
grunde liegen, aber auch um Individuen mit unterschiedlichen zerebralen Organisationen und
somit mit unterschiedlichen Persönlichkeitstypen zu identifizieren. Daher könnten weitere Un-
tersuchungen der emotionalen Lateralisation vielversprechend sein, um mehr Einblicke in die
individuelle Bewertung bei Schweinen zu gewinnen. Im Grunde genommen zeigt diese Disser-
tation, dass die Untersuchung der Lateralität direkt zum besseren Verständnis von Schweinen
beiträgt, und dass das neu gewonnene Wissen bereits zur Verbesserung des Wohlbefindens von
Schweinen genutzt werden könnte. In der Tat sollten Schweine frei entscheiden, von welcher Sei-
te sie ihre Umwelt erkunden oder beobachten und allgemeiner, wie sie diese Umwelt erfassen
und darauf reagieren. Eine weitere Erkenntnis dieser Studien ist, dass das Schwanzdrehen ein
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offensichtlich komplexes Verhalten ist, das beeinträchtigt wird, wenn die Schwänze von Schwei-
nen kupiert werden. Weitere indirekte Auswirkungen auf das Wohlbefinden werden diskutiert.
Schließlich schlage ich einige Verbesserungen unserer Studien und mögliche nächste Schritte
vor, wie z.B. die Untersuchung affektiver Stile bei Nutztieren, d.h. die konsistente individuelle
Unterschiede in emotionale Reaktivität und Regulierung.
Zum Schluss unterstützt diese Arbeit die Idee, dass die Verwendung von theoriegeleiteten Hy-
pothesen über emotionale Lateralisation die Forschung zum Wohlbefinden voranbringen kann.
Es ist insbesondere an der Zeit, verstärkt auch affektive Stile bei Nutztieren zu untersuchen. Af-
fektive Stile können helfen, individuelle Unterschiede in der Bewertung in Alltagssituationen
zu erklären. Das Verständnis dieser Prozesse könnte uns ermöglichen, Lebensbedingungen für
Nutztiere anzubieten, die dem entgegenkommen, was sie wollen und was sie mögen, und damit




Acknowledging farm animals as individuals with their own affective states can promote the
willingness to improve their welfare. For this purpose, the frameworks offered by personality
and emotion research can be used not only to help improve animal living conditions, but also
to raise awareness for farm animals being complex and sentient individuals. Strikingly, the
study of laterality (i.e. asymmetries of brain and behaviour; each brain hemisphere controls
the contralateral part of the body) is a potential non-invasive approach to gain insights into the
common neural mechanisms underpinning both personality and emotions. In this thesis, two
main hypotheses about emotional lateralization (i.e. the fact that one hemisphere is specialized
for processing specific emotions) are highlighted. First, the approach-withdrawal hypothesis
states that the left hemisphere regulates approach behaviours while the right hemisphere regu-
lates avoidance behaviours. Testing this hypothesis through the observation of motor biases is
expected as being well-suited to study interactions between laterality and personality. Second,
the emotional valence hypothesis states that the left hemisphere processes positive emotions
while the right hemisphere processes negative emotions. Testing this hypothesis by analysing
the processing of sensory (e.g. visual) information is expected to offer an ideal framework to
give insight into how emotions are experienced. This thesis aims at exploring how studying lat-
erality in domestic pigs might provide insight into their personality and their emotions. Thus,
this thesis represents the first theory-driven studies on behavioural lateralization in pigs with
potential implications for their welfare. The goals of this work are organized according to two
main questions that were explored with three studies:
• Is individual hemispheric dominance (i.e. the preference of an individual for using one
hemisphere) measurable through individual motor lateralized patterns and does it reflect
personality in pigs?
– Can the observation of individual motor biases be indicative of hemispheric domi-
nance? (Study 1)
– Are individual differences in motor biases of pigs associated with their personality?
(Study 2)
• Can the direct investigation of emotional lateralization in pigs improve understanding of
the mechanisms of emotional valence?
– Does the manipulation of visual information processing (through monocular viewing)




The first study – Behavioural lateralization in domestic pigs (Sus scrofa): variation between motor func-
tions and individuals, published in Laterality, Volume 23:5, September 2 18, Pages 576-598 – repre-
sents the first study investigating motor lateralization patterns in domestic pigs in a multidi-
mensional way.
• A significant majority of piglets showed individual biases for using their snout during a
manipulative task and for curling their tail, while a significant majority of piglets did not
show any biases for using their left or right foot during stepping.
• Tail curling was lateralized towards the right at the population level and showed stronger
lateralization patterns than snout use during a manipulation task.
• Groups of individuals with consistent lateralization patterns across motor functions (tail
and snout laterality) were identified with the help of a cluster analysis.
Using the motor biases determined in the first study, the approach-withdrawal hypothesis was
tested in the second study – Assessing animal individuality: links between personality and laterality in
pigs, published in Current Zoology, Volume 65, Issue 5, October 2 19, Pages 541–551.
• The direction of the single motor biases (for snout use or tail curling) showed significant
associations with few personality traits.
• The combined laterality classification (which integrates both functions of snout use and tail
curling) provideded more, and more robust, significant associations with different person-
ality traits compared with the single motor biases (snout use or tail curling).
• The approach-withdrawal hypothesis was supported because right-biased pigs were
bolder and more explorative in a context of novelty.
• Right-biased pigs were also more sociable than left-biased pigs because they vocalized
more in a context of social isolation.
Ô Using multidimensional approaches to investigate laterality and personality allows us to
support the approach-withdrawal hypothesis.
The emotional valence hypothesis was tested in the third study –Visual laterality in pigs: monocular
viewing influences emotional reactions in pigs, published in Animal Behaviour, Volume 154, August 2 19,
Pages 183-192.
• Monocular viewing, i.e. covering one eye to reduce visual input to the contralateral hemi-
sphere, had no clear effects on the response to a negative stimulus.
• When seeing a positively conditioned object, covering the right eye caused a longer inter-
ruption of vocalizations, a longer latency to touch the object, a shorter duration of exploring
the arena and an increased vagal activity compared to the control.
• Thus, covering the right eye attenuated the positive appraisal of a positive stimulus.




Considering those studies together shows that studying laterality provides a mean for non-
invasively elucidating mechanisms involved during emotional reactions towards a positive stim-
ulus, but also to identify individuals with different cerebral organizations and thus with different
personality types. Not only do these studies highlight the necessity of offering pigs the freedom
to express their side preferences for exploring or monitoring their environment, they might sug-
gest the existence of individual differences in appraisal and possibly of affective styles in pigs.
This thesis supports the idea that using theory-driven studies on emotional lateralization can
help advance animal welfare research. More strikingly, it seems that the time has come to inves-
tigate affective styles in farm animals. Such affective styles may explain individual differences
in appraisal. Understanding those processes could allow us to offer to farm animals living condi-




“Deine Feinde kennen dich genau
Doch sehen in dir nur dein brennendes Haus
Lachen dich aus und sagen du bist schlecht
Jeden Tag musst du dich beweisen
Ich verbreite deinen Namen auf allen meinen Reisen
Und nie wieder will ich von dir weg
Du bist so ehrlich zu jedem
Du bist so Herrlich dagegen
Ja, du hast mich Groß und stark gemacht
Ich zieh los und such mein Glück
Doch dein Licht zieht mich zu dir zurück”
Mein Rostock (2 14) – Marteria
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